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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

p.'

1.1 Simulation Extensions

Within the context of the overall ACOSS Eleven Program, the objec-

tive of the Simulation Extensions Project has been to identify and quantify

those generic mission, scenario and sensor parameters (as well as their

interactions) which drive the performance of staring infrared (IR) space- Q

based surveillance systems. This project has been divided into two broad

tasks: Simulation Enhancements, and Simulation Applications.

Work in the Simulation Enhancement Task has been directed toward

generalizing those models in the Draper Integrated Simulations (DIS) which

are too limited in scope or perhaps restricted to one particular system.

This task has been the primary focus of the Simulation Extensions Project,

Sand, accordingly, has received the bulk of the available support. The

Simulation Applications Task has studied issues related to generic surveil-

lance system performance drivers using tools developed under the Simulation

* Enhancements Task.

Section 2 summarizes the technical accomplishments of the Simulation

Extensions Project and provides a guide to detailed techical documentation

generated during the course of the project.

1.2 Generic Requirements for the ROFT Program

The development of space-based infrared surveillance systems and

space-based lasers is subordinated primarily to the availability of very

large, high precision optics. Current technology and existing facilities

cannot produce in a timely fashion, high performance mirrors, both in qual-

ity and quantity, to respond to the needs of the systems envisioned. The

Rapid Optics Fabrication Technology (ROFT) Program will attempt to discover

and develop technologies which will significantly decrease the time it

takes to produce optics.

. "- .. -. . .' - .- , : -: - . -- . " - -..



The objective of this study reported in Section 3, is to provide

broad requirements and constraints for the mechanical and thermal proper-

ties of materials envisioned for the design and rapid fabrication of large

space mirrors. By inspecting the constitutive equations relating mirror

deformations to input disturbances, the relative importance of material

parameters is identified. It is also recognized that the requirements on

mirror material properties can vary widely depending on the space applica-

tions. Surveillance systems, operating at cryogenic temperatures impose

different demands on materials than do the laser systems for which the

operational temperature is expected to vary between 3000 K and 4000 K.

Dynamic environments exhibit significant differences as well, and this

difference may impact the choice of other properties required of the mirror

materials.

It must be emphasized that this study does not presuppose a specific

mirror concept with defined structural and configurational characteris-

tics. While this approach is intentional for the findings to remain gen- !

eral, it limits our ability to obtain specific requirements for the contem-

plated mirror materials. Furthermore the effectiveness of possible con-

trols (whether thermal or mechanical), in terms of relieving demands on

material properties can only be evaluated in the context of a defined mir-

ror concept. As a result only estimates on mirror material requirements

can be provided and they have been derived from simplified analytical ex-

pressions and engineering experience in the design, modelling and analyses

of space mirrors.

For a large number of existing and potential materials, that include

metals, composites and ceramics, all relevant properties have been tabu-

lated for two extreme operational temperatures (1500 K and 350° K). The

plots relating important material parameters can be useful in delineating

domains of acceptability for a potential new material. The proposed mate-

rial requirements can be viewed as somewhat flexible so as to permit trade-

offs between properties for a particular design concept. Past experience

has shown that the most likely candidate for such a mirror will probably be

a thin face-sheet on actuators supported by a thermally stable substrate.

24.



However, it is hoped that dramatic changes and/or improvements in some n il
thermal properties, especially, might lead to completely novel concepts

that ultimately could be produced at the desired rapid rate.

It should be remembered that the objective of the ROFT program is

the rapid fabrication of high precision large space optics. The results of

this study can only support this attempt by providing guidelines to the
designer and fabrication engineer who selects possible materials. The gen-
eric specifications of mirror materials, therefore, can be viewed as con-

straints to the selection of a material amenable to rapid fabrication pro-

cesses. Many other issues related to optical and perhaps electrical mate-

rial properties need to be considered. Finally the fabrication process

could be adversely affected by some mechanical and thermal properties of a

material that is otherwise acceptable in the final product.

1.3 Active Control of Space Structures

Surveillance missions envisioned for future spaceborne optical

systems strongly suggest the need for active control and embody several

factors which--taken together--pose a formidable challenge from the

perspective of control science and technology. First, the supporting

structures for the optical system can be expected to be substantially non-

rigid, exhibiting low and clustered characteristic frequencies of vibration

and very small inherent damping. Moreover because of their anticipated

geometric complexity, substantial deterministic uncertainty in available .\

finite-element structural models will persist. Second, the disturbance

environment may be severe, involving disturbances with nonnegligible power

spectral density over a wide frequency range. Finally, high precision

performance specification in regard to rapid reorientation and attitude

regulation of the optical axis are certain. Such requirements imply the

capacity for effective suppression of structural vibrations.

The factors cited motivate the three main lines of effort in active .

control technology development that have been pursued under the present

contract: (1) Synthesis of reduced-order control for vibration

3
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suppression; (2) System identification, with special attention to the

problem of resolving closely-spaced modes; and (3) Generation of smooth

large-angle-slew control.

An overview of the work accomplished and principal contributions

made in these three areas over the span of the contract is given in

Section 4. The remaining sections detail the accomplishments of investi-

gations carried out during the final semiannual reporting period. One of

the principal efforts in reduced-order vibration control has been an

experimental (not in hardware) approach to the study of mutual inter-

actions between reduced-order modeling, active transducer (actuator and

sensor) selection, and controller feedback strategy determination in the

context of wideband disturbance accommodation for representative precision

flexible structures. The specific insights obtained from this approach are

discussed in Section 5; current results relate to suggested approaches for

independent sensor selection, and to constraints imposed upon the synthesis

process by the use of certain system identification techniques for

reduced-order modeling. The enhancement of stability robustness to un-

modeled high-frequency dynamics has been a major objective of the experi-

mental synthesis study. Through the use of linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG)

control employing loop transfer recovery (LTR), reduced order controllers

have been obtained which stabilize the full 150-mode model of ACOSS Model

No. 2. This successful application, and the limitations of the LQG/LTR

approach in the present context, are presented in Section 6. An overview

of our approach to the modeling of actuator dynamics, together with its

connection to other relevant work, is given in Section 7. A principal
focus of work in system identification has been the development of techni-

ques for estimating the spectral characteristics of lumped-parameter

systems with closely-spaced modes of vibration. Advances in this develop-

ment are detailed in Section 8; special emphasis is given to the role of

the sampling period used in obtaining input data for the identification

process. Interest in identification processes for systems described by

distributed-parameter models is rising because of current hardware develop-

"ments with distributed actuation and sensing devices for flexible structure

44 II , . , .' ,•%• ••. ••*• •• •••.•,
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vibration control. Theoretical development of an efficient computational

algorithm based upon cubic splines for parameter estimation in distribi~ted

systems is given in Section 9. Finally, some current advances in large

angle slew control are discussed in Section 10. The particular topic

emphasized is linear tracking controllers incorporating the capacity for

accommodating discrete disturbances. An underlying thrust in this and V94

prior work in large angle slew control has been to develop closed-form

analytic solutions to the Riccati-like matrix equations arising in the

mathematical development. This leads to considerable increases in the

computational efficiency of related algorithms for computing the control.

5/6
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SECTION 2

SIMULATION EXTENSIONS

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Simulation Enhancements

Over the period of performance of the ACOSS Eleven Program, the

Simulation Extensions Project has been focussed principally in one task,

the Simulation Enhancements Task. The broad objective of this task has

been to generalize those portions of the Draper Integrated Simulations

(DIS) which initially were too limited in scope or flexibility. Figure 2-1

presents a simplified block diagram of the DIS. Within this category, the

major effort has been directed toward freeing the DIS user from complete

dependence on outside vendors for obtaining infrared (IR) background radi-

ance maps (i.e., "scenes") required for use in simulation studies,. This

effort, the Generic Scene Simulation (GENESSIS) subtask, has resulted in

the augmentation of the DIS with an additional set of software modules and

data bases which give the DIS user a limited but powerful capability for

the generation and manipulation of synthetic terrestrial scenes. The

GENESSIS models and software were developed by Photon Research Associates

(PRA) under subcontract to CSDL. "1$

In addition to the GENESSIS work, the Simulation Enhancements Task

has supported enhancements to the Integrated Large Space Structures Simula-

tion (ILS 3 ) as well as enhancements to the Signal Processor Simulation.

As initially developed, the ILS 3 was mainly geared to address platform

and structural issues arising in the context of a HALO-like system. The

goal of the ILS 3 enhancements subtask was to develop a package of algo-

rithms and software to enable the ILS 3 to analyze both multi-mirror ray-

traced sensor systems as well as single-surface, paraboloidal or spherical

reflector systems.

The Signal Processor Simulation was developed originally as part

of the DARPA-sponsored program at CSDL for end-to-end performance analysis

and simulation of the Mini-HALO system. During the course of this work a

7
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number of natural as well as potentially powerful generalizations of key

algorithms suggested themselves. Some of these generalized algorithms have

been implemented and studied as part of the Signal Processor Simulation

Enhancements subtask.

2.1.2 Simulation Applications

Above and beyond the cases that have been examined as part of speci-

fying, implementing and evaluating the enhancements to the simulation dis-

cussed above, the simulation has been used to study several areas of gener-

ic concern to space-based IR staring mosaic sensor systems. The most sig-

nificant of these were the following: clutter leakage as a function of

spectral interval and scene local time-of-day through the signal processor

of a generic space-based IR staring mosaic sensor; and effectiveness as

well as limitations of a class of algorithms proposed by D. Fried for the

post-detection reduction of line-of-sight (LOS) jitter effects.

2.2 Simulation Enhancements

2.2.1 Generic Scene Simulation (GENESSIS)

In support of the Draper Integrated Simulations Extensions effort,

Photon Research Associates (PRA) has developed (under subcontract to CSDL)

a computer code capable of generating and manipulating terrestrial scenes

as a function of major surveillance system and mission parameters. This

code (called GENESSIS) has the capability to interface with the Defense

Mapping Agency (DMA) data base of terrestrial scenes as the source of scene

input data. Consequently, the code is able to simulate any scene for which

DMA data exists.

The GENESSIS scene simulation is based upon a point-by-point algo-

rithm, a single cycle of which consists of collecting (and in some in-

stances, computing) inputs specific to a single point on the scene, calcu-

lating the apparent radiance of that point from the collected inputs, and

finally weighting and assigning the calculated radiance to the appropriate

pixel in the observer's field-of-view. If the density of points is large

enough, the scene will be properly sampled and the radiances computed by

9|
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repeated point calculations can be combined to produce an accurate pixel

radiance map of the scene. The parameters of these radiance grid points

are computed from the three-dimensional scene itself.

Scene data consists of discrete altitude, material type pairs speci-

fied at regular intervals on a planar rectangular grid. Continuous sur-

faces are produced from the discrete scene data using a bi-cubic spline

fitting technique. Point data can be computed from these surfaces at any

desired spatial resolution.

The computed apparent radiances consist of four terms combined add-

itively. These are reflected solar, thermal emission, reflected skyshine

and path radiance. Each major calculational operation is performed with a

separate software module. The atmospheric, geometric and radiance modules

have stand-alone capabilities, but are normally executed in sequence to

produce a final result.

The simulations' primary output is an N x M viewer-perspective pixel

apparent radiance map. Diagnostic output is also available to check proper

code execution. Figure 2-2 presents a block diagram of the GENESSIS soft-

ware architecture.

The GENESSIS code is comprised of six (6) modules (subroutine pack-

ages) each with a single specific task. These are geometric, atmospheric,

heat transfer, radiance, image and ephemeris. These are combined into

three major modules, each with stand-alone capabilities. Modular stand-

alone capabilities allow flexibility of operation while maintaining a sim-

plicity of structure, user interaction and memory requirements.

The geometric module performs shadowing and the viewer perspective

projection of the scene. Its output is required by the radiance module.

The atmospheric module supplies atmospheric parameters required by

the radiance module. It is run least often since its output covers a wide

range of solar and observer geometries.

10
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The radiance module produces a viewer perspective, pixel apparent

scene radiance map from information supplied by the atmospheric and geome-

tric modules. It calls upon the heat transfer and image modules to pro-

duce, respectively, surface temperatures and viewer image. The heat trans-
' fer module currently does not have a stand-alone capability. Both the geo-

metric and radiance modules utilize the ephemeris module.

User inputs are categorized according to purpose. These are geome-

tric, sensor and atmospheric. The elements of these are:

A. Geometric Inputs

i. The date and time of the simulation, used to compute the

position of the sun,

2. The latitude and longitude of the viewer subsatellite point,

3. The observer altitude in kilometers.

B. Sensor Inputs

1. The vertical and horizontal angular field-of-view,

2. Focal plane rotation in degrees,

3. The vertical and horizontal spatial resolution in meters.

C. Atmospheric Inputs

I. Atmospheric model (six LOWTRAN standard atmospheres),

2. Aerosol model,

3. Haze model,

4. Visibility in kilometers.

Scene data inputs consist of the altitude, material type pairs plus

thermal, atmospheric and reflectance data. The elements of these inputs

are:

1. Material thermal properties (solar absorptance, thermal emit-

tance, thermal conductance and thermal mass) required by the
heat transfer module, k

12
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2. Material in-band diffuse reflectance,

3. Cloud in-band bi-directional reflectance,

4. Surface level atmospheric properties (temperature, wind speed

and humidity).

Table 2-1 presents a summary of GENESSIS features. More detailed

information on GENESSIS may be found elsewhere.[ 3 , 5 1

2.2.2 Enhancements to the Integrated Large Space Structures Simulation
(1LS 3)

The ILS 3 structures/optics simulation is a tool for use in sim-

ulating the performance and response of a flexible optical system subject

to onboard and environmental disturbances and control system forces. The

principal output of this program is a time-history of the system optical

point-spread function (PSF) which can then be used as an input to the

SBS 3 sensor simulation. The efforts summarized here represent the first

in a series of enhancements whose objectives were to broaden the types of .,

systems which could be simulated by removing the modelling restrictions

that were part of the original program. The overall structure of ILS 3 is

shown in Figure 2-3. It consists of three groups of basic functional mod-

ules. In the first group, the node-point displacements of a finite-element

model subjected to static or dynamic loads are computed. In the second

group, these node-point displacements are transformed into optical wave-

front errors. Finally, in the third group the wavefront errors are pro-

cessed to compute LOS errors, PSF, etc.

The focus of this effort has been the enhancement of the second -

group of modules, known as the interface programs. In these programs the

previously computed displacements at the node-points of the finite-element

model of the surface are transformed into optical wavefront errors at a

rectangilar grid of points. This is accomplished by interpolating the .'. ' •

known node-point displacements to find the displacements at the points in .

the output grid for each reflective surface in the system. These displace-

ments can then be combined using the information obtained from a raytrace

of the system to determine the wavefront error at each point in the grid.

13.•"••
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Table 2-1. Generic scene simulation (GENESSIS) features.

MAJOR USER-SPECIFIED VARIABLES

- Observer altitude, zenith angle
- Spectral interval (2.5-13.0 um)

- Atmospheric model (LOWTRAN family)
- Field-of-view location (within overall scene)
- Scene angular resolution
- Continuously variable surface level wind speeds and

temperatures

FIVE REPRESENTATIVE TERRAIN DATA BASES r

- California Coast (north of Santa Cruz)
- Brooks Range Mountains of Alaska
- Arctic Tundra
- Middle East
- Central Europe

FOUR CLOUD SCENES

- Stratus
- Altocumulus

- Cirrus
- Cumulus

.9.

EACH DATA BASE TOPOLOGY EXTRACTED FROM DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY
(DMA) DATA BASE

EACH DATA BASE REGISTERED WITH LANDSAT DATA TO OBTAIN MATERIALS
MATERIALS ASSIGNMENTS

- Limited to 14 material types

TERRAIN SCENE SIZE: APPROXIMATELY 40 km x 40 km

14
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The principal result of this effort has been to generalize the ILS so that

if the system contains only one mirror (which is spherical or paraboloidal)

and a point feed, the wavefront errors for on-axis operation can be comput-

ed directly from the geometry of the system without the need for a ray-

trace.

The methods used to perform the interpolation of the node-point dis-

placements used to find the displacements on the optical grid are described

in detail elsewhere.[5] The interpolation actually involves two steps:

1) a search to determine where on the finite-element model each optical

grid point lies; and 2) the computation of the interpolation coefficients

for each point. The algorithms used in both steps have been designed to

"allow any type of finite-element model for the mirror surface.

2.2.3 Enhancements to the Signal Processor Simulation

The signal processor simulation is a key part of the Draper Inte-
grated Simulations (DIS). The DIS is a sophisticated analysis tool dev-

eloped under DARPA support for overall evaluation and performance assess-

ment of space-based surveillance systems. The DIS models in detail the

mechanical, optical, control, signal collection and signal processing sub-

systems in a highly interactive fashion. It is composed of a number of

large data bases (including a library of simulated earth scenes) and two

principal simulation packages: the Integrated Large Space Structures Sim-

"ulation (ILS 3); and the Space-Based Surveillance Systems Simulation (SBS ).
,4,. 3

ILS simulate the space platform; it assesses the geometrical and pointing

performance of satellites and their sensors as influenced by thermal,

structural, dynamic, and control forces. SBS 3 uses the ILS 3 outputs and

models the performance of space-based surveillance systems with respect to

their intended missions using nominal and perturbed values for the target,

background, optics, LOS, optical filters, focal plane, and signal process-

or. Figure 2-4 presents a simplified block diagram of the DIS.

Initial development of the Signal Processor Simulation was driven by

- a requirement from an earlier DARPA-sponsored program at CSDL to model the

HALO Signal Processor (HSP). As indicated in Figure 2-5, the HSP was com-

16
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SIGNAL PROCESSOR FUNCTION

High Resolution Acquisition Acquire Point-Source Targets
Processor (HRAP)

High Resolution Track Processor Track Point-Source Targets
(HRTP) Acquired by HRAP

Low Resolution Acquisition Acquire and Track Resolved
and Track Processor (LRTP) Targets (e.g. Plumes)

Tactical Processor (TACPRO) Detect Explosions and Other
Tactical Events

Figure 2-5. Components of Draper Signal Processor Simulation (DSPS).
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prised of four separate processor modules. Subsequent work under the Sim-

ulation Extensions Project has focussed on the High Resolution Acquisition

Processor (HRAP) and the Low Resolution Acquisition and Track Processor

(LRTP), and for efficiency, these two simulations have been combined into

one software package. The simulation user has the option of selecting the

HRAP or the LRTP for processing a given set of input data frames (the HRAP

and LRTP run independently, not interactively). In addition, there are

numerous other options available to the user, comprising a menu which

specifies the signal processor configuration for a given run. In fact, by

tailoring the input parameters, the user can implement a number of differ-

ent signal processor configurations which go far beyond either the HRAP or

the LRTP. The CSDL HRAP/LRTP simulation is divided into a number of mod-

ules, which generally perform operations on the input data in a sequential

fashion, frame by frame. Depending upon the processing sequence specified

by the user, some of the modules may or may not be used.

The first of the modules performs either temporal integration of

successive frames or spatial integration within each frame (or both).

The next module is the differencing module, which computes the

zeroth-, first-, second-, or third-order differences (as specified by the

simulation user) for a set of input data frames. A difference is essen-

tially a derivative of the signal amplitude with time; zeroth order cor-

responds to raw data, first-order differencing corresponds to a first deri-

vative, and so on.

Next is the thresholding module, which detects potential targets by

comparing one or more difference frames with templates (normalized to a
predetermined threshold level) that correspond to the minimum expected

pattern in the differencing that a moving target would generate. Varia-

tions on this technique include simple thresholding (which employs only one

frame at a time), Multi-Threshold Detection (or MTD, which employs a multi-

A. -frame template), and Rationalized Exceedance Thresholding (RET, which is

similar to MTD but has more rigorous requirements). A variety of thresh-

olding templates can be used, depending on the difference order employed.

- g ~8 ~19



The threshold level setting module is called by the thresholding

module in order to determine the signal level to which the thresholding

templates will be normalized. The threshold level can be read in, computed Y

on the basis of a noise estimate, or set to be proportional to the standard

deviation of the current frame of data or differencing. The threshold

level can be periodically reset by a Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) loop.

Clustering and centroiding follow threshold level setting and thres- -b

holding. The clustering module selects groups of thresholded hits for

centroiding. The centroiding module either computes the moment of each

group of hits or will select just the peak value. There are several

options for the amplitude basis for clustering and centroiding, or, if the

user chooses, these modules can be bypassed altogether.

The output of the centroiding module is fed to the acquisition mod-

ule. The acquisition module can employ the two tier algorithm or the one

tier algorithm for high resolution or low resolution targets, respectively.

The acquisition algorithms form tracks by associating any set of sequential

and contiguous hits subject to certain rules. There are flexible criteria

for determining when a track has a sufficient number of data points to be

considered acquired.

Tracks which are generated by the acquisition module are handed over

to the least-squares line fitting module or the correlation coefficient

module. These modules eliminate false tracks by rejecting any tracks which

have, 1) points at a greater than acceptable distance from the track's

least-squares generated line, or 2) a correlation coefficient less than

some minimum allowable limit.

Table 2-2 summarizes the major user variables for the enhanced sig-

nal processor simulation. Figure 2-6 illustrates the collection of modules

which comprise the CSDL HRAP/LRTP simulation. Further information can be

found elsewhere.[5]

NI,
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Table 2-2. Major user variables for the enhanced signal processor
simulation

VARIABLE RANGE

Difference Order • Zeroth (i.e., no frame differencing)
- First order
. Second order

9 Third orderV

Threshold Level Selection • User specified
. (Noise estimate) x (Threshold-to-

noise Ratio)

Track Acquisition Algorithm • Low resolution type
• High resolution type

Difference order for use in • First order
low resolution noise estimate • Second order

- Third order

Thresholding Polarity * Negative contrast only
* Positive contrast only
* Arbitrary contrast

Thresholding Algorithm * Simple
* HSP Multi-Threshold Detection (MTD)
a CSDL MTD
* Idealized MTD
* Rationalized exceedance thresholding

Constant False Alarm Rate * Number of allowed false alarms and
(CFAR) Option maximum number of iterations

Centroid Algorithm • Conventional
- Peak value

Cluster/Centroid Basis * Raw data
- Difference data
* Threshold exceedance

System Track Criterion * Ml hits out of Nl frames (Ml < NI)

Acquired Track Criterion • M2 hits out of N2 frames (M2 < N2)

Frame Temporal Integration * Number of frames to be integrated

Frame Spatial Integration * Number of pixels to be integrated

Noise Estimation * Number of frames to be used

False Track Rejection Least-Squares
Algorithm * Correlation coefficient

Acquired rrack Linearity Maximum allowed deviation from

best-fit straight line

21
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• 2.3 Simulation Applications

2.3.1 Clutter Leakage Study

The Simulation Enhancements described above have considerably ex-

panded the scope and capability of the DIS to conduct end-to-end perform-

ance assessments of space-based staring infrared surveillance systems. As

an illustration of this new capability, the DIS has been used to study the

effect of choice of spectral interval and selection of scene local time of

day on clutter leakage through a generic signal processor.[4 The basic',

approach was to begin with the California coast (Santa Cruz) data base and

to use GENESSIS to produce two scenes in the 3.6-4.0 Um band and two scenes

in the 8.0-9.0 Pm band, each pair of scenes corresponding to 8 AM and to

noon local time, respectively. A nominal surveillance system mission and

configuration were assumed, and the above scenes were processed through the

d DIS under varying levels of (LOS) jitter. Tables 2-3 and 2-4 summarize the

scenario, sensor and signal processor configurations for this investiga-

"tion. These parameter values reflect the basic configuration for a system

"whose principal objective is the detection of strategic aircraft against a

terrestrial background. The figure of merit used to measure clutter leak-

age in the signal processor was average number of threshold exceedances per

frame.

Since the average number of threshold exceedances per frame is a

function of threshold level in the signal processor as well as the level of

LOS jitter, the results of this study may be presented from those two

points of view. Figure 2-7 illustrates the dependence on LOS jitter level

of the average number of threshold exceedances per frame. The particular

threshold level selected is representative of what would be used to acquire

a target with a relatively high signal-to-noise ratio. The general trend
of the data is such that, for a given level of LOS jitter, higher numbers

of exceedances are found in the LWIR band (i.e., 8.0-9.0 Pm) than in the

SWIR band (i.e., 3.6-4.0 Um). In either band, the higher numbers of

exceedances always occur at noon local time as opposed to 8 AM.
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Table 2-3. Scenario and sensor specification for GENESSIS
Santa Cruz investigation.

PARAMETER VALUE

Target None

Backgrounds

-Location Santa Cruz (GENESSIS)

-Spectral Bands 3.6-4.0 Pm 4
8.0-9.0 um

-Times of Day (Local) 8 AM
NOON

Spacecraft
-Drift None

-Jitter 0.1 Prad rms
0.5 Prad rms
1.0 Prad rms

-Altitude 35,700 km

-Boresight NADIR

Optics

-Aperture Diameter 1.4 m

-Obscurat ion Ratio 0.35

-Thruput 0.135

-Point-spread Function Gaussian (a = 5.01 Prad)

Focal Plane

-Detector Geometry 25 x 25 Array of 100 Pm
(20 Prad) Square Pixels

-Frame Duration 3.4 sec

-D* 2.8 (10) 12cm Hz/W

-Respons ivity non-uniformity

.Fixed Pattern 0%

Random 15%
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Table 2-4. Signal processor configuration for GENESSISSanta Cruz investigation.

PARAMETER IVALUE

Difference Filter 3rd Order

Threshold Level User Input

Assumed Target Contrast Negative

Threshold Templates CSDL MrTD

Threshold Algorithm CSDL Rationalized
Exceedance Thres-
holding (Version 1)

Cluster Basis Threshold Exceedances

Centroid Basis Threshold Exceedances

"System Track Criterion 3 out of 3

Acquired Track Criterion 10 out of 12

System Track
Threshold Scaling 0.5

Least Squares Track
Linearity Criterion ±1.8 Pixels
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Figure 2-8 shows the typical dependence of average number of thresh-

old exceedances per frame on threshold level for a given value of LOS jit-

ter. Many of the same trends discussed above are also evident in this

data. Decreasing the threshold results in a rapid increase in threshold

exceedances. At a given threshold value, higher numbers of threshold ex- I
ceedances always occur in the LWIR band as opposed to the SWIR, and, within

each band, higher numbers of exceedances occur at noon in comparison with 8

AM. Increasing the LOS jitter level results in a translation upward of the

curves at higher threshold values. In addition, there is a compression

within each spectral band of the exceedance curves corresponding to noon

and to 8 AM.

2.3.2 Evaluation of Algorithms for the Post-Detection Compensation Of

Line-of-sight (LOS) Jitter Effects

The Draper Integrated Simulations (DIS) in general provides a nat-

ural test bed for examining the behavior of current and proposed space-

based surveillance systems. In particular, since LOS stability has been

found to be a major performance-limiting factor for a broad class of

downward-staring surveillance systems, the DIS has been used to evaluate a

technique proposed by D. Fried[ 5 ] for reduction of the LOS jitter

effects.

Moving targets are most commonly detected by mosaic sensors through

differencing of successive frames. Unfortunately, the changes in the de-

tectors' output are not only due to moving or changing targets, but also to

jitter and drift of the sensor LOS as well as to detector noise. Under

certain assumptions, there is some retrievable information about the jitter

contained in the sequence of frame outputs from the detector array. Thus,

assume that the focal plane data rate is higher than the cut-off frequency

of the jitter and that the jitter amplitude is much smaller than the

spatial resolution of the sensor optics/detector. Then, in the absence of

detector noise, the movement of the sensor between two arbitrary frames can

be estimated and this estimate used to correct the output before further

processing to extract the target.
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The estimation method used is essentially that proposed by D. Fried,

et. al. Figure 2-9 is a schematic of a portion of the mosaic array which

has moved by 6 x and 6y between two frames at times t and t' respectively.

if S (respectively, S, and S (respectively, St,) are the voltage
A,t A,t B,t B,t

outputs of adjacent detectors A and B at time t (respectively, t'), and A

is the center-to-center detector spacing, then, with the restrictions

mentioned previously,

S +aA6x + $A 6y
A,t' A,t A A

S S + aA
SBt' A,t A

S , -S + a (A + 6x) + 6y

BSt A,t A A

Using these approximations, it can be shown that

A (SAt _SB t, )2 _ tSAt ,_SB,t 
2

4 (/
•< 6x -4 "[A,t-S B,t >2

is a good estimate of the displacements 6x. Tie symbols < > represent the

averaging operator over a portion of, or perhaps the entire, focal plane.

A similar expression can be obtained for 6y by using pairs of detectors A

and C. With the same restrictions as before, it follows that

S SA
CS, A,t +A

-- + 6x + (A+6y) "
Ct' A, t A

and thus

( SA , t _S , C t ' j2 _ (S A~ t ,_ S C 2
6Y- 4 < S A,t_ S )t >
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Depending on the scenario selected, there are several ways of imple-

menting the correction of the jitter effects. One method is to employ a

stabilization mirror with a feedback using the estimated values of the

jitter, but this approach may be difficult to implement in the case of sen-

sors with a wide field-of-view. The method selected here accomplishes the

correction through data processing. It has the advantage of allowing for

localized correction of the jitter effects when the field-of-view is large

and/or the aperture is large and requires segmentation of the optical

elements.

In order to make the correction scheme possible, some of the hard-

ware parameters of the focal plane must be appropriately selected. For the

estimation of the jitter, the information regarding the spatial slope of

the pixel ouput as a function of position must be preserved. Therefore, if

the focal plane has a reset function, it must be suppressed. This could be

achieved by selecting an initial reference voltage approximately equal to

the mid-value over the array of the voltage outputs of the multiplexer for

the scene considered and by selecting an off-chip amplifier gain small

enough so that no detectors reach saturation. Note that this second point

creates the need for a finer discretization level in the A/D conversion

process.

A study of the influence of the PSF size has shown that a larger PSF

allows for better improvement in clutter reduction compared to a small PSF.

Also, for highly structured backgrounds it was found that the fixed pattern

noise induces a reduction of the estimated value of the jitter, and there-

fore, a poorer correction when compared to a homogeneous background. For

the cases considered, the jitter correction scheme was used over a range of

*i rms jitter values from 0.1 to I microradians. In this range it was found

W. that, for highly structured backgrounds and an optimized PSF size, the

effect of the correction scheme was equivalent to a reduction of the LOS

jitter by approximately a factor of five.
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* SECTION 3

GENERIC MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ROFT PROGRAM

3.1 Introduction

The development of space-based infrared surveillance systems and

space-based lasers is subordinated primarily to the availability of very

large, high precision optics. Current technology and existing facilities

cannot produce in a timely fashion high performance mirrors, both in qual-

ity and quantity, to respond to the needs of the systems envisioned. The

Rapid Optics Fabrication Technology (ROFT) Program will attempt to discover

and develop technologies which will significantly decrease the time it

takes to make such optics. The goal of the ROFT program is to make possi-

ble a significant increase in mirror production rate, from the traditional

one square meter per year to about 100 M2 per year. Such an increase

represents a giant step forward and it will be necessary to exhaust all

possible avenues capable of enhancing rapid fabrication procedures of high

quality optics.

The technology has been developed to make single mirrors having

acceptable weight and appropriate performance characteristics for laser and

multi-mission surveillance systems. Programs like HALO and LAMP recently

have demonstrated the ability to make mirrors capable of controlling their

figure to the required surface accuracy under the disturbances of both

orbital and control environments. The design of these mirrors was pre-

occupied mainly with adequate performance in orbit, but did not address the

question of making these high quality optics in large quantities. Signif-

icant departure in the design approach and in the fabrication procedures of

these mirrors must be incorporated. In attempting to achieve the desired

high rate of production, new technology must be concerned with each step of

the mirror fabrication process: material production, blank fabrication,

*• mirror generation, grinding, polishing, metrology and assembly. In order

to remain completely general in its approach, the ROFT program will also

address unconventional system concepts which could have the potential to

circumvent the need for large high quality traditional mirrors. Addition-
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ally, some effort will be channeled towards the rapid development of

optical metering trusses since the fabrication here is also crucial, but

not nearly as much as for the mirrors.

The overall objective of this CSDL effort is to provide broad

requirements and constraints for the mechanical, thermal and optical prop-

erties of materials envisioned for the design and fabrication of new optics

concepts. This study, which is a subset of the ROFT program plan, provides

only generic specifications so as not to restrict the freedom of the de-

signer in his attempt to develop a new technology and thus enhance the

chances for the successful development of a rapid fabrication process.

In addressing the design of the space mirrors, two distinct applica-

tions have been considered: (a) optics appropriate for use as the main

optics in an infrared (IR) surveillance systems; (b) optics appropriate for

use as the primary mirror of a beam expander for a space-based laser sys-

tem. The incident flux in the aperture plane of the IR system differs

greatly from that of a laser and the respective operating temperatures

(1500 K for IR and 300Q to 4000 for lasers) pose different problems for

each system.

The general requirements for mirror materials for both applications

are that the mirror surface be of good optical properties. These materials

should have a very low coefficient of thermal expansion and a very small

variation of this coefficient. They should exhibit a low density combined

with a high modulus of elasticity and micro-yield strength. A very impor-

tant requirement for the ROFT program is that a proposed mirror material

must be amenable to rapid fabrication or replication at low cost and remain

within reasonable weight constraints. Finally the mirror concepts must be

deployable in space and exhibit very little outgassing.

This section summarizes the approach used in this study to define

the mirror material requirements and presents some of the important re-

sults. Most of the technical derivations have been presented in some

detail earlier and the interested reader should refer to Section 3 of the
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ACOSS Eleven Fifth Semiannual Technical Report.* The conclusions and

recommendations presented here include additional design suggestions that

could be explored with the promise of significant pay-offs.

.4,

3.2 Materials Characterization: Approach and Results Summary

The performance of a large high precision space mirror is subordin-

ated to a number of variables that are, in some cases, closely interre-

lated. Starting with the definition of a structural concept, fabrication

and assembly procedures must be devised so as to permit the rapid produc-

tion of the mirror. In addition the material selected must exhibit opti- I
Z cal, elastic and thermal properties that will insure an acceptable perform-

"ance for the mirror exposed to the rigors of environmental and control dis-

turbances.

The performance of a mirror structure, regardless of its structural

"concept, can be estimated from the equations expressing the distortions as

Sa function of the structural characteristics and the expected loadings.

The mirror deformation 6 is affected by the three following contributions:

(1) geometry and boundary conditions of the structure (FG),

(2) the material mechanical and thermal properties (FM), and

(3) the loading conditions (FL) in an expression of the form

•-'%' ~6 = FG FM *FL
FG *M .LF

The approach suggested here attempts to uncover those materials

properties (entering the equation through FM) that affect most adversely

a mirror exposed to the various loading conditions expected in space appli-

cations.

* ..j: The behavior of a mirror was, for simplicity, associated with the

"*. central deflection or sag 6 of a thin circular plate with an initial curva-

• ACOSS Eleven Fifth Semiannual Technical Report, CSDL-R-1687, March 1984.
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ture of radius R. The plate is assumed simply supported along its periph-

ery. (See Figure 3-1) The equations can be expressed either in terms of

constant mass per unit area (m) or constant mirror thickness (h).

h FFLUX 
Q 

R

4L C FRONT FACE

h I I

2a

Figure 3-1. Mirror description.

The equations expressing the sag of a typical mirror plate have been

derived for the following loading conditions: 
.

"* uniform pressure (examples are gravity and polishing loads)

"* harmonic forcing function (dynamic responses)

" thermal steady state and transient responses

"• thermal conditions with a inhomogeneities and laser beam spikes

"* bulk temperature changes due to orbit insertion.

The derived equations furnish the engineer with a useful tool to

assess the respective merits of various mirror materials. It is apparent

that materials properties such as a, As, k, C, E and P determine to a Val

great extent the mirror distortions likely to be encountered in space

applications. A large number of candidate materials were examined that

include: (a) metals, (b) composites, and (c) glassy materials. Some of
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these materials are well known while others are still developmental. Table %

3-1 presents the list of 34 materials with their elastic and thermal prop-

erties at the 1500 K expected in IR applications.

Table 3-2 was prepared as an attempt to place some desirable bounds

on the most important material properties and critical parameters involving

several constants. They are best estimates based on both analytical de-

rivations and engineering experience with space mirror designs and analy-

ses. It is understood that these constraints are not mandatory but can

serve as reasonable guidelines to initiate trade-offs between them. The

table also identifies the existing materials that exhibit the best proper-

ties in each category

In order to appreciate where the existing material properties fall

with respect to desired values, several plots relating critical parameters

have been generated. It is possible to see more directly which materials

proposed for mirror applications fall within a region of acceptability.

For example, Figure 3-2 identifies the materials on the left of thep(l-v 2 ) .a -5 "
E K = 10- line as the most promising for a IR surveillance sys-

tem. Other similar plots presented earlier for other important parameters

provide a more direct insight into the merits of candidate mirror materials

and identify interesting and promising groups.

3.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

The objective of this study was to provide broad requirements and

constraints for the mechanical and thermal properties of materials envi-

sioned for the design and rapid fabrication of large space mirrors. By

inspecting the constitutive equations relating mirror deformations to input

disturbances, the relative importance of material parameters was identi-

fied. It was also recognized that the requirements on mirror material

properties can vary widely depending on the space applications. Surveil-

lance systems, operating at cryogenic temperatures impose different demands

on materials than do the laser systems for which the operational tempera-

ture is expected to vary from 3000 K to 4000 K. Dynamic environments ex-
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Table 3-1. Materials properties for IR applications (1500 K).

t: Temp. Rhe E Ni alpha d-alpha a : a1 k C Y
'aterial I *'K) (kq/ue@31(N/a@#21 (II'K ) 1 l11" ilKll' UIa-'KI (J(t1-'K1161N/ml21 /

"130 lE E10 1EE-6 IRE-6 lIE-6 1IE-6 liE6

Aluminum,, 153 2.71 7.53 1.33 17.33 12.11 21.51 21.1 249.1 641.3 153.1 '"
BeCu 8 151 8.21 12.70 3.21 16.71 1.71 16.71 16.7 173.1 423.1 136.1
Beryllium 8: 151 1.53 29.31 1.15 3.71 6.11 5.5l 8.1 451.3 621.1 33.3

Copper :: 153 3.93 11.80 1.36 16.51 1.71 16.50 16.5 373.1 381.1 M
Invar :: 151 0.15 15.51 1.2? 1.45 1.63 1.31 1.3 12.1 431.1 NA
LA-685 1 153 8.13 13.93 1.29 1.13 3.31 1.13 l .1 12.1 411.1 UA
Molybdenum :: 151 11.21 31.41 1.32 5.41 1.51 5.41 5.4 134.1 251.1 233.3.
Nickel 15 8 8.91 19.33 3.36 13.31 1.31 13.31 13.3 93.0 461.1 55.2
OFHC Copper 151 0.91 11.71 1.35 17.61 3.39 17.65 11.6 391.1 385.1 13.3 "4

StSt (4131 :1 151 7.91 21.53 1.31 11.23 1.51 11.21 11.2 25.1 463.1 241.1
. Titanium I s5 4.51 11.91 1.33 19.31 1.93 18.811 19.3 17.1 541.3 NU

Carbon/Carbon 8 151 2.33 4.53 3.31 -3.54 1.33 -3.54 -1.5 138.1 837.1 15.2
Carbon/Graphite 8 151 1.95 13.10 3.34 1.31 3.11 1.31 8.3 121.1 695.1 71.1
Graphite/Aluminum :1 151 2.39 16.11 1.25 5.13 5.31 5.33 16.1 125.1 621.1 NU
Graphite/Epoxy 151 1.95 11.31 1.33 1.17 1.71 3.17 41.3 1.7 963.3 71.1
Graphite/lql4Ll 8 150 1.65 32.13 6.31 1.34 5.03 1.13 19:1 60.3 911.1 NA
Beryllium oxide S 151 3.33 36.51 1.26 5.61 1.26 5.61 5.6 211.1 1145.1 172.1
Boron carbide il 153 2.51 49.30 3.21 3.11 1.16 3.13 3.1 31.0 961.1 NA
CERVIT 8 151 2.51 13.31 3.21 3.15 3.31 1.15 5.2 1.5 921.3 NA
Diamond I 153 3.51 95.33 1.23 3.95 0.15 0.95 1.3 913A 521.1 411.1
Fused Quartz : 153 2.23 7.31 1.23 1.55 1.13 1.55 1.6 NA NA NA
%e-Cordierite 8 150 2.71 5.52 0.32 -3.17 .35 -1.17 -3.1 2.9 351.1 NA
Glassy Carbon 8 151 1.53 3.51 1.25 2.21 3.11 3.13 3.1 7.1 711.1 NA
Graphite (para.) 8 153 2.33 24.13 3.21 1.12 1.01 1.12 1.1 413.1 794.1 NA
Graphite (perp.) 8 151 2.33 3.69 1.25 5.31 1.29 5.90 5.8 3.1 711.1 NA
Pyrex-1741 H 151 2.35 6.80 1.21 3.21 0.16 3.21 3.2 NA NA NA
Pyroceram-76O6 8 151 2.53 9.73 3.23 1.41 1.12 3.43 3.4 NA NA NA
sic :: 153 3.21 43.33 1.21 3.15 4.13 3.33 3.3 141.0 255.1 NA
Si02 (7943) :: 151 2.21 6.61 1.14 5.57 1.23 1.21 1.2 1.3 419.5 NA
Silicon l i5 2.43 14.65 1.10 3.13 1.15 3.33 3.1 111.1 713.1 143.3
Slip-Cast Silica 8 I1I 1.91 7.30 1.21 1.54 3.13 3.54 1.5 1.1 421.5 NA
ULE Silica (7711) 153 2.21 6.63 1.17 -1.58 1.41 -1.26 -1.3 1.3 421.3 NA
Vycor-7983 8 151 2.18 6.71 1.21 1.93 1.14 1.89 1.0 NA NA NA
Zerodur i e53 2.55 9.53 1.21 1.15 l.lt 1.15 3.2 6.1 921.1 NA
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hibit significant differences as well, and this difference may impact the

choice of other properties on the mirror materials.

It must be emphasized that this study did not presuppose a specific

mirror concept with defined structural and configurational characteris-

tics. While this approach was intentional for the findings to remain gen-

eral, it limits our ability to obtain specific requirements for the contem-

plated mirror materials. Furthermore the effectiveness of possible con-

trols (whether thermal or mechanical), in terms of relieving or modifying

demands on material properties can only be evaluated in the context of a

defined mirror concept. As a result only estimates on mirror material

requirements could be provided and they have been derived from simplified

analytical expressions and engineering experience in the design, modelling

and analyses of space mirrors.

For a large number of existing and potential materials, that include

metals, composites, glass and ceramics, all relevant properties have been

tabulated for two extreme operational temperatures (150° K and 350° K).

The plots relating important material parameters can be useful in delinea-

ting domains of acceptability for a potential new material. One should

emphasize that the proposed material requirements should be viewed as some-

what flexible so as to permit tradeoffs between properties for a particular

design concept. Past experience has shown that the most likely candidate

for such a mirror will probably be a thin face-sheet on actuators supported

by a thermally stable substrate. However, it is hoped that dramatic

changes and/or improvements in some thermal properties, especially, might

lead to completely novel concepts that ultimately could be produced at the

desired rapid rate.

A promising approach would be one that recognizes in the mirror

design and its responses the intricate relationships between the elastic
Vand thermal characteristics of the structural materials. The structural •

concept and configuration acquires importance as well since they could be

manipulated in such a way as to optimize the thermo-elastic responses of

41
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the mirror. Some ideas, as the ones described below, could be explored to

assess their potential payoffs.

(1) Take advantage of the use of different materials where dis-

similar thermal and elastic properties combine to enhance

structural behavior and optical performance.

(2) Based on an optimal range for material properties (for a

specific mirror concept) modify properties of constitutive

materials of a nominal design to match desired ideal mix of

parameters. (Today's materials technology shows promise in

tempering with "nominal" material characteristics.)

(3) Investigate the many possible thermal control capabilities that

would advantageously modify mirror temperature distributions

and ultimately enhance optical performance.

It should be remembered that the objective of the ROFT program is

the rapid fabrication of high precision large space optics. The results of

this study can only support this attempt by providing guidelines to the

designer and fabrication engineer who selects possible materials. The gen-

eric specifications on mirror materials, therefore, can be viewed as con-

straints to the selection of a material amenable to rapid fabrication pro-

cesses. Many other issues related to optical and perhaps electrical mate-

rial properties need to be considered. Finally the fabrication process

could be adversely affected by some mechanical and thermal properties of a

material that is otherwise acceptable in the final product.
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SECTION 4

ACTIVE CONTROL OF FLEXIBLE SPACE STRUCTURES: OVERVIEW
45%

4.1 Scope

Surveillance missions envisioned for future spaceborne optical

systems strongly suggest that active control will be needed to ensure

that the mission objectives are achieved. Moreover, such missions embody

several factors which--taken together--pose a formidable challenge from

the perspective of control science and technology. First, the supporting

structures for the optical system can be expected to be substantially

nonrigid, exhibiting low and clustered characteristic frequencies of

vibration and very small inherent damping. Moreover because of the anti-

cipated geometric complexity of such structures, substantial determinis-

tic uncertainty in finite-element models of the structures will persist.

Second, the disturbance environment may be severe, involving disturbances

with nonnegligible power spectral density over a wide frequency range.

For example, the dynamics of fluid flow associated with the cooling of

optical surfaces may produce such disturbances. Finally, performance

specifications requiring high precision in regard to rapid reorientation

of and attitude regulation of the optical axis are certain. The ability

to satisfy these performance specifications requires an (implied) capa-

city for effective suppression of structural vibrations.

The factors cited above motivate the three main lines of effort in

active control technology development that have been pursued under the

present contract: (1) Synthesis of reduced-order control for vibration
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•suppression; System special •,.,.S(2) identification, with attention to the ,•

m problem of resolving closely-spaced modes; and (3) Generation of smooth •__•"

large-angle-slew control, i•

4.2 Ma•or Accomplishments"\i••

Significant results have been obtained in the course of pursuing y E•

each of the main lines of effort. They are summarized in turn. it

•,\

4.2.1 Vibration Control •

L
The principal objective in this effort has been to synthesize •

active controllers that maintain specified optical performance (including•'•,•:

full-order stability) in the presence of wideband disturbances. Inftlal•_•,•

I experience indicated the need for a systematic examination of the mutual •

Sinteractions between three principal elements of the overall synthesis ,•
reduced-order active transducer (actuator and sensor)

Sprocess: modeling;

Sselection; and controller feedback strategy determination [Ref. 4-3

(Sec. 5)]. A new analytical approach to the selection of active trans- [-•

Sducers from among a large class of candidates was conceived [Ref. 4-2

•2 (Sec. 3)]. The approach was then developed into an efficient tool for

"- examining the influence of active transducer placement (Including non- ,•¥

colocated conflgurattons) upon closed-loop stability and performance •

[Refs. 4-4 (Secs. 2, 3), 4-5 (See. •)]. An encouraging degree of •

.• stability robustness to unmodeled high-frequency dynamics, attributable .'•'•

,# to active transducer placement alone, was demonstrated. Finally, by -•
,•@

Sapplying recent insights (Ref. 4-61 to modifying the controller feedback

"• strategy, closed-loop stability of the full-order (150-mode) model of a •

,•'• spaceborne optical system [Refs. 4-7, 4-8] with a reduced-order (18-•node) •'•i

controller was demonstrated (Section 6 herein). During the latter demon- •,,
II stration, the inadequacy of current technology for maintaining perfor- ,•,

Smance robustness was clarified. "."

# Several notable theoretical contributions relevant to vibration •,

Scontrol have been made independent of the synthesis demonstration •
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studies. New insights into the modeling of actuator dynamic processes

[Ref. 4-3 (Sec. 3), and Section 7 herein] and sampled-data processes

(Refs. 4-4 (Sec. 4), 4-5 (Sec. 6)] have been generated. The key to these

insights is the use of natural second-order dynamic models--which retain
physical insight--rather than first-order state-space models--which
obscure such insight.

Although most of the theoretical and applied investigations under

"the contract employed lumped-parameter (finite-element) structural

models, some significant theoretical results for systems retaining a

distributed-parameter representation were obtained. Such investigations

appear timely in view of the increasing level of interest in developing

"distributed hardware devices for the control and estimation of vibrating

systems [e.g., Ref. 4-9]. Convergence of an algorithm employing a

"*Z sequence of (finite-dimensional) stochastic optimal output feedback com-

. pensators for the control of a distributed system was established [Refs.

4-1 (Sec. 7), 4-10].

4.2.2 System Identification
Motivation for this effort lies in the unavoidable (deterministic)

uncertainty in the available models for complex structures, which leads

to the potential for instability under feedback control. The principal

objective of efforts in this direction has been to develop estimation

processes appropriate for generating reduced-order models of flexible

space structures for the purpose of controller synthesis. A new approach

to spectrum estimation for lumped-parameter systems based on discrete-

time signal processing ideas was conceived [Ref. 4-3 (Sec. 2)]. The

approach is specifically designed to accommodate the special characteris-

tics exhibited by flexible space structures (e.g., closely-spaced vibra-

tion modes). It is particularly distinguished by the use of the sampling

period (for input data to the identification process) as a parameter to

aid in high resolution. The approach has been developed into a

systematic and effective tool for high resolution spectrum estimation

[Ref. 4-5 (Sec. 7) and Sec. 8 herein; cf. also Sec. 5.2.3 hereini.
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Several approaches to parameter estimation in distributed-

parameter systems have also been developed [Ref. 4-5 (Sec. 8), and Sec. 9

herein)]. Convergence of solutions to finite-dimensional identification

problems formulated with cubic-spline approximations has been proved, and
numerical results have been generated to demonstrate a variety of appli-

cations.

4.2.3 Large Angle Slew Control

The principal objective of this effort has been to synthesize

active control strategies that enable large-angle spacecraft reorienta-

tion between specifically constrained end conditions with a minimal exci-

tation of structural vibrations. Although the general approach being

developed is applicable to nonlinear problems [Ref. 4-11], the emphasis

of work in this direction has been placed upon problems with linear

dynamics (e.g., tracking) so as to obtain sharper results. In particu-

lar, this allows the use of techniques in (closed-loop) linear multivari-

able control [e.g., Ref. 4-12] to be employed, in addition to techniques

in (open-loop) optimal control [e.g., Ref. 4-13] applicable to nonlinear

problems. Simulation results representing motion of a rotating rigid hub

with four flexible appendages and demonstrating both open-loop and

closed-loop control have been given [Refs. 4-1 (Sec. 8), 4-2 (Sec. 7),

4-4 (Sec. 5)]. A significant aspect of the results relating to linear

closed-loop slew control is the obtaining of closed-form solutions for

vartous matrix Riccati-like equations arising in the mathematical

development. Such representations enable considerable improvement in the

efficiency of related algorithms used for computing the control.

4.3 Summary of Current Results

The remaining sections of the present report detail the accom-

plishments of investigations carried out during the final semiannual

reporting period. One of the principal efforts in reduced-order vibra- I
tion control has been an experimental (not in hardware) approach to the

study of mutual interactions between reduced-order modeling, active
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transducer (actuator and sensor) selection, and controller feedback

strategy determination in the context of wideband disturbance accommoda-

tion for representative precision flexible structures. The specific in-

sights obtained from this approach are discussed in Section 5; current

results relate to suggested approaches for independent sensor selection,

and to constraints imposed upon the synthesis process by the use of high-

"resolution spectrum estimation techniques for reduced-order modeling.

The enhancement of stability robustness to unmodeled high-frequency
dynamics has been a major objective of the experimental synthesis study.

Through the use of linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LOG) control employing loop

transfer recovery (LTR) [Ref. 4-6], reduced-order controllers have been

obtained which stabilize the full 150-mode model of ACOSS Model No. 2.

This successful application, and the limitations of the LQG/LTR approach

r in the flexible structure control context, especially in regard to per-

formance robustness, are presented in Section 6. A mature perspective on

our approach to the modeling of actuator dynamics, together with its

connection to other relevant work, is given in Section 7. As indicated

in the preceding subsection, a principal focus of work in system identi-

fication has been the development of techniques for estimating the spec-

tral characteristics of lumped-parameter systems with closely-spaced

modes of vibration. Advances in this development are detailed in Section

8; a thorough account of the parametric use of the data sampling period

to improve spectral resolution is given. Theoretical development of a

more efficient computational algorithm based upon cubic splines for para-

meter estimation in distributed systems is given in Section 9. Finally,

U some current advances in large angle slew control are discussed in

Section 10. The particular topic emphasized is linear tracking con-

trollers incorporating the capacity for accommodating discrete distur-

"bances. Analytic representations of closed-loop solutions for matrix

Riccati-like equations are discussed in detail.
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4.4 Applications

The emphasis in the work reported here has been upon independent

development--in some-depth--of the three main lines of effort identified

in Section 4.1. Results obtained reflect substantial maturity in each of

the developments. However, for system-level applications of the techno-

logy represented, an integrated approach embracing each of three lines of

effort is required. Except for the analytical results of Sec. 5.2.3 of

the present report, no such interdisciplinary work has been undertaken.
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SECTION 5

ACTIVE CONTROL SYNTHESIS FOR WIDEBAND DISTURBANCE ACCOMMODATION

- IN PRECISION FLEXIBLE SPACE STRUCTURES

5.1 Motivation

5.1.1 The Synthesis Problem

Surveillance missions envisioned for future spaceborne optical

systems lead quite directly to some challenging problems in structural

control. Because of size, material properties, and certain structural

symmetries, the support structure housing the optical train can be

expected to exhibit low and clustered characteristic frequencies--low

enough to be excited by any attitude controller--and very small inherent

.j# damping. To satisfy mission requirements, the spacecraft must have the

capacity for rapid reorientation, timely suppression of structural

vibrations, and regulation of the optical axis along a specified

direction to high precision. Finally, this performance is to be

maintained in the presence of disturbances having nonnegligible power

spectral density over a wide band of frequencies--for example,

disturbances generated by fluid flow for mirror thermal regulation.

Achieving the specified level of performance under the constraints

imposed pushes the frontier of current knowledge in control science and

technology. In this section, we summarize our present understanding

of--and contributions toward--a solution to the problems of active

structural vibration suppression and precision optical axis regulationI• while accommodating wideband disturbances. The problem of flexible

spacecraft reorientation is considered separately in Section 10.
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Because of the geometric complexity of the optical support

structures being considered, a distributed-parameter model of the

structural dynamics is generally not feasible. Although lumped-parameter
wkt

models are readily obtainable via the finite-element method, quite high K
orders for such models (in terms of the number of vibrational modes

retained) are needed to give an adequate representation of the structural

dynamics. For the process of synthesizing an active controller, however,

a reduction in model order is virtually unavoidable. Although the

computational burden connected with carrying out the mathematical

operations involved in a design is a consideration in this, the more

fundamental reason is the unresolvable (deterministic) uncertainty in the

computation of the higher characteristic structural frequencies. This

exposes two matters with serious implications for control:

(1) Parameters characterizing the full-order structural model are not r

known precisely; and (2) The reduced-order model used to represent the

structure in the controller synthesis process ignores potentially %

important dynamics, mostly at high frequencies.

5.1.2 Initial Approaches to the Synthesis Problem

For relatively small amplitude motions, the problems of structural

vibration suppression and optical axis regulation are legitimately

treated using linear dynamic models. Because of the geometric complexity

-'. of the structures, however, nonnegligible coupling of the structural

modes through the actuators (and 'he disturbances) is to be expected. A

multi-input multi-output context for the controller synthesis is there-

fore essential. Fortunately, the science of control for linear multi-

"-" variable systems--although still a fruitful research field--is quite

mature [e.g., Refs. 5-1, 5-2, 5-3]. Many systematic design approaches

are known.
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Our initial approach to the synthesis problem consisted of

applying several variants of the linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) method

for the determination of controller feedback strategy, each one assuming

different degrees of availability of information about the disturbance.

The object of control for the design exercises was (and remains) the

generic ACOSS Model No. 2 (shown in Fig. 5-1) representing an optical

support structure [cf. Refs. 5-4, 5-5]. Initial results, together with a

description of the specific wideband disturbance affecting the structure,

were given in Reference 5-6. With the feedback loop closed around a

reduced-order (10 mode) model, each of the three initial designs

exhibited stability; in addition, substantial reduction of the optical

axis pointing error was affected (in fact, the performance specifications

were satisfied when full knowledge of the disturbance statistics was

assumed). These designs proved unstable, however, when the feedback loop

was closed around an enlargement of the reduced-order design model

incorporating 10 additional structural modes (mostly at higher

frequencies). Without making unreasonable assumptions in regard to

inherent structural daibping, attempts to modify the basic LQG design so

as to obtain closed-loop stability relative to the enlarged structural

model (e.g., by incorporating an inner loop for velocity output feedback

[Ref. 5-71, and/or by incorporating actuator and sensor synthesizers

[Ref. 5-81) proved fruitless. We note that this sort of impasse is not

4? an isolated occurrence [Ref. 5-91; often, such impasses are not highly

publicized, however--perhaps unfortunately so.

One of the principal conclusions we drew from this impasse was

that not enough serious attention had been given to the questions of

selecting reduced-order models or of selecting active transducers

(actuators and sensors). In fact, these two processes are strongly
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Figure 5-1. Generic space optical system: ACOSS Model No. 2.

W2W

FREQUENCY (Hz1

Figure 5-2. Power spectral density of wideband disturbance.
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interdependent. Together, they have a decisive influence upon the

effectiveness of any controller feedback strategy. We also observed that

whereas model selection, transducer selection, and (especially) feedback

strategy determination have each received detailed study--in isolation

from one another--very little is understood about the details of their

interaction. Among the reasons for this is that such interaction studies

with models of significant complexity do not lend themselves well to

theoretical inquiry. We therefore resolved to undertake an experimental

approach (not in hardware) in the spirit of Reference 5-10 to increase

our understanding of these crucial interactions. This approach was

presented in detail in Reference 5-11. In brief, it consists of a

sequence of end-to-end synthesis trials--from model selection, through

transducer selection, to feedback control design and evaluation--with

one or more aspects of one of these principal factors in the synthesis

process being changed at each trial. Individual trials aim not so much

at the best possible design as at exposing some important feature of the

interactions within the synthesis process.

Progress with this experimental approaCh was reported in

References 5-12 through 5-14. The emphasis there was placed primarily

upon expanding our development of a particular approach to active

transducer selection and upon exploring the influence of various

transducer selections on the synthesis process--the controller feedback

strategy being fixed (an LQG-strategy incorporating full knowledge of the

disturbance statistics [Ref. 5-15]). Reduced-order controllers were

obtained that exhibit stability in the presence of enlarged structural

models containing modes well beyond the frequency extent of the reduced-

order design model.

In the remainder of this section, a final account of progress with

the active control synthesis experiment is given. A detailed description

of results obtained during the current reporting period is provided in

Section 5.2. The principal contributions throughout the course of this

* 0.
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contract toward the synthesis of vibration controllers for spaceborne

optical systems are summarized and placed in perspective in Section 5.3.

Finally, several research questions growing out of the work reported here

that remain open and that have profound implications for future flexible

space systems, including directed-energy systems, are discussed in

Section 5.4.

5.2 Current Results in Active Control Synthesis

During the final reporting period under the contract, work toward

active control synthesis for wideband disturbance accommodation focused

on the following specific topics: (a) Modification of LQG compensation

strategy to enhance stability robustness relative to unmodeled high-

frequency dynamics; (b) Examination of the potential for independent

(noncolocated) selection of sensors to improve sensing of disturbance

effects; and (c) Incorporation of high-resolution spectrum estimation

data-processing in the active control synthesis process to provide more

accurate reduced-order modeling information. Primary emphasis was placed

on the first of these three topics.

5.2.1 Stability Robustness to Unmodeled High-Frequency Dynamics

Initial study of interactions between principal elements of the

synthesis process [Refs. 5-13 through 5-15] was done without changing the

controller feedback strategy. In spite of this, a surprising degree of

stability robustness to high-frequency modes excluded from the design

model was observed, reflecting in part a compatibility between the

selections of a reduced-order design model and of (colocated) active

transducers. Stability in the presence of unmodeled modes up to a .1

frequency of 14.8 Hz was demonstrated (compared to the design model

bandwidth of 0.148 - 3.24 Hz). This fact generated optimism that a

substantial improvement in stability robustness could be demonstrated by

appropriate modification of the LQG disturbance-rejection strategy. A

systematic approach to such modification (LOG/Loop Transfer Recovery) has
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recently been developed [Refs. 5-16, 5-17] which provides substantial

frequency-domain insight reflecting the spirit of classical servo-

mechanism theory. A careful exposition of the LQG/LTR approach as

employed in the context of the synthesis problem being considered here,

together with the results obtained in applying the approach, is presented

separately in Section 6. The results validate the use of this approach

in the flexible space structure application: several designs were

obtained exhibiting stability when connected across the full-order

(150-mode) structural model. In addition, limitations of the approach

reflecting the fundamental tradeoff between stability and performance

r* that are observed in this type of application are discussed.

5.2.2 Independent (Noncolocated) Sensor Selection

The structural dynamic model--expressed in modal coordinates--of

the system to be controlled is briefly recalled:

n" + 2ZM + Q2 = (0TBA) uA + (JTBD) uD (5-1)

y " (4TCpT)T + (0TCv) i (5-2)

T4 T T
Hi z (DT (5-3)

Here (l,.,n)T is the vector of modal coordinates retained

in the reduced-order structural model; Q = diag(wi): nxn is the matrix

of characteristic structural frequencies; $: vxn (mode shapes of the

reduced-order model) is the truncation of the principal-axis matrix of

transformation defining the modal coordinates, v being the number of

physical generalized coordinates; Z - diag(rj,...,Cn): nxn is the

matrix of assumed modal damping ratios representing inherent structural
Tdamping; u (u 1 000'u is the vector of inputs to the actuators;

A 1 1
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T toi tTuD (w1 ,-..w is the vector of disturbance inputs; y (YI'''"

is the vector of outputs from the sensors; z = (cLOSX, CLOSYW cDEFOCUS)T

is the vector of optical system line-of-sight (LOS) errors to be

regulated; and BA: vxm, BD: vxy, Cp: Zxv, CV: txv, D: 3xv are

the geometric influence matrices associated with the actuators,

disturbances, displacement sensors, rate sensors, and regulated

variables, respectively. The superscript "T" denotes matrix transpose.

The approach to actuator selection we have proposed [Refs. 5-18,

5-12 (Part 1)1 seeks to extract from a (relatively large) class of

actuator candidates a (relatively small) subclass which retains

sufficient control authority over the variables to be regulated to

achieve the specified performance (with an appropriate feedback IW

strategy). A sequence of least-squares approximations associated with

equations having the form

Ax f bLOSX (5-4)

Ay f bLOSY (5-5)

is computed, where the columns of A consist of actuator modal influence

vectors 4T b AJ: nxl from Eq. (5-1) representing candidate

actuator locations, and the objective vectors are the (transposed) modal

coefficients bLOSX d , bLOsY D •Td : nxl of the line-of-sight

error vector from Eq. (5-3). Successive iterations exhibit a monotonic

decrease in the column dimension of A in Eqs. (5-4), (5-5) corresponding

to a deletion of actuator candidates. (Criteria for decisions on the

deletion of actuators is discussed in detail in Reference 5-12.) The

iteration is terminated when an appropriate measure of either one of the

least-squares residual vectors bLOSX - Ax, bLOSY - Ay exceeds a

specified tolerance. One or more minimal selections (which do not exceed

the tolerance parameter) are obtained.
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5.2.2.1 Algorithm for Sensor Selection

In the light of this strategy for actuator selection, examination

of Eqs. (5-1) through (5-3) suggests a completely analogous but

complementary approach to the selection of sensors in which selections

are keyed to a potential capacity for detecting disturbance effects. We

seek to extract from a (relatively large) class of sensor candidates a

(relatively small) subclass which retains sufficient information content

about the effects of the disturbances upon the structure to provide for

an appropriate level of disturbance rejection. To clarify this

interpretation, we give a precise formulation of the sensor selection

problem, referring to Reference 5-12 (Part 1) for details of its

solution. The sensor selection may be defined using the following two

sets of parameters:

(1) A collection [9 of sensor candidates, consisting of the modal

coefficient vectors 0TcJ: nxl, where cd is the J-th row of

the geometric sensor coefficient matrix Cp (for a displace-

ment sensor) or CV (for a rate sensor) in Eq. (5-2); and

(2) A collection J_ of disturbance objective vectors, consisting

"of the modal influence vectors *TbDJ: nxl, where bDJ is the

j-th column of the geometric disturbance influence

matrix BD in Eq. (5-1).

To sharpen the succeeding discussion, the disturbance vector uD is

identified with the two-vector uD (u 3 7 , u 4 6 )T

representing the two disturbance inputs denoted in Fig. 5-1, where the

subscripts denote the specific nodes (nos. 37 and 46) of the

finite-element structural model at which the disturbances are applied.

The collection Yf then consists of the two elements

'9
37 A T 37 46 A T 46

t D ~b D t =

hD
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where b and b are the columns of the matrix BD corresponding to the
D DD

disturbance inputs u3 7 and u46, respectively, in Eq. (5-1). The

mathematical selection problem is a weighted-least-squares minimization

corresponding to the algebraic equations

Sx t 3 7  (5-6)

i = t46

Sy t (5-7)

where the columns of S are elements from the collection Y of sensor

candidates to be considered. Several notational conventions will

"facilitate a precise statement of the sensor selection problem. Let X

denote the number of candidates in a particular collection 99, and let

'be a subcollection of 99. Denote by I1(4') the subset of {1,...,X}

that identifies which elements of Y are retained in 9', and let S' be a

"matrix whose columns are the elements of ,".

Sensor Selection Problem. Find a subcollection 5" of Y) and

corresponding coefficient vectors x' =- (xj), y' (yj), j c I(,)')

such that

P' St, 37 A 37 1IT 37(58(1) J t ) (t - S'x') W(t - S'x') and (5-8)

J S', t 4 6 ) = (t 4 6  Sty,)T W(t 4 6 
- S'y') (5-9)

A
are minimized, where S.' = [Y)'1; and

(2) the subcollection 9' is minimal with respect to acceptable

increases in the minimum values:

*21
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.'I

SI, t37 A 37
Jmin( t x' - x '(x s, t (5-10)

46 A mn 46SJn(S't y' JW ; S', t (5-11)

In the above, the weighting matrix, W: nxn is chosen to be real,

symmetric, and positive definite. The problem statement is independent

of the choice of column arrangement within S' [Ref. 5-12 (Part 1),

Proposition 2-7].

Since the sensor selection problem has the same mathematical

*. structure as the selection problem defined for actuators (cf. Eqs. (2-34)

"through (2-37) of Reference 5-12), the algorithm used to generate

actuator selections may also be applied to sensor selection. Details of

the algorithm have been given previously [Ref. 5-12, Sec. 2.2j. In

A' "brief, one begins by selecting an initial class of sensor candidates .f.

A sequence of least-squares minimizations of functionals having the form

"of Eqs. (5-8), (5-9) is then performed. At each stage of the sequence,

the least-squares residual vectors just computed suggest one or more

deletions of sensor candidates from YI' for the succeeding stage

-. according to guidelines indicated in the algorithm description. A

- -- lattice of eliminations is thereby generated. Termination of the

sequence occurs when the minimum value in Eq. (5-10) or (5-11)

(equivalently, an appropriate norm of the residual vector associated with

either Eq. (5-6) or (5-7)) exceeds a specified tolerance.

5.2.2.2 Applications with ACOSS Model No. 2

"For a specified configuration of actuators, the length (however

defined) of the least-squares residual vectors associated with

Eqs. (5-4), (5-5) provides a measure of how well the actuators (as

represented by the actuator modal influence vectors appearing as columns

i.r. of the A matrix) can be combined linearly to approximate the optical

line-of-sight (as represented by the modal coefficient vectors bLOSX
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and bLOSY). In results reported previously [Refs. 5-13, 5-141, all of

the actuator selections were generated so that this approximation was

quite good (residual vector tolerance parameter 10-6). It should be

noted in passing that the quality of this sort of static criterion of

approximation can only be judged in the light of dynamic performance of a

closed-loop design employing such actuators.

However, in previously reported work, rate sensors were assumed to
be colocated with the actuators selected without a corresponding (static)

evaluation of the resulting sensor configuration. The sensor selection

procedure presented in the preceding subsection provides a mechanism for

making such evaluations. For any configuration of sensors, the length of

the least-squares residual vectors associated with Eqs. (5-6), (5-7) and

arising out of the minimization of the functionals in Eqs. (5-8), (5-9)

provides a measure of how well the sensors (as represented by the sensor

modal coefficient vectors appearing as columns of the S matrix) can be

combined linearly to approximate the disturbances (as represented by the

modal influence vectors t 3 7 and t 4 6 ). One may now ask how well (in

the above sense) the (colocated) sensor configurations assumed in

previous work approximate the disturbances. The answer--in some

cases--is: not so good. Correlation of this observation with the

performance and stability robustness of controller designs reported

previously is interesting, as is indicated shortly.

The specific assumptions under which design experiments have been

conducted to date are briefly recalled. The structural model

representing the object of control is Revision 1 of ACOSS Model No. 2

[Ref. 5-51. A modal damping ratio of Ci - 0.001 is assumed for all

modes (cf. Eq. (5-1). The model is subject to (wide-sense stationary)

wideband disturbance excitation with frequency content as shown

(one-sided) in Fig. 5-2. The disturbance is applied at two

(uncorrelated) locations (cf. Fig. 5-1): node 37 on the upper optical

support truss, and node 46 on the equipment section (Figs. 5-3 ff.

display the node points explicitly). To hold down computation costs, it
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V.

is further assumed that the points of application do not change with

time, and that each disturbance is constant in direction (at an equal

angle with each body axis). The specified optical performance is to

regulate the optical axis (z-body-axis) rotation errors (LOSX, LOSY)

about the two lateral axes (x and y body axes) so that

LOSX < 0.05 0 rad (rms) (5-12)

LOSY < 0.05 r rad (rms) (5-13) .p

and to regulate the mirror relative positions so that a sharp image focus

is maintained:

DEFOCUS < 10 3m (rms) (5-14)

where each inequality is in the root-mean-square (rms) sense. (Explicit

expressions for the parameters LOSX, LOSY, and DEFOCUS as a linear

function of nodal displacements are given in Reference 5-5.)

Choice of reduced-order models for design is based upon ranking

4• the response of the (uncoupled) modes of vibration for the open-loop

. (i.e., uA = 0 in Eq. (5-1)) structure to the total disturbance

excitation. An abbreviated ranking is shown in Table 5-1. A corre-

sponding interlaced reduced-order design model, together with a

contiguous counterpart obtained by adding interleaved modes, is

illustrated in Table 5-2. A family of variable-order contiguous models

is used for evaluations of closed-loop stability and optical system

performance with reduced-order controllers.
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Table 5-1. Ranking of open-loop modal responses to wideband disturbance."$Rank Mode RMS LOS-Error Rank Mode RMS LOS-Error

_(p-rad) (P-rad)

1 7 o 600.97 26 11 1.19
2 24 o 455.77

3 23 o 105.89

4 13 o 92.65 35 21 0.72

5 22 o 77.04

6 12 o 72.43

7 16 o 32.47 42 20 0.25

8 14 o 15.91

9 10 o 12.94

10 8 o 12.22 0.09

11 9 o 5.06 
-10

12 39 5.01

78 18 0.005

22 15 1.45 4

145 19 IE-22

Table 5-2. Characteristic frequencies for ACOSS Model No. 2 and
reduced-order models; 0 Design (interlaced)

9 Design (contiguous) w Evaluation (contiguous).

Mode Frequency Mode Frequency
____(Ili) ______ _ )_____.

7 0 0 0 0.148 25 a 5.162 ".

8 0 0 a 0.282 26 a 5.170

9 0 0 a 0.319 27 a 7.877

10 O 0 a 0.335 28 a 7.918

II 0 a 0.468 29 a A. 772

12 0 * 0 0.583 30 0 8.776

13 0 * N 0.601 31 a p.R38

1/ 0 * a 0.673 32 U 8.980

15 0 S 0.960 33 a 9.620

16 I : 0 1.092 34 U 10.40
1 7 a 2 1.839 35 a 11.67""

IR 0 a 1.844 36 a 12.27

19 0 0 1.889 37 a 13.39

20 0 • 1.990 38 a 13.62

71 * a 2.060 39 a 14.77

77? o • 2.452 40 a 16.43

21 o . a 2./72 41 2n.83

43 21 .94
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5.2.2.2.1 Evaluation of Sensor Configurations Defined by Colocation

A summary of the minimal actuator selections generated in the

context of the experimental approach to the synthesis process is

,J• presented in Table 5-3. The number of actuators p in a minimal selection

is a function (among other things) of the number of modes n retained in

the reduced-order design model, the functional type of the actuator

candidates Ws) considered, and the tolerance parameter To for the

least-squares computation used to terminate the selection algorithm. The

tolerance parameter is applied (as a maximum permissible upper bound) to

the maximum (in absolute value) component pi(*) of the current

residual vector. The value of the tolerance parameter was allowed to

fluctuate slightly (between 10-6 and 5 x i0-5) as an experimental
Z variable. Note (Table 5-3) that for each selection:

max - ,Of < TS (5-15)
im1,...,n i T 0

max LOSY
i-l,-..,n 1i • r0  (5-16)

max DEFOCUS <Slff~il],-..,n 1f 0 O( -7

although only Eqs. (5-15), (5-16) were enforced to terminate the

selection algorithm. This is another reflection of the fact that

Eq. (5-14) is the least stressful of the performance criteria Eqs. (5-12)

through (5-14). The actuator locations for the minimal selections of

examples A, B, C, E, and F of Table 5-3 are pictured in Figs. 5-3a, 5-4a,

5-5a & 5-5b, 5-6a, and 5-7a, respectively (there being two minimal

selections for example C).

We now examine the sensor configurations that result from placing

(rate) sensors of the corresponding type at the locations of the various

actuator selections. Recall that each minimal actuator selection is
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identified with a matrix A': nxp (where p is the number of actuators in

the selection) and vectors x', y': pxl corresponding to least-squares
:A:'. solutions of Eqs. (5-4) and (5-5), respectively. The functionals

,'.%i J ( . A'. t 37)

and
i•,, JW(. A', t46

defined by Eqs. (5-8) and (5-9), respectively, are then minimized,

generating least-squares solutions x", y": pxl of Eqs. (5-6), (5-7),

respectively, with the actuator matrix A' playing the role of a sensor

matrix S. Maximum components of the corresponding residual vectors

p3 7 9 p46 : nxl are listed in the last two columns of Table 5-3. The

Y-4 results show that least-squares solutions of Eq. (5-7) that are possible

using the various colocated sensor configurations is generally poor, and

most notably so using the minimal selection of example E (in which case

the least-squares solution corresponding to Eq. (5-6) also represents a

poor approximation).

A correlation between these observations and dynamic performance

under closed-loop control can be seen by examining Table 5-4. Data in

.* this table summarizes design parameters for, and stability and

"performance obtained with, LOG/disturbance-rejection designs (not

incorporating loop transfer recovery) that were done to examine the

influence of reduced-order model selection and of active transducer

selection upon the synthesis process. (Alphanumeric entries in the first

column of Table 5-4 identify a spe. Ific actuator selection from among the
selections described in Tables 5-3, 5-5, and 5-6. For example, C-12a

refers to the colocated 12-actuator selection a of Example C described in

Table 5-3.) Performance data in Table 5-4 for example E using the 5

colocated rotational actuators and (rate) sensors shows a marked

degradation in the error parameter LOSY (and a lesser degradation in
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LOSX) when a Kalman filter is connected to the LQ regulator in the

feedback compensator. Since sensor measurements are inputs to the Kalman

filter, one would expect less degradation upon incorporation of the

J+

filter through the deployment of sensors which provide better information

on disturbance effects. This expectation is confirmed, as we demonstrate

shortly.

+ *

* 5.2.2.2.2 Independent Minimal Sensor Selections

Using the algorithm for sensor selection described in Section

5.2.2.1, several minimal selections for sensors have been generated.

Data concerning them is summarized in Table 5-5, and they are illustrated

in Figs. 5-3b, 5-4b, 5-5c & 5-Sd, 5-6b, and 5-7b (there being two minimal

selections for example C). In generating these selections, the same

reduced-order design model, the same functional type of transducer

candidates, and the same tolerance parameter were used as for the corre-

sponding actuator selections (cp. Table 5-3). Note that in example A,

the number of sensors cannot be reduced below the number of modes in the

design model without one of the residual vector components exceeding the

tolerance parameter. Sensor selections with example C are rather

remarkable. Comparison of P5igs. 5-5b and 5-5c reveals that the locations

and functional type of sensors in sensor selection a are identical to

that of the actuators in actuator selection b. Stated differently, the

sensor configuration defined by colocating (rate) sensors of

corresponding type with actuator selection b is a minimal selection in

its own right with respect to the disturbance environment. This

remarkable fact is reflected in closed-loop LQG design performance.

(Designs have only been done employing actuator selection a, together

*with colocated sensors, but reference to Figs. 5-5a and 5-5b and the data

in Table 5-3 indicate only slight differences relative to selection b.)

Table 5-4 indicates that an LOG controller (without loop transfer l'

recovery) employing colocated actuator/sensor selection C-12a exhibits

completely acceptable performance degradation associated witi o
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incorporation of the Kalman filter into the feedback compensator, and

displays the largest degree of robustness with respect to unmodeled high-

frequency dynamics of any of the unrecovered designs for which p < n is

assumed.

Sensor selection with example E indicates a rapid deterioration in

the least-squares approximations associated with Eqs. (5-6), (5-7) as

sensors are reduced in number below n (the row rank of the sensor-

candidate matrix S). In fact, the selection process terminates when p

(the number of sensor candidates) is reduced to 15. This is consistent

with the observations noted above regarding the poor least-squares

approximation quality of the colocated sensors associated with example E

(cf. Table 5-3). This suggests considering the (noncolocated)

combination of the 5 actuators selected (Fig. 5-6a) with the 15 sensors

selected (Fig. 5-6b). Note that this particular combination is

noncolocated only in that the number of actuators and of sensors is not

the same. As indicated in Table 5-4, the employment of this combination

(designated E-5/15) in an LQG design leads to noticeable performance

improvement relative to the colocated selection in example E. On the

other hand, there is a slight degradation in robustness to unmodeled

high-frequency dynamics associated with the additional sensors. The

performance improvement (at the design model level) associated with the

augmented transducer configuration is qualitatively predictable. The

change in robustness to unmodeled dynamics is not.

5.2.2.2.3 Further Observations on Actuator Selection

The notation of a tainimal selection (either of actuators or of

sensors) is motivated in part by the potential for advantageous

employment of nonminimal selections (to be obtained by the judicious

enlargement of minimal selections). In particular, the process of !

convergence to a minimal selection gives sharp guidelines for such

enlargement. Data for nonminimal selections referred to in Table 5-4 is

given in Table 5-6. Design experience embodied in Table 5-4 indicates

that the enlargement of minimal selections is not a predictable approach
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to enhancing robustness to unmodeled high-frequency dynamics. Whereas

the enlargement in example D of minimal selection D-9a to nonminimal

selection D-14 [cf. Ref. 5-121 results in enhanced robustness, just the

opposite effect is observed in example E by enlarging minimal selection

E-5 to nonminimal selection E-11a. (Selection E-lla, illustrated in

Fig. 5-8a, is a heuristic augmentation of selection E-5 based on i

engineering intuition, and does not coincide with any of the several

selections of 11 actuators--one of which is depicted in Fig. 5-8b--that

occur during the convergence of the selection algorithm to configuration

E-5 (Fig. 5-6a)). The role of enlargement to nonminimal selections

remains to be given systematic attention.

The consequence of imposing appropriate constraints on the

actuator (or sensor) candidate class needs to be understood at a deeper

level for further exploitation of the selection process being applied

here. It has been noted [Ref. 5-131 that selection E-5 (Fig. 5-6a) may

not be feasible for an actual system since it implies an actuator at the

center of mass of the primary mirror (node 1001). Example F (cf. Table

5-3) gives the selection that results if the actuator candidate class

excludes actuation devices from any of the mirror mass-centers. The

number of actuators in the minimal selection is doubled (cf. Fig. 5-7a). K

A final remark is specific to ACOSS Model No. et The distinction

between examples G and H (Table 5-3) reflects the subt~fact that the

degrees of freedom in the LOS-error model are not identical to the -

degrees of freedom associated with the kinematic mounts [cf. Ref. 5-5.

Specifically, the degrees of freedom of the secondary mirror are defined

in terms of z-translation at, and x-axis and y-axis rotation about, its

mass center, rather than in terms of the kinematically equivalent

kinematic mount displacements.

%'

'a'
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5.2.2.3 Remarks

Although the strategy for independent selection of sensors has

sharpened insight regarding the effective deployment of active

transducers, the full potential inherent in the selection process for

selecting sensors to enhance irformation on disturbance effects has not

been exploited. The initial step in the selection process executes a

reduction in the number of candidates from X (the size of the candidate

class Y) to n (the number of modes retained in the reduced-order design

model). The mechanism that realizes this reduction is the QR-factoriza-

tion of the sensor candidate matrix S (cf. Eqs. (5-6), (5-7)), which

generates a ranking among the sensor candidates based solely upon

relative linear independence [cf. Ref. 5-12 (Part 1)]. Only in

subsequent steps of the selection algorithm are eliminations of sensor

candidates based upon least-squares approximation of disturbance

influence vectors.

On the other hand, there is a serious question as to the

advisability of tailoring a selection of sensors too tightly to

parameters of the disturbance environment which are not precisely known.

A more fundamental course would be to investigate robustness in both

stability and performance with respect to uncertainty or change in

parameters of the disturbance environment as it relates to sensor

selection.

5.2.3 Incorporation of System Identification into the Synthesis Process

As discussed in Section 5.1.1, there are fundamental limitations "pA

on the accuracy with which complex flexible structures can be represented

using finite-element techniques. Moreover, there are no feasible

alternatives to such modeling approaches at present. These facts provide

strong motivation for seeking to enhance modeling capability through the

incorporation of system identification techniques, especially for the

specific purpose of increasing the accuracy of reduced-order models to be A

used for the synthesis of active controllers. The use of appropriate
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identification techniques has the potential to reduce uncertainty in the

knowledge of basic structural parameters (e.g., mass or stiffness

distribution), and to provide a quantitative assessment of the input-

output effect produced by delays and small-amplitude nonlinearities

associated with the dynamics of active transducers, the sampling and

reconstruction of analog signals, and digital computation.

The high-resolution spectrum estimation procedure originally

formulated by Fogel [Ref. 5-191 and extended by Villalba [Ref. 5-20 and

Sec. 8 herein] is very attractive for application to reduced-order

modeling of flexible spacecraft for several reasons. First, the

mathematical formulation accommodates the essential constraints on data

availability consistent with a flight environment. It assumes a

capability for system excitation at the location of each actuator and at

the location of each anticipated disturbance, and the availability of

measurement data at each sensor location. Second, the procedure is aimed
specifically at solving the problem of identifying modes that are

closely-spaced in frequency--an inherent property of large flexible

structures. In this subsection, we describe the data transformations

required in order to incorporate this identification approach into the

synthesis process, and point out a fundamental limitation which requires

some adjustment of the synthesis process itself.

5.2.3.1 Data Transformation Required for Incorporation

The high-resolution spectrum estimation procedure is itself a

dynamic process that observes the input-output behavior of the system to

be identified, and generates the spectral characteristics (natural

frequencies and damping ratios) of a linear time-invariant system which

exhibits the same input-output behavior. It is assumed that actuator and

sensors have been selected, both by functional type and by location, and

that the locations of expected disturbance inputs to the system are

known. Specific input data required by the identification process

consists of discrete-time samples of all possible time histories of the

form:
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Yr(t; uk) , 0 < t < t1 k - 1,...,m , r = 1,...,1 (5-18)

Y r ( t ; w k ) 0 0 < t _< t , k - l . ,y , r = I , . . . , £t ( 5 - 1 9 )

where Yr('; uk) represents the response function at sensor location

r to an impulsive excitation at actuator location k, and Yr("; wk)

represents the response function at sensor location r to an impulsive

excitation at disturbance location k (cf, Eqs. (5-1), (5-2)).

Specific output data provided by the identification process are the

numerical parameters in the modal representation for the estimate of the

responses observed:

t Re[(akr + j bkr)e P ] (5-20)i-1

where =A .2-1/2
Pi - I + jI 1 (5-21)

nis the estimate of the number of vibration modes, and W^ and are the

estimates for the natural frequency and damping ratio of the i-th

estimated mode. In what follows, the letter j represents the imaginary

unit /.

In order to use the information contained in Eqs. (5-20), (5-21) 5.

for reduced-order modeling of the observed system, it is necessary to

generate related estimates for the matrix products associated with the

eigenvalues (i.e., p2 and 2Za) and eigenvectors (i.e., BA, * BD, CT , T

CVf, and Df) that appear in the dynamic equations Eqs. (5-1) through
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(5-3). (Note that explicit generation of the eigenvalue matrix fl and the

eigenvector matrix 0 themselves is not needed.) It is immediately clear

from elementary algebra that the entries of 62 E diag(c, 2 ) and
% 2Z- diag ( 2 ziwi) are given, respectively, by

2.. Re2(pi) + Im2(p)

and
2Z i i M 2 Re(p) d++

where Re(.) and Im(.) represent the real and imaginary parts,

respectively, of the indicated arguments. Generation of the eigenvector

matrix products is somewhat more involved and leads to the need for

imposing certain mild but subtle restrictions upon the synthesis process.

5.2.3.2 Deduced Estimates for Eigenvector Matrix Products

Estimates for the eigenvector matrix products are obtained by

comparing the expressions Eqs. (5-20) to the analytic representations for

the various impulse responses, which are easily written. First, it is

quite helpful to develop a concise yet descriptive notation for

representing the entries of the various matrix products. In the finite-

element context, the matrix 0: vxn has the form

1I ."" *nj (5-22)

where the i-th column vector * consists of components *(o, that

represent the amplitude of the i-th mode shape at node a of the finite

element model and in the kinematic degree of freedom 0 (e.g., rotation

about one of the body axes) at that node. The number of such distinct
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pairs (a,8) represented in the model is the total number v of generalized

coordinates. The geometric actuator influence matrix BA: vxm has the

form

[b l • bm-

rwhere each column vector b represents a particular actuator, with a

structure dependent upon the actuator type. For an actuator whose effect

can be fully described at a single node (e.g., rotation about one of the

body axes at that node), the corresponding vector bA is a unit vector of

the form

(0... 0 1 0 • 0)T

with the 1 at the index (a,$) defining the relevant node and degree of

freedom. For an actuator involving a connection between two nodes, the

corresponding vector br is a unit direction-cosine vector with non-zero
A

entries at the appropriate pairs (',a'), (a", of indices.
T

Consequently, the modal actuator influence matrix 0 BA: nxm can be

represented in the form

" 1 1

*(act 1) (act m)

T
0 • (5-23)

n n•(act l "•" (act m)j '-•

if each actuator represents nodal actuation or rotation. If one column

(say the r-th) represents an axial node-connecting actuator, then the

r-th column has the slightly different structure
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Sn )T

N*act r) * ••(act r)"

where each entry is a sum

*(act r) 0 Y [ 1a',p) - (",B")] cos e(o',8'; a",V")

involving the direction cosines of the node-connector. The subscript

"(act r)" denotes the index (ar,8r) defining the node and degree of

freedom corresponding to the r-th actuator. The notation of Eq. (5-23)

is used repeatedly in what follows. A corresponding representation for

the modal sensor influence matrices CpO and CVt may be given; e.g.,

1 * * vsn

(v-sen 1) (v-sen1)

C • D (5-24)

n
L(v-sen £) (v-sen t)

The modal disturbance influence matrix t B is represented similarly
D i

to Eq. (5-23) with the entries being denoted 4)(dist k) instead. The

structure of the modal line-of-sight coefficient matrix C L DO: 3xn
LOS

has no correspondingly simple representation. The entries are in general
i LOSX i LOSY i DEFOCUS

inner products of the form ,C.CL , 4).C L and 4).C

respectively, involving the full mode-shape vectors ,i (cf. Eq. (5-22))

and the coefficient vectors in the LOS-error model [Ref. 5-5].

Analytic expressions for the various impulse responses with the

system of Eqs. (5-1), (5-2) are presented next, employing the notation of

Eqs. (5-23), (5-24). The details of the development are elementary and

are therefore omitted. It is assumed that the zero-frequency modes are

not represented (i.e., wi 0 0) and that the system modal damping ratios

Ci satisfy

8
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- - - WaP ll q

0 < < 1 (5-25)
mJ

To avoid obscuring the principal ideas, results are presented only for

the employment of rate sensors (i.e., Cp - 0 in Eq. (5-2)) and for the

employment of nodal actuators and sensors (i.e., Eqs. (5-23), (5-24)

apply without change). The general case follows directly (though

tediously). Under assumption Eq. (5-25), the r-th (rate) sensor response

to a unit impulse at the k-th actuator is given by:

y (t; u n i ( (5-26)
r k (v-sen r) U k)

where

i -Ci Wit 4

Si(t; ) @(act k) e W(- )iisin(wdit) + cos(wd t)] (5-27)

di

and

1/2 1/
d W 0i(1 - i) (5-28)
di

After some algebra, Eqs. (5-26) through (5-28) may be placed in the form

of Eq. (5-20) (with the carets on wi, ýi and n removed). The
i i

parameters a k bkr produced by the identification process are then seen

to have the decomposition:

Si i i . _ ^

-.. akr = (v-sen r) (act k)

b .. = (5-30)
kr (v-sen r) (act k) ( 1/2
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Noting that Eq. (5-30) is a scalar multiple of Eq. (5-29), the problem of

constructing the desired matrix estimates reduces to solving Eq. (5-29)

for the two (sets of) factors.

5.2.3.2.1 Estimates for the Actuator and Sensor Influence Matrices

We rewrite Eq. (5-29) emphasizing the associated array of indices:

i i i
akr = ý(v-sen r) (act k) ' k = 1,...,m , r = i,...,t ; i = l-...,n

(5-29a)

corresponding to the totality of impulse responses. It appears that

Eqs. (5-29a) do not point to a unique solution for the individual factors

unless some restriction is imposed on the degree of noncolocation of the

* actuators and sensors. (For example, a single actuator and sensor-

*: noncolocated--lead to a one-parameter family of solutions). Uniqueness

of solutions can be demonstrated, however, under the following mild

restrictions:

(Al) The actuator and sensor configuration contains at least one

colocated actuator/sensor pair (both by node and degree of

freedom); and I

(A2) For each mode i - 1,...,n, there is a colocated actuator/

sensor pair ki for which the parameter aii in Eq. (5-20)

for the response estimate yk i uki) is nonzero.
im

Three cases are distinguished.

Case 1: Colocated actuator/sensor pairs. The appropriate subset of

Eqs. (5-29a) corresponding to colocated actuator/sensor pairs is

i i i
akr 0 (act r) O(act k) k - 1,...,M r 1 l,...,M ; i 1,,...,n

(5-29b) 4-
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where H < min {m, } is the number of colocated pairs. For each mode

i M 1,...,n, solution for the factors may be obtained from the diagonal

subsystem of Eqs. (5-29b):

a i mOi k= I,-..,M I
akk (act k) O(act k) k

and is easily seen to be

k) 1/2
"a I 'Ic sgn (akk) k - 1,...,M (5-31)O•(act k) kk

where the caret "-" denotes a (deduced) estimate of the indicated

quantity.

Case 2: Noncolocated (rate) sensors. The appropriate subset of

Eqs. (5-29a) corresponding to sensors which are not colocated with any

actuator is:

i i i= ,...,n
akr (v-en r) (act k)' k.r1i

(5-29c)

"^i k - 1,...,M, have been

Fix a mode i in {1,...,n). Estimates 0 (act k)'

determined in Case 1 by Eqs. (5-31). B: assumption (A2), there is a

number ki in {1,...,M) for which ak # 0. It follows from Eqs. (5-29c)

that ; (act ki) d 0, and therefore that

i a "

(v-sen 0) - ai 11/ k isn(1iakir ki r

ac ii ii (5-32)
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Case 3: Noncolocated actuators. The appropriate subset of Eq. (5-29a)

corresponding to actuators which are not colocated with any sensor is.:

i i i
a r (v-sen r )(act k) M+,'...,m , r - 1,...,M ; i = 1,..-,n

(5-29d)
V

Fix a mode i in {1,...,n}. The sensor factors €(v-sen r) appearing in

Eqs. (5-29d) represent sensors colocated with actuators, for which

estimates have been determined in Case I by the identification:

i_

(v-sen r) (act r) r =

4q together with Eqs. (5-31). By assumption (A2), there is a number ri in

[{I,*.,M} for which ai *0. It follows from Eqs. (5-29d) that
r ir

1 r 0, and therefore that

i i
a ak) kri kri" @~~~(act k)==,k=Ml,., ':

.. '.

i v s e a i 1 / 2 :; .
(-snr) d r ri sgn (a r ri (5-33),-

Taken together, Eqs. (5-30) through (5-32) constitute the desired

estimates for the matrices $ TBA and Cv$ in Eqs. (5-23) and

(5-24), respectively.

5.2.3.2.2 Estimates for the Disturbance and LOS-Error Influence Matrices

The analytic representation for the disturbance response is

analogous to Eqs. (5-26) through (5-28). Under assumption Eq. (5-25), 1

the r-th (rate) sensor response to a unit impulse at the k-th disturbance

location is given by:

1
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Yr(t; wk) =(-e r) Y~t; wk) (5-34)

where

it

i~(t; wk) = (ditk e~~i [('ýidzs)sin( wd t) + 'wd cos(W d tf1l 5-5

Upon placing Eqs. (5-34), (5-35) in the form of Eq. (5-20), the

decompositions corresponding to Eqs. (5-29), (5-30) for the disturbance

responses are:

kr (v-sen r) (dist k) (-6

b i ii C1.(5-37

bkrvse r) *(dist k) ( - 2) 1/2

Estimates *(-e 0' r - ,.,,I-1,...,n have been determined from

the analysis of the preceding subsection. Fix a mode I in f1,...,nl.

The corresponding vector

(;(v-sen 1) ' (v-sen t~(-8

is the i-th column vector of the estimate for the matrix CV11

(cf. Eq. (5-24)). It can be seen from Eq. (5-2) that if this vector were

zero, then mode i would be unobservable with the current sensor configu-

ration. Such an event is incompatible with the presence of mode I in the
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reduced-order model. It can be assumed therefore that at least one

component, say '.(v-sen ri). of the vector in Eq. (5-38) is nonzero. Then

from Eq. (5-36),

ri

iiak (5-39)(dist k) = v; e r3)

where the appropriate explicit expression (either Eq. (5-31) or (5-32) is

to be used for r in Eq. (5-37). This establishes an estimate

for the matrix 0 T B D*

An attempt to estimate the LOS-error influence matrix

(cf. Eq. (5-3)) leads to a certain difficulty which directly affects the

synthesis process. Recall that this matrix has the structure:

(r10cLOSX) (01CLOSY) (1. cDEFOCUS

(CLOSe) T .... (5-40)(, .cLOSX) (on.cLOSY) (,n .cDEFOCUS)J (-

In order to estimate the entries in CLOSO, estimates of the modal

vector components 0(,1 at each index (a,B) which is represented in the

LOS-error model are required. However, estimates of such components are

available only at indices (o,8) corresponding to locations of actuators,

sensors, or disturbance inputs (cf. Eqs. (5-31), (5-32), (5-33), (5-39)).

In general, there is no guarantee that any of the required components
i*(a,8) can be estimated based on the available data. A specific example

helps to clarify this fundamental point. Consider the colocated
actuator/sensor selection E-5 (cf. Tables 5-3, 5-4) consisting of 5

transducer pairs. The indices (a,8) corresponding to actuator (and

sensor) locations are (cf. Figs. 5-6a, 5-6b):
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, (35, 8x), (16, 6y), (42, 6y), (1001, Oy ), (3233, 8y

where 0(.) denotes the rotational degree of freedom about the indicated

body axis. Indices corresponding to disturbance input locations are

(a,o) - (37, x), (37, y), (37, z), (46, x), (46, y), (46, z)

where the second element in each pair represents the translational degree

of freedom along the indicated body axis. It can be verified, however,

[Ref. 5-51, that none of these index pairs appear in the LOS-error

model. Therefore, for this example, the best estimate of the matrix

CLOSO that can be computed (cf. Eq. (5-40)) with the available data is

zero!

"5.2.3.3 Implications for the Synthesis Process

The inability to generate feasible estimates for CLOSO bears

upon the active controller synthesis process as follows. In the

LOG/disturbance-rejection designs used to generate controller feedback

strategy, the functional being minimized is [cf. Ref. 5-15]:

= T

0zTz + OR uA uA) dt (5-41)

where z: 3x1 is the variable to be regulated (LOS-error vector) appearing

in Eq. (5-3). Therefore the matrix product CLOSO is a factor (twice)
T

in the product z Qz. The use of poor (or zero!) estimates for

CLOSO in Eq. (5-41) generally leads to poorly performing controllers,

since no penalty for large LOS-errors is imposed in the design process.

There are several alternatives available to resolve the present

impasse to the incorporation of the high resolution spectrum estimation

technique into the synthesis process. Th4 functional Eq. (5-41) may be
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altered so as to weight only the sensor measurements of the system S

Eq. (5-1) (i.e., z is replaced by the sensor output y in Eq. (5-41)).

More directly, the LOS-error vector could be treated as a sensor output

itself, an apparently reasonable assumption for certain optical systems

[Ref. 5-211. Experience with LQ controller designs in which the

LOS-error vector is not weighted in the cost functional Eq. (5-41)

indicates difficulty in meeting the performance specifications [Ref. 5-6;

Section 5]. Therefore, the latter alternative appears preferable.

Since neither of these alternatives has been implemented in the

synthesis experiments performed to date, a database for evaluating the

effect of incorporating the particular identification process under

discussion into the synthesis process is not available. However, the

process itself has been exercised on ACOSS Model No. 2 yielding excellent

resolution.

5.3 Principal Contributions

The principal contributions toward an understanding of the active

control synthesis process that are embodied in References 5-11 through

5-15 and 5-18, together with Sections 5 and 6 of the present report, are

briefly summarized.

Several generally understood principles have been given a sharp

focus in the specific context of wideband disturbance accommodation with

precision flexible space structures. First, the inherent inseparability

of reduced-order model selection, active transducer selection, and feed-

back strategy determination within the total synthesis process has been

clearly demonstrated. In particular, the consequences of inadequate

attention to the first two factors cannot be overcome by even the most

sophisticated feedback strategy. Second, the value of an experimental

approach to the study of the mutual interactions of these three factors

has been established. In particular, a thorough understanding of the

synthesis process is equally as important as (and the key to generation
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of) a specific design product. Third, the fundamental compromise between 7
stability and performance (more precisely, between stability robustness

and performance robustness) with respect to unmodeled high-frequency

dynamics has been clearly exhibited. In particular, the results obtained

highlight the need for more systematic design tools to ensure performance

robustness for high-precision flexible structures.

In addition, specific contributions have been made toward

techniques of active transducer selection and controller feedback

strategy determination.

Active Transducer Selection. First, a new and systematic approach to the

selection of actuators and sensors has been developed. Selection of

actuators is related directly to parameters of specified system

performance, and a distinct selection of sensors may (if desired) be

related directly to parameters of the anticipated disturbance

environment. Selection algorithms are based on theoretically sound

principles; reliable portable software for implementation is widely

available. Second, the effectiveness of the selection strategy in the

active control synthesis context has been demonstrated. In particular,

the role of active transducer selection within the overall synthesis

context has been clarified.

Controller Feedback Strategy Determination. First, the effectiveness of

a systematic approach [Refs. 5-16, 5-17] for enhancing stability

robustness to unmodeled high-frequency dynamics has been convincingly

demonstrated in a stressful and realistic design context relevant to

flexible structure control. Second, important limitations of this

approach in obtaining performance robustness with high-precision flexible

structures have been revealed. I
',I
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5.4 Open Questions

Having given an account of the work accomplished, it is

appropriate to discuss significant matters that remain unresolved. There

are two categories: matters relating specifically to the work

accomplished; and matters of general concern.

We begin with some specific matters. First, the strategy for

active transducer selection that has been developed has been shown to

work surprisingly well. However, a theoretical explanation for this

success is lacking. Are the transducer selections optimal in some

well-defined sense for the purposes of actuation or of measurement? How

are the "static" criteria for selections linked with the closed-loop

dynamic performance associated with the resultant selections? Answers to

these and related questions would provide a key to much more efficient

implementation of the selection strategy. For example, the strategy

seems to be potentially valuable for predicting the consequences upon

performance of prior constraints on transducer selection, or of

transducer failures. Second, the emphasis to date in feedback strategy

determination has been upon robustness to unmodeled high-frequency

dynamics. Although we believe this to be a proper priority, robustness

to model parameter variations is the logical--and no less important--

next step. Third, the way has been cleared for the incorporation of

high-resolution spectrum estimation into the reduced-order modeling

process. Significant investigations should include the development of a
data base of design experience to assess the observable effects upon
stability and performance of such incorporation, and to assess the effect

of accounting for additional delays in the signal path (e.g., due to

actuator and sensor dynamics, or to data sampling, digital computation,
and data reconstruction).

Finally, we touch upon several matters of overriding general

* concern. First is the matter of robustness in performance. Most

systematic approaches to robustness enhancement for the feedback control

t
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of systems with (deterministic) uncertainty focus principally upon

robustness of stability. Guidelines for augmenting performance

robustness typically amount to suggesting a tightening of the original

performance specification. For very high precision systems such as the

present application, such guidelines are not feasible. The need for
effective guidelines to assist in augmenting performance robustness lies

in the following fact: if a system exhibits (deterministic) uncertainty

relative to its design model representation, performance is likely to

deteriorate more sharply than stability. From an operational viewpoint,

a stable system that is unable to accomplish the assigned mission is--at

best--a waste of resources. The point is that fundamental research on

this topic is needed. Second is the matter of robustness (in both

stability and performance) with respect to disturbances. Disturbances

that can be anticipated for real systems often defy precise

characterization, both as to their analytic structure and parametric

description, as well as to the location and direction of their influence

upon the system. The consequences of inadequate characterization of

disturbances, as well as techniques for enhancement of robustness with

respect to disturbances are highly significant, and unresolved,

questions.
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SECTION 6

STABILITY ENHANCEMENT IN STRUCTURAL CONTROL

6.1 Introduction

In our experimental approach to active control design for flexible

space structures [Ref. 6-1], numerous actuator and sensor placements have

been explored [Refs. 6-2, 6-31. The main goal of the accompanying

controller designs [Ref. 6-21 for these transducer selections has been to

ensure that the state-feedback portion of each linear-quadratic-Gaussian

(LOG) design met the line-of-sight (LOS) performance specifications as

closely as possible. For each corresponding LQG design the largest set

of modes, contiguous in frequency, that produced a stable evaluation was

noted. In most instances to date closed-loop stability was maintained

with modes well beyond the 18-mode design model, but stability with all

150 elastic modes of the structural model was not achieved.

This section presents sufficient conditions in the frequency

domain for improved stability robustness to unmodelled high frequency

dynamics and outlines a design procedure to enhance the robustness of our
present LQG designs. We demonstrate these ideas on three of our

"previously reported controller designs, and indeed achieve closed-loop

stability for two of them in the presence of all 150 elastic modes of the

structural model. We conclude with observations on our controller
results in the context of the experiment, and discuss some of the issues

for flexible space structure control that have yet to be addressed.
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6.2 Present Controller Results

The control design methodology used with the various

actuator/sensor selections in connection with our experimental approach

is detailed in Reference 6-2. In brief, the methodology involves the

synthesis of an LQG controller for a design model consisting of the first

18 elastic modes (modes 7-24) of Revision 1 of ACOSS Model No. 2,

"augmented with a model of the two wideband disturbances which impact the

structure at the points indicated in Fig. 5-1. A statistical description

and state-space representation for the disturbances can be found in

Reference 6-2. In the performance index for the linear-quadratic (LO)

regulator design the three LOS outputs, LOSX, LOSY (optical axis rotation

errors) and defocus, are weighted with a diagonal matrix to ensure that

the state feedback controller meets the LOS specifications [Ref. 6-2] as

closely as possible. A Kalman filter is then used to estimate the states

from the sensor outputs. Table 6-1 lists controller design results %

reported on thus far. Included in the table are LOS output weightings,

ql, q2 , q 3 , and the scalar control weighting, PR, used in the LQ

performance index. The scalar parameter, po, which multiplies an

identity matrix to represent the sensor noise covariance and ensure a

nonsingular Kalman filter problem, is also listed. Relevant performance

and stability results are noted in the table.

Up to this point in the experiment, the main focus has been the

achievement of adequate LO-regulator performance with different

actuator/sensor selections, while the stability of the LOG controllers

has been an observed variable. Even though no particular effort has been

made to enhance whatever stability robustness properties our standard LQG

designs [Ref. 6-21 may possess, the number of modes in the stable

evaluations extends well beyond that of the 18-mode design model.

However, closed-loop stability has not been achieved with all 150 elastic

modes of the structural model, so the robustification of our designs must

be of prime concern.
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Fortunately, the lack of stability robustness has a clearly

identifiable cause. Specifically, the only perturbation in our design

model that we employ to test the robustness of our controllers is the

addition of 132 modes, all of whose frequencies are above those of the 18

modes in the design model. Other perturbations, for example, variations

in structural parameters which could change the frequencies and mode

shapes of all 150 modes, have not yet been treated. Robustness to

parameter variations is an important issue itself. The goal we pursue

here is to modify the LQG controller design to enhance its robustness to

high frequency modes not in the design model, preferably without using

explicit knowledge of those modes.

6.3 Frequency Domain Conditions for Stability Robustness

In this subsection we present conditions which guarantee
A. •.

closed-loop stability of a control system when it is evaluated with high

frequency dynamics excluded from a design model of the plant. We first

discuss frequency domain descriptions of transfer matrices, and then

describe appropriate matrix expressions for design model errors, as back-

ground to deriving the criteria for stability robustness. These

frequency domain criteria motivate the design modification to our

controller, presented in Section 6.4, intended to enhance stability

robustness.

In our investigation of robustness to high frequency dynamics, we

examine closely the frequency domain properties of the transfer matrix

H(s)Pd(s), Here H(s) represents the transfer matrix for the

compensator and Pd(S) is the transfer matrix for the 18-mode design

model of the plant (i.e., the structure to be controlled) without

disturbance dynamics appended. The transfer matrices are shown in

Fig. 6-1 as part of a closed-loop multi-input multi-output (MIMO) control

system. The output y, the control u, and the reference variable r are

also noted.
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Figure 6-1. MIMO closed-loop system.

The product H(S)Pd(S), which is sometimes referred to as a

return ratio matrix, or a loop transfer matrix, is the matrix multiplying

signals inserted in the control loop broken at the input to the plant,

point x, to produce the signals at the output of the same breaking

point. Similarly the loop can be broken at the output of the plant,

point xx, to produce a corresponding loop transfer matrix Pd(s)H(s).

For single-input single-output (SISO) control systems, no difference

exists between the transfer functions PdH and 1Hpd (with the Laplace

variable s suppressed in an obvious way) because they are both scalars.

In general, for MIMO systems the products corresponding to different

breaking points will be different because they are transfer matrices %

(matrix multiplication being generally noncommutative). Our reason for

focusing on the loop transfer matrix HPd corresponding to breaking the

loop at the input to the plant will become apparent later.

The frequency response properties of a SISO system are determined

from familiar gain and phase plots. For MIMO systems, analogous

frequency domain information is available about the gain through the use

of matrix norms. Here we make use of the matrix spectral norm. For any

matrix A, the maximum singular value, a(A), and the minimum singular

value, a(A), are defined as:
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1/2.

SY(A) ( (max [A HAJ)

1/2

a(A) A min [AH A])

where Xf-] denotes an eigenvalue of the indicated matrix and the super-

script H denotes complex conjugate transpose.

It is well known that these two singular values have the following

important characterization:

IMAxI
a(A) = max 2 =KAN 2  (6-1)

miA 1 m An 2 (6-2)
2

Equations (6-1) and (6-2) indicate that a and a represent, respectively,

the maximum and minimum input-output gain ratio, viewing A as a transfer

matrix [Ref. 6-41. Therefore maximum and minimum singular values may be

taken as appropriate measures of frequency response for a transfer

matrix..

Before we develop our robustness criteria, we also need an

appropriate matrix description of the error in the design model of the

plant as compared to the evaluation model. As we have indicated, the

error we are concerned about is the exclusion of high frequency nodes

from the design model. The most straightforward way of describing that

error follows from partitioning the transfer matrix for the full order

model (in our case the evaluation model):
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(sI - Ad)' 0 B] [::d
P a Cd Ch 0 (sI Ah J LB h

= Cd(sI - Ad)- Bd + Ch(sI - Ah) Bh

Pd(s) + Ph(S) (6-3) I
K_

where subscript "f" refers to the full order model, subscript "d" refers

to the design model, and subscript "h" refers to the neglected high

frequency modes.

Equation (6-3) is an additive description of the model error and

is presented here to introduce the concept and notation associated with

such error representations. An alternative manner of describing this

same error yields the most useful information on how the loop shape HPd

should behave in the frequency domain for stability robustness. In

*.• particular, we use the so-called multiplicative form of the error,

* reflected at the input to the plant and written as:

P Pf(s) P Pd(s)[I + L(s)] (6-4)

where

L(s) P d1s) [P f (S) - Pd(S)]= Pd (S) [Ph(S)]

As indicated in Reference 6-5, the frequency domain behavior of

L(s) as measured by the variation with frequency of its maximum singular

value, a(L), is smaller than unity in the low frequency region, but much

larger than unity at high frequency where Ph(s) has significant

dynamics.

With this background material we can now proceed to determine
sufficient conditions for closed-loop stability when evaluating our
compensator on a full-order model.
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Because the focus of our concern is the control loop broken at the

input to the plant, we first examine the closed-loop transfer matrix

between the reference variable r and the control variable u at the plant

input of Fig. 6-1:

u(s) - [I + H(s)Pd(s)]-IH(s) r(s)

The stability of the closed-loop system can be examined via the

determinant det[I + HPd]. In particular, if *OL(S) represents the

characteristic polynomial of the open-loop transfer matrix HPd and

kCL(s) represents the characteristic polynomial of the closed-loop

system, then [Ref. 6-7]:

OcL(s)= @oL(s) det[I + HPd]

From this relationship the multivariable Nyquist criterion can be

derived [Refs. 6-6, 6-7]. This criterion says that the closed-loop

system of Fig. 6-1 is stable if and only if the number of clockwise I

encirclements of the origin, 0, by the image of the clockwise Nyquist

contour, DR, under the mapping det [I + HPd] plus the number of

unstable poles of the open loop transfer matrix, HPd, is equal to

zero. In symbols, this is sometimes written:

N(0, det(I + HPRd DR + PU,POL 0

By designing the compensator, H(s), via the LOG methodology we are

guaranteed that the closed-loop control system of Fig. 6-1, with 18

design modes of the plant, will be stable, which means of course that the

multivariable Nyquist criterion is satisfied. The LQG methodology does

not guarantee, however, that a closed-loop system in which the
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compensator is connected with a plant other than the design model will be

stable. Using the multivariable Nyquist criterion, we determine

sufficient conditions which guarantee that closed-loop stability is

maintained when the full-order plant, Pf(s), is connected with the

compensator; in symbols:

N(O, det[I + HPf], DR) + P = 0 (6-5)
R UOL

where here the open loop transfer matrix is HPf.

Our discussion in part follows the presentations of References 6-8

and 6-6 and that of Reference 6-5. Consistent with Theorem 2.2 of

Reference 6-6 and Theorem 2 of Reference 6-8 we assume that:

(a) The number of unstable poles (including those on the jw axis)

of HPf is the same as the number of unstable poles of HPd;

(b) All poles of HPf on the jw axis are also poles of HPd;

(c) The closed-loop system designed for Pd is stable.

By employing the LOG design methodology and by using design and

evaluation models that include only elastic modes of the space structure,

we are guaranteed that conditions (a) through (c) are satisfied.

With these assumptions we can focus on the conditions which

guarantee that the encirclement count of the map of det[l + HPd] does

not change as the determinant is perturbed to det[I + HPf]. In fact,

if the determinant is never zero as it goes from det[I + HPd] to

det[I + HPf], then the encirclement count of the origin will not

change, and Eq. (6-5) will hold.

Using our matrix error description of Eq. (6-4), we can

parameterize the deformation of the resulting Nyquist diagram so that

closed-loop stability is ensured. The condition is that

det[I + HPd(I + C L)] * 0 (6-6)
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for all E in the interval [0,11 and all s on the contour DR-

Because both maximum singular values a(Pd) and a(Pf) approach zero

as Is+ W, we only need to verify Eq. (6-6) for values of s along the
I

portion nR of the contour DR lying in the closed left-half plane, i.e.:

SR = {s: s c DR and Re(s) < 0}

Presuming that the inverse of HPd exists, we can rewrite

Eq. (6-6) as:

det[(HPd)(I + (HPd) + C L)] # 0

The condition to be satisfied then reduces to:

det[I + (HPd)-1 + C L] 0 (6-7)

for all C on the interval [0,1] and all s on the contour nR-

Equation (6-7) is not considered a good measure of how close the

perturbed system, with error represented by L(s), is to being unstable,

because the determinant of a matrix is a poor indicator of how close that

matrix is to being singular. A more reliable measure of nearness to

singularity is provided by matrix singular values. With this in mind we

note that a general matrix sum A + E is guaranteed to be nonsingular, or

equivalently to have det[A + El 0 0, if

a(A) > a(E)
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so the condition of Eq. (6-7) will be true if

S[I + (HPd)-1 > E o(L)

for all E on the interval [0,1]; and in particular if

a[I + (HPd)-I > a(L) (6-8)

Equation (6-8) is a well-known sufficient condition for stability derived

from the multivariable Nyquist criterion which is valid if the design and

evaluation models are related by Eq. (6-4).

Using the minimum singular value inequality: r

a(I + A) < a(A) + 1

we have for Eq. (6-8):

1 +[HPd]- > a[I + (HPd)- ] > a(L) (6-9)

for all 0 < w < •.

In our earlier discussion of multiplicative model error we noted

that

a(L) >> 1

in the high frequency region of our unmodelled dynamics. So from :%

Eq. (6-9) we have:

Z[HPd] > a(L)
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or, equivalently:

1 a(L)

a[HP]
A Ld]

ioe.,

Oa[HPd] < 1
a( L

It follows that "."

a[HPd](w) << 1 (6-10)

for those frequencies such that [(L)](W ) >> 1. Equation (6-10)

establishes the design goal that is used to judge the robustness of our

control system designs. It is the MIMO generalization of the SISO

requirements of low loop gains in the frequency range of unmodelled

dynamics.

6.5 Design Procedure to Enhance Stability Robustness

Now that we have identified the cause of instability in our LOG

designs and have established a design goal to help alleviate that

problem, we discuss in this subsection how our LQG controllers can be

modified to more closely satisfy Eq. (6-10).

To illustrate the problem at hand explicitly, examine Fig. 6-3a 2

which is a plot of the maximum and minimum singular values (a-plot) of

the loop transfer matrix HPd for actuator/sensor selection E-5 of

Table 6-1, consisting of five rotational actuators and sensors. At no

frequency less than 100 Hz (mode 88 is at 99 Hz) does the maximum
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singular value cross below 0 db. Such frequency domain behavior is

certainly not in the spirit of the design goal represented by Eq. (6-10),

and indeed Table 6-1 indicates that the system does become unstable when

mode 34 (10.4 Hz) is added to form an evaluation model of modes 7-34.

The a-plot of Fig. 6-3a is for the transfer matrix of our LQG

design where estimates of the state are being fed back to the

linear-quadratic regulator gain G. Consider now the situation where the

actual states are being fed back, namely that of the LQ regulator which

is depicted in closed-loop form in Fig. 6-2.

,G OM "<•sB -1 6.

'.. .

Figure 6-2. LQ regulator.

By breaking the loop at the plant input we get the open-loop transfer

matrix for an LO regulator which is GO(s)B, where O(s) denotes the

resolvent matrix (sl - A)-l associated with the state-variable

representation of the structural dynamics:

=Ax + Bu

The a-plot associated with the LO loop for the state-feedback design

employing 5 rotational actuators is shownin Fig. 6-3b. Clearly this

4'..
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state feedback open-loop transfer matrix, with a crossover at 30 Hz, has

frequency domain properties more in line with our design goal than does

the LQG loop matrix HPd. Our estimator, as reflected in HPd, has
44ruined what was a more desirable loop shape when the actual states were

being fed back. This degradation in loop shape caused by using a Kalman

filter to estimate the states is apparently quite common [Ref. 6-91 and

is observed in all of our examples.

Recent studies [Refs. 6-9, 6-5] have shown that the loop shape of

the LQG loop matrix HPd can be made to approach the loop shape of its

corresponding LQ regulator GC(s)B by the use of a full-state loop

transfer recovery procedure. Such a procedure is desirable of course

because our LQ loop shapes have lower gains at high frequency than those

of HPd.

The derivation of the recovery procedure can be found in

References 6-9 and 6-5. Here we only sketch the details.

We first require the design model of the plant, which in our case

is augmented with a disturbance model, to have outputs greater than or

equal in number to the inputs. The design model should also be minimum

phase, though the recovery procedure is possible with a nonminimum phase

plant (except that recovery will generally be poor at frequencies

corresponding to the nonminimum phase zeros). V_

To achieve full-state loop transfer recovery, the Kalman filter is

redesigned using a modified algebraic Riccati equation for the C4,

determination of the filter gain:

T T T T -1A L + LA + B B + qBaB -LC(PI) CL - 0 (6-11)
a a awaw aa a 0 a

where the subscript "a" on the state, control, and observation matrices

A, B, and C, respectively, makes reference to the fact that the design

model of the plant is augmented by a model of the disturbance [Refs.
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Figures 6-3. a-plots for designs with 5 rotational transducers;

elastic modes 7 through 24.
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Figure 6-3a. LQG loop transfer matrix HPd.
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Figure 6-3c. Loop transfer matrix COK of Kalman filter.
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Figure 6-3d. LQG loop transfer matrix P dH.
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6-10, 6-111, and the matrix Baw is the influence matrix of the white

noise source upon the augmented state. The new term in Eq. (6-11),

qBB T, can be interpreted as representing an additive fictitious

process noise. By allowing q + -, it can be shown [Ref. 6-91 that

asymptotically, the Kalman gain, K, satisfies:

K + BaW( 1)-1/2 (6-12)

where W is an orthogonal matrix. It is shown in Reference 6-5 that with

the proper substitution of Eq. (6-12) into the expression for the open

loop transfer matrix (where the subscript "a" is suppressed for simpli-

fication)

H(S)Pd (s) - (G[sI - A - BG - KC] -K)CO(s)B VL

along with appropriate matrix algebra, that indeed:

HP + GOBd '

pointwise in s, though not uniformly, as q increases to infinity.

Our discussion up to this point has concerned loop shapes

corresponding to breaking the loop at the input to the plant (cf.

Fig. 6-2). The same robustness results can be stated for loops broken at

the output of the plant, where in this case the relevant loop transfer

matrix is P H. Likewise the full-state loop transfer recovery procedure"d
*, has a dual for loops broken at the plant output. For such a recovery

procedure, the LQ regulator is modified so that the open loop transfer

matrix, PdH, approaches the Kalman filter loop transfer matrix, COK.

This is a desirable course to follow presuming that the Kalman filter

loop has frequency domain properties superior to those of PdH. To
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explore this alternative a little further, examine Figs. 6-3c and 6-3d

which show the Kalman filter loop shape and the loop shape of PdH,

respectively, for the controller designs employing five rotational

actuators and sensors. In this case PdH has smaller loop gains in the

high frequency region than does the Kalman filter loop, so recovery of

the filter loop would be counterproductive.

Because our LQ design has been specially tailored to ensure

adequate LOS performance, and because the LO loop already provides

desirable high frequency behavior, we have chosen, for all the examples

to be discussed, to modify only the Kalman filter via the full-state loop

recovery procedure so that the LQG loop matrix HPd approaches the LQ

loop matrix GfB asymptotically. In the traditional jargon associated

with the active control of flexible space structures, our focus on

achieving low gains at high frequency for loops broken at the plant input

is similar to minimizing the "control spillover".

6.4 Demonstration of Stability Enhancement

This subsection illustrates how the full-state loop recovery

procedure may be used in achieving our goal of low loop gains at high

frequency for compensators connected with three distinct actuator/sensor

placements on ACOSS Model No. 2. Some of the practical problems

associated with the entire design procedure are noted.

The desirability of using full-state loop transfer recovery for

the compensator associated with the five rotational actuators and sensors

has been discussed in the previous subsection. A value of q - I x 1016

for the recovery procedure was found to give numerical problems. With
10q - I x 10 in the adjustment procedure, excellent stability robustness

results were achieved. First examine Fig. 6-3e which is the a-plot of

HPd after the recovery procedure. This is virtually an exact copy of

the target LQ loop shape of Fig. 6-3b, indicating good full-state

recovery. Indeed an evaluation of this new compensator on all 150
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elastic modes of the structural model produced a stable closed-loop

system. So the compensator, which had previously maintained closed-loop

stability in the presence of modes 7-33, has been adjusted to maintain

stability with modes 7-156.

For this new LQG compensator design, closed-loop performance when

the compensator is connected to the 18 design modes was tested (see

Table 6-2). Compared to the LQG/18-mode performance results of the

* original compensator, the errors in LOSX and LOSY increase substantially.

Reference 6-9 clearly indicates that values of q sufficiently high result

in filters that do a poor job of noise rejection, and this is manifesting

itself in the poorer performance results we have noted here. Because the

original LOG/18-mode controller (q - 0) also violates the performance

specification, a later design example was deemed more appropriate for

investigating potential performance improvements by lowering the q value.

Our design procedure is next demonstrated on the control system

originally designed to employ nine translational actuators and sensors,

denoted D-9a in Table 6-1, and originally discussed in Ref. 6-2. The '

frequency domain behavior of the LQG loop matrix HPd and the LQ loop

matrix GOB for this design is shown in Figs. 6-4a and 6-4b respectively.

The maximum singular value a of the LQ loop crosses the 0 db line at

35 Hz while the maximum singular value a of the LQG loop HPd crosses

the 0 db line well beyond 100 Hz. Apparently the LQ loop presents

desirable target dynamics for recovery and hence for stability robustness

enhancement. A value for the recovery parameter, q, of I x 109 gave

numerical problems, but values of I x 107 and lower gave acceptable

results. Figure 6-4c shows the recovered LQG loop matrix, HPd,

indicating good recovery and a 0 db crossover at 35 Hz.

However, when this new compensator is evaluated on modes 7-62 of

the structural model, five pairs of poles occur in the right-half plane.

These unstable poles include a pole corresponding to mode 30 and poles at

frequencies between those of modes 34 and 38. These results indicate
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Figures 6-4. a-plots for designs with 9 translational transducers;

elastic modes 7 through 24.
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that this design is particularly sensitive to the addition of high

frequency dynamics, and even the crossover at 35 Hz provided by the LQ

loop is not sufficient to bring any improvement to the original

compensator.

To explore how this stability problem might be alleviated, the LQ

regulator was redesigned employing a much larger control weighting,

PR = 1 x 10-13. Reference 6-5 indicates that by raising the control

weighting, the entire LQ loop shape tends to be lowered in magnitude,

which implies that the 0 db crossover would occur at a much lower

frequency. This indeed is the effect as indicated by Fig. 6-4d, which

shows 0 db crossover occurring at 6.1 Hz for the new regulator design.

Note that this a-plot is shown between only I Hz and 100 Hz. The

compensator, H(s), is completed by designing a Kalman filter using

p = 1 x 10-13 and full-state loop recovery with q = 1 x 107. An

evaluation on modes 7-62 produces closed-loop stability.

The price that is paid for this improved stability result is a

decrease in performadce, which was checked for the state-feedback portion

of the design. This poorer performance is indicated by the higher

root-mean-square (RMS) LOS error shown in Table 6-3 for the LQ regulator

using PR f 1 x 1 0 - compared to the errors produced by the regulator

using PR I x 10-17 also shown in Table 6-3 for actuator/sensor

selection D-9a.

Because acceptable LQ LOS-performance is considered a minimum

requirement, we need to modify this regulator design. To achieve LOS

performance within the specification, the Q matrix weighting the LOS

outputs in the performance index is modified to:

1000 0 0

Q 0 100 0

0 0 Ix10-5
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while retaining the control weighting pR 10-13 The performance of

the regulator is thereby brought within the specification and is shown in

Table 6-3. The a-plot of the LQ loop for this modified design is shown

in Fig. 6-4e and indicates a 0 db crossover at 35 Hz, exactly the same

crossover frequency of the original design.

To complete the compensator design, the Kalman filter with

PO0 = 1 x 10-13 is modified via the full-state recovery procedure

using q = 1 x 1 An evaluation with modes 7-62 produces the same

five pairs of unstable poles noted earlier. These results indicate an

apparent conflict between the objectives of meeting the LOS performance

specifications with the LQ design and meeting stability robustness

requirements of the LQG design for this selection of nine translational

actuators and sensors.

Such stability/performance conflicts are common in control system

design. One could continue iterating on the compensator design, but the

approach more likely to bring success is to examine a new actuator/sensor

selection. This is in the spirit of our "experimental" approach.

The final controller design examined is that employing twelve

translational actuators and sensors (selection C-12a in Table 6-1). The

L0 and LOG designs (prior to the use of loop transfer recovery) for this

transducer selection achieve performance and stability results quite

favorable in comparison to most of the other designs (see Table 6-1).

The striking characteristic of the a-plot for the LQG loop matrix

HPd shown in Fig. 6-5a is that the maximum singular value remains at a

virtually constant value, well above the 0 db line, for most of the high

frequencies of the plot. The a-plot for the LO loop matrix shown in

Fig. 6-5b indicates crossover at 51 Hz.

An appropriate value of q for the full-state loop recovery is

1000; values higher than this result in numerical problems. The

frequency domain response of HPd is shown in Fig. 6-5c after applica-
--.
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tion of the adjustment procedure. When the new LQG compensator is

evaluated on all 150 elastic modes in the model, closed-loop stability is

maintained.

For this new LOG compensator design, performance is tested when

the compensator is connected to the 18 design modes (see Table 6-4).

Compared to the LOG/18-mode performance results of the original

compensator, the RMS LOS error has increased substantially and even

violates the performance specification. As noted earlier, sufficiently
high values of q in the recovery procedure result in increased LOS

error. We expect, therefore, that lowering the value of q should result

in better performance, but may decrease our stability robustness.

Indeed, a value of q - 0.1 in the adjustment procedure leads to excellent

performance results for the "recovered" LOG compensator evaluated with

the 18-mode design model (see Table 6-4). Closed-loop stability with the

full 150-mode model is also maintained.

While we have demonstrated acceptable performance at the design

model level and stability robustness, we must also examine performance

robustness, i.e., whether adequate performance is maintained in the face

of high frequency dynamics. An evaluation of the compensator (q - 0.1)

with modes 7-36 produces unacceptable degradation in the LOS errors as

indicated in Table 6-4. Not reflected in the table is the fact that the

major contribution to LOS error comes from the disturbance located at
node 37 on the upper portion of the optical support structure.

We believe that a remedy for the poor performance robustness must

begin wit' A reexamination of the modes in the design model, somehow

taking into account those modes not presently in the model that neverthe-

less make a substantial contribution to open-loop LOS error. Careful

selection of actuators and sensors, and then careful design of a

compensator for stability and performance robustness must follow.

'C.'
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[!i• Figures 6-5. a-plots for designs with 12 translational transducers;

elastic modes 7 through 24.
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6.6 Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations

In the foregoing we first described how our control system designs

for the numerous actuator/sensor placements on the space structure model

are geared almost entirely toward achieving acceptable performance with

the state feedback (or LQ) portion of our compensators. The observed

lack of stability robustness of the LOG designs is the result of high

frequency dynamics not included in the design model of the plant.

Second, we derived from the multivariable Nyquist criterion a design goal

of low loop gains at high frequency as a means of enhancing stability

robustness. Third, we discussed a design technique, full-state loop

transfer recovery, that is a systematic aid to achieving the stated

design goal, given that the LO regulator has desirable high frequency

properties. Finally, we demonstrated our revised design procedure on

three compensators and noted the problems that can arise in practice. In

particular, we saw for the design with nine translational transducers
that the frequency domain requirements for LOG stability robustness

conflict with the achievement of adequate performance even at the design

model level of the LQ regulator. For the other two compensators, the

recovery procedure allows us to achieve lower loop gains at high

frequency and even stability with all 150 elastic modes. In every

design, excessive values of the recovery parameter q produce numerical

problems. The upper bound for q that can be tolerated must be determined

for each design. We also noted in the final design that a value of q

could be adequate for enhancing stability robustness, but may be

sufficiently high that performance is severely degraded even at the

LOG/design-model level. Again q will have to be adjusted for each design

to achieve the desired results.

We have not achieved performance robustness with our designs and

have suggested that a remedy must begin with a reexamination of the

design model of the plant.
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In the broader context of our experiment we can see that reduced-

order model selection, active transducer selection, and compensator

design must not be considered in isolation. On the one hand, no matter

how carefully a design model and active transducers have been selected, a

poor controller design may preclude even the achievement of stability.

On the other hand, a robust control system design cannot make up for an

inadequate design model, or ill-considered actuator and sensor selections.

One of the major robustness questions we have yet to address

explicitly is robustness to variation of parameters in the model of the

structure. In the frequency domain context we require high loop gains in

the frequency band containing the design model -- usually residing in the

low end of the frequency spectrum -- to achieve robustness to parameter

variations. Other significant questions for control design include the

addition of actuator and sensor dynamics in our models and the

examination of digital controllers.

Clearly the stringent performance requirements in the face of

significant disturbances acting on a flexible space structure continue to

pose a formidable challenge in active control synthesis.
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4 SECTION 7

• MODELING FOR FLEXIBLE STRUCTURE CONTROL WITH

ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATOR DYNAMICS

7.1 Introduction

There are a variety of possible actuation devices that could be

selected for use in achieving vibration control of large flexible space

structures. Our recent research [Refs. 7-1, 7-21 has focused on electro-

mechanical devices as actuators for achieving such vibration control. In

the present section, we clarify our approach to the incorporation of

electromechanical actuator dynamics by placing it in a unified context,

and distinguish its principal features from other relevant work.

An electromechanical actuator (also called a voice coil actuator)

consists of two mass elements and an associated electrical circuit. As

current is caused to flow through the circuit due to an applied actuator

input voltage, an electromagnetic force is generated between the two
A actuator mass elements. A schematic is shown in Fig. 7-1.

"f , a fa

Figure 7-1. Basic electromechanical actuator.

4-4
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Our motivation for use of electromechanical actuators is as

follows. Electromechanical actuators are simple, reliable, and adaptable

to use as actuators for a wide variety of distributed structures in many

different configurations. They can be used as linear (i.e., translation-

al) actuators to generate control forces; and they can be used as rotary

actuators to generate control torques.

7.2 A Generic Case: Models for Possible Actuator Configurations

Consider the control of the axial motion of a bar with distributed

mass and distributed stiffness. There are three conceptually different

structure/actuator configurations. These three configurations are

presented and the general form of mathematical models used to describe

the dynamics in each case is given. The derivation of the models follows

a Lagrangian approach similar to that presented in References 7-1I and 7-2

and is therefore omitted. To clarify the main issues we wish to

* emphasize, it is assumed that inherent structural damping is negligible

and that mechanical motion of the actuator does not of itself (i.e.,

kinematically) give rise to significant forces on the actuator. The form

of the models is considerably more general in that they arise in cases

"where the structure is more complicated than a simple bar. Our

consideration of this simple physical case should give an indication of

the fundamental differences in the three configurations. In each

configuration, certain simplifications of the mathematical models are
indicated; in each case, conclusions are stated in terms of the overall

way in which the actuator dynamics affect the structural dynamics.

.* 7.2.1 Structure and Inertial-Based Actuator

Assumptions for this case are as follows. One actuator element is

fixed in an inertial frame; the other actuator element is connected

directly to (or is part of) the structure. A schematic of the generic

case is shown in Fig. 7-2.
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INERTIAL BASE
STRUCTURE OF ACTUATOR

- x-

Figure 7-2. Representation of an inertial-based actuator. 4

The dynamic model of the structure, for this configuration, can be shown

to be given by

Mq + Kq = Bf aa •

where q is the vector of generalized structural displacements, M and K

are generalized mass and stiffness matrices, respectively, for the

structure, and B is the influence matrix of the actuator forces upon the

structure. The electromagnetic actuator force fa on the structure is

linearly related to the circuit current I:

f = I (7-1)

which in turn satisfies the electromechanical coupling equation: '..

L! + RI 4 -B q = u (7-2)

I.-

=
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where L and R are the inductance and resistance parameters, respectively,

of the circuit, and u is the actuator input voltage.

There are a number of reasonable simplifications of this model.

For example, the inductance parameter L is typically small; if L is

assumed to be zero, then the model can be described by

2 - T•--
M,+.M &BR B q + Kq = CBR u

Thus, under appropriate assumptions, the dynamic characteristics of the

structure are modified by the coupling with the actuator dynamics. In

the special case that L = 0 is assumed, a structural damping effect is

introduced into the structure dynamics through the actuator "back emf".

Since there is no inertial base in a space environment, this

configuration would not be a possible implementation to achieve vibration

control of a flexible structure in space. The configuration is mentioned

here primarily for comparison with the other two configurations to be

discussed next.

7.2.2 Structure and Structure-based Transmission-type Actuator

Assumptions for this case are as follows. Each actuator element

is connected to the structure through an elastic "transmission

device". A schematic of the generic case is shown in Fig. 7-3.

"The dynamic model of the structure, for this configuration, can be

Sshown to be given by

= T
"M" + Kq BK (z -B q)

a
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ACTUATOR

ELEMENTS

STRUCTURE

Figure 7-3. Representation of a structure-based transmission-type actuator.

,A'

and the model of the actuator elements is given by

T
SM + K (z -B1q) = Bf

a a a a

where z is the vector of generalized displacements of the actuator, Ma

and Ka are generalized mass and stiffness matrices, respectively, for

the actuator, and Ba is the influence matrix of the actuator forces

upon the actuator elements. The electromagnetic actuator force fa

satisfies an equation of the form Eq. (7-1), where in this case the

circuit current I satisfies

LI+RI+ B T u (7-3)
a

These equations are inherently coupled through the actuator flexi-

bility term. The effective actuator force on the structure is given by

f = K (z -B Tq)a :-
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-. which can be viewed as a force transmitted from the actuator mass to the

structure. It is this view that motivates the designation of the

actuator as being of transmission type. Note that the above equations

for the structure and the actuator are intrinsically coupled; it is not

possible to view the actuator dynamics as a pure series connection with

the structural dynamics.

As with the preceding configuration, we look for reasonable

simplifications of the model. The inductance parameter L is typically

small; if L is assumed to be zero, then the model can be described by

M•" + Kq = BK (z - BTq)
a

M i + •2B R- BzT + K (z BTq) EBaR- Ua a a a a

"If, in addition, the stiffness of the "transmission device" is

sufficiently large sd that it is reasonable to assume that Ka +, then

the model can be described by

T. 2 -1iT T.-"(M + BM BT)q + E2BB R BTB q + Kq = EBB R u
a a a a

Thus, under appropriate assumptions, the dynamic characteristics of the

structure are modified by the coupling with the actuator dynamics. Even

in the limiting case where L - 0 and Ka + - are ass-imed, there is a

modification of the structural mass characteristics and a structural

damping effect is introduced into the structure dynamics through the

actuator "back emf".

7.2.3 Structure and Structure-based Reaction-type Actuator

Assumptions for this case are as foilows. One actuator element is

connected directly to (or is part of) the structure; the other actuator
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element is free to act as a "proof mass". The two actuator elements are

connected through a "reaction spring". A schematic of the generic case

is shown in Fig. 7-4.

ACTUATOR

ELEMENTS

STRUCTURE

'V..

Figure 7-4. Representation of a structure-based reaction-type actuator.

-'I. The dynamic model of the structure, for this configuration, can be shown N
4. to be given by

T
•=3..,..,M•" + Kq = BMa (z + B q) I

and the model of the proof-mass actuator element is given by

M(Y +BT q) + K z -B fa a a aP%

where (in contrast to the preceding configuration) z is the vector of

generalized relative displacements between the two actuator elements, and

Ma, Ka, and Ba are associated with the proof-mass element of the

actuator. The electromagnetic actuator force fa satisfies Eqs. (7-I)

and (7-3) (with the appropriate revision in the interpretation of the

z-variable).
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These equations are inherently coupled through the actuator

inertial term. The effective actuator force on the structure is given by

"4 f .. T..
f = M (z + Bq")••

a a B

which can be viewed as a force in reaction to the acceleration of the -

proof-mass element of the actuator. It is this view that motivates the

designation of the actuator as being of reaction type. Note that the

above equations for the structure and the actuator are intrinsically

coupled; it is not possible to view the actuator dynamics as a pure

series connection with the structural dynamics.

"-" Again we look for reasonable simplifications of the model. The .

* inductance parameter L is typically small; if L is assumed to be zero,

"then the model can be described by

T-0-

M"* + Kq - -BM ( + BTq)

M(" + BqT") + BR-ITz + K z = R-lu
a a a a a

If, in addition, the mass of the "proof mass" is sufficiently large so

that it is reasonable to assume that Ma + -, then the model can be

described by

2 -IT T. T -IM•" + E2BBaR- BTB q + (K + BKa B)q = -EBBa R- u

Thus, under appropriate assumptions, the dynamic characteristics of the

structure are modified by the coupling with the actuator dynamics. Even

in the limiting case where L = 0 and Ma + - are assumed, there is a

modification of the structural stiffness characteristics and a structural
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damping effect is introduced into the structure dynamics through the

actuator "back emf".

7.3 Feedback Control Issues

By explicitly considering the structure and actuators together as

the system to be controlled, our viewpoint is that the control input is

the voltages applied to the actuator input circuits.

There are many possible feedback control laws that could be ,

examined as a means of achieving some (vibration) control objective.

Only a few cases are mentioned here.

a. The simplest control law is to assume that u = 0. In such a

case the actuators are essentially used as passive dampers.

b. Suppose that u depends only upon feedback of z and ý; then

only internal feedback of the motion of the actuator elements

is required. In such a case the actuators are essentially

used as "active" passive dampers.

c. The general case is to assume that u depends on feedback of

both the motion of the actuator elements and the motion of the

structure.

Certain aspects of the general case have been considered in

References 7-1 through 7-4. The emphasis in References 7-1 and 7-2 (and

in the present section) is on the development of general models for

transmission-type and reaction-type devices as control actuators for a A

flexible structure. In the case where the structure is controlled by

multiple actuators, a special form of decentralized control law is

suggested and analyzed. A special form of centralized control law is

also briefly examined. 6

In contrast, the emphasis in References 7-3 and 7-4 is on the

"practical development of a linear reaction-type actuator. No attention

"is given to the development of a general model which characterizes the #-I
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coupling between the structure and the actuator. Control issues are

considered solely in the context of the developed device.

Although there is a considerable literature on the design of

control laws for achieving vibration control of flexible structures, the

developed control laws must be suitably modified if the dynamics of

electromechanical actuators are to be taken into account.

7.4 Summary

If electromechanical devices are used as control actuators for a

distributed flexible structure, it is claimed that the dynamics of the

actuator should be carefully examined as an integral part of the

structural system to be controlled. Apparently, there are several

different structure/actuator configurations which differ in their

physical characteristics and in the form of suitable mathematical models

-• for these configurations.

The important feature, from a control design standpoint, is that

it is relatively easy to incorporate any actuator dynamics into the

. structural dynamics in such a way that existing control design

techniques, such as those considered in Sections 5 and 6 of this report,

remain valid.
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SECTION 8

POLE LOCATION MANIPULATION FOR

IMPROVED SPECTRAL RESOLUTION

8.1 Introduction

The problem of obtaining high-resolution power spectrum estimates

has been of concern to researchers in the area of signal processing for a

very long time. This is due to the wide range of technical problems with

solutions that are made feasible by the availability of su,.L. estimates.

A classic application of high resolution techniques is in the area of

radar Doppler processing. Another application which happens to be of

current relevance is the system identification problem for large flexible

space structures. Because such structures characteristically exhibit

vibrational modes which are very close in frequency, any identification

procedure based on power spectrum analysis must employ a spectrum

estimation technique with the ability to resolve closely spaced spectral

peaks.

In Reference 8-1, the problem of improving the resolution of power

spectrum estimates was discussed. In particular, an estimation procedure

was considered which is based on parametric analysis of the autocorrela-

tion sequence {r(k)} corresponding to the wide-sense stationary discrete-

time process {x(k)1 of interest. The procedure uses the estimates

{r(d), r(d+l), ... , r(d+N-1)} of the actual autocorrelation sequence

(hereafter we shall assume d - 0) to obtain estimates of the parameters
fA1, ... , A and {zi, . I of the following assumed structure for

n n

{r(k)}:
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r(k) = ) At zi (8-i)
=1l

It was demonstrated in Reference 8-I that the locations of the poles

{zl, ..- , zn} in the complex plane have a significant effect on the

sensitivity of the parameter estimates to errors in the autocorrelation

"* estimates {r(O), ;(1), --- , r(N-1)l (see Guideline 1, p. 211, and

Guideline 2, p. 223 in Reference 8-1). Since the accuracy of the

parameter estimates determines the accuracy and therefore the resolution

of the resulting spectrum estimate, the implication is that if pole

locations could be manipulated, then resolution could be improved.

In Reference 8-1, the use of desampling as a means for manipu-

lating pole locations was considered, and a modified power spectrum

estimation procedure based on desampling was constructed. In this
S

section the improved resolution obtainable by the desampling procedure

is demonstrated. But first, we consider the use of the autocorrelation

sampling period as another means of manipulatir- pole locations when

discrete-time techniques are to be applied to the spectrum estimation

problem for continuous-time processes.

8.2 Sampling Considerations for Continuous-Time Spectrum Estimation

Consider a real, wide-sense stationary, continuous-time process

Xc, and let its autocorrelation function r, which is defined by

r (T) E[xc(t) x c(t + T),
cc c

be representable by the analog of Eq. (8-1) for continuous-time

processes:

r (T) - Y Ci e (8-2)
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Here {CP C *.. an {pV pn occur in complex conjugate pairs,

1' n 1 ' ni
an due to phsia costait we S hav ep i) ,i= .n ic

a spectrum estimate may be obtained by estimating the parameters

{C1 I *.**, C I and {p1, .0., p I (assuming n is known). This may be done

by applying the spectrum estimation procedure from Section 7.2 of

* Reference 8-1 to the sequence {r(k)} obtained by periodically sampling

r(k) = r c(kT) -~< k(integer) < +~ (8-4)

where T is the autocorrelation function sampling period. Combining

Eq. (8-4) with Eq. (8-2) we get

n piTIkI
r(k) C Ce < ~ k(+< (8-5)

i

Comparing Eq. (8--5) with Eq. (8-1), note that

A A, =Ci z e~i ,., (8-6)W

N Letting

a1  = Re(p i) IM( p1  , 1,---,n

and assuming T is chosen such that
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-Wr < T< , i 1,...,n (8-7)

we may calculate {A n* I " } and i, n.. 1 (where "" denotes an

estimate of the indicated variable) via the procedure of Reference 8-1,

. and then obtain estimates {e P '. eI and {'1, 'n1 as follows:

-i A i
, i = 1, . ,

N. T T

where Arg zi denotes the principal argument (i.e., the unique real number

which satisfies z f exp(j.Arg z) and -n < Arg z < 7 for any nonzero

* complex number z) of zi. Note that if Arg zi W w, then in light of

Eq. (8-7), Z should be considered a numerical artifact and ignored by

forcing C= A, 0. This may be done by eliminating the columns of

- and ^ , and the elements of A and A corresponding to A and z
r -:i --r =i i

before solving Eq. (7-18) of Reference 8-1.

Referring to Eq. (8-6), we see that there is an explicit relation-

ship between zi and T. Clearly, T may be used to manipulate the

position of zi in the complex plane. Furthermore, if oi = 0,

i - 1,...,n, then zi =- ej JiT l,.-.,n, and Guidelines I and 2

* may be used to judge the effect of T on the sensitivity of the spectrum

analysis procedure to errors in the estimates {r(0), ... , r(N-l)1. If

n is even and the set {SI"9'' Pn} is ordered such that

0 < iT < n i+T < 7, i - 1, ... , n/2, we may set

.4,.&

Wi Q iT 1 1, .. ,n/2,'
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(see Eq. (7-30) in Reference 8-1) and then use Guidelines 1 and 2 to

determine values of T which will decrease the sensitivity of the spectrum

estimation algorithm, implying an improvement in the resolution of the

resulting spectrum estimates.

In this subsection, emphasis is placed on the use of Guideline 2

to improve resolution. Guideline 2 states that it is desirable to have

Wc = ff/2, where

Sc 2v~~~ mc=(l+rn/2) 1 (• 2n/2-• T

Since estimates for (QI + In/2)/2 are readily available in a number

of applications (for example, radar Doppler processing), frequently T may

be chosen on the basis of prior knowledge such that wc = 1/2. Thus

Guideline 2 is a practical tool for improving resolution.

The use of Guideline 2 is demonstrated here via three examples.

In all three cases, the power spectrum of a continuous-time process xc

is estimated via the algorithm of Section 7.2 of Reference 8-1. The

required estimates for the samples r(k) rc(kT), k = 0, - N - 1,

are obtained from the data sequence

{y(k) = x(k) + w(k), k = 0, *.., Nd - I}

where x(k) denotes the sample

x(k) = Xc (kT)

of the continuous-time process xc, and w(k) is a Gaussian, zero mean,

white noise sequence with variance aw2. The autocorrelation

estimator used is

N -1-k

r(k) = N k y(t) y(t+k) (8-8)Nd-k £=0
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which presumes the ergodicity of the process xc. Note that since

2
r(k) +ak-O

E~rin) y(.t + k)] - o (8-9)
r(k) , k•0

Sand because in this section it has been assumed that d 0, the first

-* equation in Eq. (7-16) of Reference 8-1, and the first and (N + 1)st

equations in Eq. (7-18) of Reference 8-1 were deleted prior to obtaining

{i' "''' anI (the autoregressive coefficient estimates) and

f{ai ' An1 for the examples which follow.

For the first example we have Nd 128, N 30, ow2 = 0.1, and

Xc (t) = cos(O.9wt) + cos(wt)
it".

"Nine cases are considered by choosing T so that wc - (0.957)T varies

from 0.lIw to 0.9w in increments of 0.1Iw. For each case, ten power

spectrum estimates are calculated, with each corresponding to a different

realization of the noise sequence {w(k)}. Figures 8-la through 8-li

contain plots of these estimates, where R (see Eq. (7-4) of

Reference 8-1) instead of i (see Eq. (8-3)) is plotted to emphasize

the relationship between resolution and wc" Clearly, the choice of T

according to Guideline 2 provides beneficial results.

Because Guideline 2 was developed based essentially on analysis of

*. the two-sinusoid case, the second example considers its application to a

case involving other than two sinusoids. Letting Nd = 128, N = 30,

aw2  0.1, and

x (t) = cos(O.7,Tt) + 2 cos(0.9wt) + 1.5 cos(wt)

S.,
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T is chosen so that wc (0.851r)T varies from 0.1Ir to 0.8ff. The

results of spectrum analysis are presented in Figures 8-2a through 8-2h,

demonstrating the usefulness of Guideline 2 when n is an even integer

other than four.

A common practice used to improve spectrum estimation is the

assumption that n is larger than its actual value. The reason behind

this is that the additional parameters estimated tend to model the errors

in the autocorrelation estimates. Although n was assumed equal to its

actual value in the analysis leading to Guideline 2, that Guideline may

be applied with success when n is assumed greater than its actual value.

The third example demonstrates this. With Nd = 256, N = 100,
2=

w= 0.1, and

x (t) = 2 cos(0.7nt) + cos(0.8irt) + 1.5 cos(0.97rt)

+ 2 cos(0.95fft) + 1.5 cos(fft)

spectrum estimates are calculated for values of T such that

" •c = (0.857r)T varies from 0.1I to 0.825n. It is assumed that n = 20

when spectrum analysis is performed (although actually n = 10). The

estimates obtained are presented in Figures 8-3a through 8-3i. Although

the results obtained when wc = Tr/2 might not be considered the best,

each spectral magnitude peak is clearly resolved, which is not the

situation for all the values of tic considered.

Thus, it appears that spectral resolution may be improved

considerably if the autocorrelation sampling period is selected to place

the autocorrelation sequence poles in desirable positions from a

parameter sensitivity viewpoint. In addition, the results presented here

concerning sampling period selection have added importance because of a

result presented by Kay [Ref. 8-21. He suggests that when calculating
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Figure 8-1. Power spectrum estimates for xc(t) = Cos (0.9 7t)
+ cos (7t), with Nd = 128, N = 30, a2 = 0.1, and T
chosen so that wC varies from 0.1t to 0.9w.
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autocorrelation estimates for a Gaussian process, the data should be

sampled at least as often as twice the Nyquist rate of the underlying

process. Denoting the corresponding sampling period by T2N, autocorre-

lation estimates would then be available at integer multiples of T2N.

Recalling that according to Guideline 2 the autocorrelation sampling

period T should be chosen so that wc " w/2 (assuming ai 0,

i 1,.-.,n), or

T + I

1 n/2

we see that T = T2N when Q1 is very close to 1n/2 • Since the set

{I, ' "'' PnI has been ordered such that 0 < ( < Qi+1' i - 1, --. , n/2,

we note that when the elements of fal, "'', nn/2} are tightly

clustered (that is, when high resolution is required), setting T

according to Guideline 2 will force the data to be sampled at a rate

which produces good autocorrelation estimates. Thus, choosing T

according to Guideline 2 will yield good autocorrelation estimates, in

addition to reducing the sensitivity of spectrum analysis to errors in

those estimates.

8.3 The Use of Desampling to Improve Spectral Resolution

The results presented so far concerning proper choices for T are

obviously of no help when T is fixed or when a purely discrete-time

process is of interest. Even if T is adjustable, it may be necessary to

separate the poles further than afforded by constraint Eq. (8-7) to

reduce spectrum estimation sensitivity to a reasonable level (see

Guideline 1, p. 211 in Reference 8-1). In these circumstances it is

necessary to desample the autocorrelation sequence to move the poles to
desirable locations.

In Reference 8-1, the subject of desampling was considered in

detail, and a modified spectrum estimation procedure based on desampling

was constructed. The essence of this procedure is the decomposition of
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the autocorrelation sequence {r(k)} into the M desampled sequences

rM,j(k)}: J 0,.., M - 1} defined by

r (k) r(Mjkj + J

The integer M is known as the "desampling interval". Assuming the poles

V. of {r(k)} are {zj, `., zn} as in Eq. (8-1), the poles of each

desampled sequence {rMJ(k)} will be {z , *.., zM}. Thus desampling

{r(k)} has the effect of relocating each autocorrelation pole in the

complex plane:

Mi zi , i =

If 1zj 1, i = 1,.-.,n and the desampling interval M is chosen to place

the poles of the desampled autocorrelation sequences in desirable

"locations according to Guidelines 1 and 2 of Reference 8-1, then we might

suspect that spectrum analysis of the desampled sequences

{M,j(k)}: J - 0, -.- , M-1} would provide higher quality results than

spectrum analysis of the sequence {r(k)} as a whole. The modified

spectrum estimation procedure in Section 7.4 of Reference 8-1 exploits

this idea by estimating the parameters {AI, ..- , An} and {zI, ... , Z n}

of {r(k)} by first estimating the corresponding parameters of the

desampled sequences.

The improved resolution obtainable by the modified procedure when

the desampling interval M is chosen based on consideration of Guidelines

1 and 2 is demonstrated here via three examples. In all three examples

the power spectrum of a discrete-time process {x(k)} is estimated, with

the required autocorrelation estimates being obtained from the data

sequence {y(k) - x(k) + w(k), k - 0, ... , Nd - I} where {w(k)} is a

Gaussian, zero mean, white noise sequence with variance Ow2 . The auto-

correlation estimator used ic defined by ýq. (8-8). Note that in light
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of Eq. (8-9), the first equation in Eq. (7-33) of Reference 8-1 as well

as the first and (N + 1)st equations of Eq. (7-18) of Reference 8-1 are

deleted prior to obtaining laM,l, *. a ,n} (the autoregressive

coefficient estimates for the desampled sequences) and {AI' *606 xn} for

the examples which follow.

The first example demonstrates the benefit of choosing H according

to Guideline 2. We have Nd - 256, N - 100, Ow2 - 0.1, and

x(k) - 2 cos(0.09474wk) + 2 cos(0.10530wk)

Figures 8-4a through 8-41 contain the results of spectrum estimation for

different values of M. Each figure contains ten spectrum estimates with

each corresponding to a different realization of the noise process
{w(k)}. A diagram is included with each figure to indicate the locations

of the poles of {rM,j(k)1. Noting that Guideline 2 implies that M

should be chosen so that the poles of {rM,j(k)} are "centered" around

the imaginary axis, we see that choosing M in this manner yields good

results.

The second example considers the case where the poles of {r(k)}

are already centered around the imaginary axis, but nevertheless are too

close to be resolved (see Guideline 1). For situations such as this,

desampling may be used to increase the angular separation of the poles

while keeping them centered around the imaginary axis. For this example
2we have Nd - 512, N - 400, aw 1, and

x(k) - 2 cos(O.49wk) + 2 cos(O.5wk) + cos(O.51k)

Figures 8-5a through 8-5d contain the results of spectrum estimation when

M H - 1, 13, 23, and 33, respectively. It can easily be seen that

increasing the angular separation of the closely spaced poles via

desampling improves resolution considerably. 2
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A Up to this point, all analysis and examples have dealt with cases

where the poles of {r(k)} are on the unit circle. The final example

demonstrates the applicability of the results of this report and of

Reference 8-1 to those cases where the poles are slightly inside the unit

circle. In particular, the process {x(k)} is generated by driving a

filter of impulse response

kh(k) = 0.99 cos(O.237rk) u(k)

+ 2(0.99 k) cos(0.27lik) u(k) <- ( k < +o

with a Gaussian, zero mean, white noise process {v(k)} of variance

v= 1 ({u(k)} is the unit step sequence). The power spectrum of

{x(k)} is plotted in Figure 8-6. Spectrum estimates are calculated for

various values of M, and for Nd = 512, N = 200, and ow2 = 1. Figures

8-7a through 8-7d contain the results of spectrum estimation, with the
"ten estimates in each figure corresponding to different realizations of

the noise processes {w(k)} and {v(k)}. As implied by Guideline 2,

resolution improves when M is chosen so that the poles of IrM,j(k)1 are

centered around the imaginary axis (see Figures 8-7a and 8-7b). When M

is increased further to increase the separation of the closely spaced

poles, small improvements in the spectrum estimates are evident (see

Figures 8-7c and 8-7d) as implied by Guideline 1.

8.4 Conclusion

The results of this section together with Reference 8-1 represent

a new approach to the problem of improving spectral resolution. Specifi-

cally, a procedure for obtaining spectrum estimates from autocorrelation

sequence estimates is analyzed to determine its sensitivity to errors in

the autocorrelation estimates. The results of this analysis clearly

demonstrate that the locations of the autocorrelation poles in the

• •. complex plane have a significant effect on the error sensitivity of the
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spectrum analysis procedure. Specifically, it appears that error

sensitivity becomes a particularly acute problem when poles are closely

spaced, thus indicating the difficulty encountered when high resolution r

spectrum estimates are sought.

As a remedy for this problem, a modified spectrum estimation

procedure is proposed which employs autocorrelation desampling as a means

of artificially separating closely spaced poles, thus relieving the error

sensitivity problem. The unique features of this procedure are that it
¾ employs all available autocorrelation estimates, and that the size of the

desampling interval used is not bounded by spectral aliasing

considerations (see Eq. (7-36) of Reference 8-1). The improved

resolution obtained by this modified procedure is demonstrated via

V numerical examples.

Also addressed in this report is the selection of autocorrelation

sampling periods when discrete-time techniques are used to estimate the

spectra of continuous-time processes. It is demonstrated that if the

sampling period is chosen to "center" the poles of the sequence obtained

by sampling the continuous-time autocorrelation function around the

imaginary axis, then spectral resolution can be improved substantially.

Thus, by posing the spectral resolution problem as one of

decreasing error sensitivity, we have observed that resolution can be

considerably improved by placing the poles of the autocorrelation

sequence in desirable locations either by desampling or by making an

appropriate choice for the autocorrelation sampling period. Since

appropriate choices for desampling intervals and sampling periods may be

,. obtained easily with knowledge only of approximate pole locations, these

results should prove to be quite valuable in situations requiring high

resolution power spectrum estimates.
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SECTION 9

APPROXIMATION TECHNIQUES FOR PARAMETER

ESTIMATION AND FEEDBACK CONTROL WITH

DISTRIBUTED MODELS OF LARGE FLEXIBLE STRUCTURES

9.1 Introduction

In this section we discuss some approximation techniques that may

be used in algorithms for parameter estimation and/or feedback control in.

distributed models such as those arising in models typical of large
flexible space structures. The focus of our recent efforts has been the

development and analysis of computational algorithms, e.g., convergence

analysis, numerical itnplementation (software development) and testing.

While the ideas involved are also applicable to the computation of feed-

back controls, we restrict our discussions here to some of our efforts on

techniques in the context of parameter estimation or "inverse" problems:

given observations of a system, determine parameters in models which best

describe structural/material properties manifested by the system in

response to perturbations (e.g., loading).

The importance of such problems is twofold: (i) parameter

estimation can be viewed as a primary tool in on-orbit model development

and analysis where one seeks to understand elastic/viscoelastic material

properties (e.g., damping or stiffness) and to detect changes in these

properties (e.g., due to aging or prolonged stress); (ii) parameter

estimation is a precursor to and an integral part of development of

sophisticated feedback control laws (via feedback operators satisfying

infinite-dimensional Riccati equations involving functional parameters of

the system).
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Many of the structures of interest to aerospace engineers entail

systems composed of composite materials in rather complex geometric/

structural configurations. The need for methods to investigate such

variable-structure distributed models has, in our opinion, been clearly

established in a number of recent efforts including References 9-1

through 9-4. A number of investigations of parameter estimation in

models for elastic beams has involved approximation results (the

Trotter-Kato theorem) from linear semigroup theory. In particular,

problems for simple beams have been treated in this manner in References

9-5 through 9-9. In Reference 9-10 the Trotter-Kato ideas are employed

to establish results for hybrid models similar to those introduced later

in this section and which are important in the study of shuttle-deployed

payloads. However, in some instances it is advantageous to use an

alternate approach involving a variational (weak) formulation of the

system equations along with estimates in the spirit of those found in

numerous papers on finite-element techniques in structural problems. In

Reference 9-11 such a treatment was given for damped cantilevered

Euler-Bernoulli beams. In this section we outline this approach in the

context of models for the transverse vibration of flexible beams with

attached tip bodies and base acceleration.

Fundamental to our discussions is a conceptual framework in which

one has a dynamical model of the physical system with "states" u(t,x),

0 < t < T, x c 1, and "parameters" q(t,x), q c Q, where Q is an

admissible class of parameter functions. The equations of motion for the

type of problem considered generally take the form of a hybrid system of

coupled partial (governing the vibration of the beam) and ordinary

(describing the motion of the tip bodies) differential equations with

appropriate geometric boundary conditions and initial data. The identi-

fication problem is formulated as follows. One is given observations

(data) Uij for u(ti,xj) and seeks to solve the optimization problem

of finding--In the feasible parameter set Q--parameters 4 which give a

best (in the least-squares sense) fit of the model to the data. By
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feasible we mean of course that throughout the optimization, the "states"

and "parameters" must jointly satisfy the dynamic constraints (i.e., the

hybrid system of equations describing the motion of the beam and tip

bodies). The resulting identification problems therefore, tend to have

infinite-dimensional constraints. Moreover, if the parameters to be

identified are functional (e.g., spatially varying stiffness and/or

linear mass density; temporally and/or spatially varying loads), the

admissible parameter space is a function space and as such is infinite-

dimensional as well. The solution of the resulting constrained

optimization problem, therefore, necessitates the use of some form of

finite-dimrensional approximation. We formulate this problem in an

* .- abstract setting with Hilbert state space V and parameter space Q. For '

computational purposes we then approximate V and Q by finite-dimensional

spaces VN and 0 M respectively. We illustrate these ideas with a

specific model and particular classes of approximations in our subsequent

discussions.

The scheme we develop here is based upon the reformulation of the

equations of motion in weak form. A cubic spline based Rayleigh-Ritz-

Galerkin method is used to define a finite-dimensional approximation to

the state equations. Using finite-dimensional subspaces to discretize

the admissible parameter space, we obtain a doubly-indexed sequence of

approximating finite-dimensional identification problems. Using standard

variational arguments, we derive a convergence result for the state

approximations. We show next that each of the approximating identifica-

tion problems admits a solution and that from the resulting sequence of

optimal parameter values a convergent subsequence can be extracted, the

limit of which is a solution to the original infinite-dimensional identi-

fication problem. The approximating identification problems can be

solved using standard techniques and readily available software.

Numerical results which demonstrate the feasibility of our method are

provided for a variety of examples.
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The approach described in this section represents a significant I
improvement over the method developed in Reference 9-10. Indeed, we have

developed a scheme which is computationally simpler and, by relaxing the

necessary hypotheses on the admissible parameter space (i.e., with regard

to the smoothness requirements on the spatially-varying stiffness and

linear mass density of the beam), is applicable to a wider class of

* problems. Our results are similar in spirit to those presented in

Reference 9-12 in the context of parabolic systems, in Reference 9-13 for

hyperbolic systems, and in Reference 9-11 for beam equations with

standard boundary conditions (e.g., clamped, simply supported,

cantilevered).

We simplify our presentation by considering a cantilevered beam

with an attached tip (point) mass. As is discussed in Section 9.4,

however, our general approach is applicable to a broad class of beam/tip-

body vibration problems. In Section 9.2 we derive the weak form of the

equations of motion, define weak and strong solutions and formulate the

identification problem. In Section 9.3 we define the approximation

scheme and discuss convergence. Numerical results are presented in

Section 9.4.

We employ standard notation throughout. The Sobolev spaces of

real-valued functions on the closed interval [a,b] whose k-th derivatives

are L2 (i.e., Lebesque-measurable and square-integrable) are denoted by

Hk(a,b), k - 0,1,2,... The corresponding Sobolev inner products and

their induced norms on the spaces Hk(a,b) are denoted by <-,'>k and

"P 1~k, respectively. For Z a normed linear space with norm n.1Z and

given a map f: [0,T] + Z, we say that f e L 2([O,T], Z) if
fTof(t)1 2dt < +-. Similarly, f is said to be an element in

Ct([O,T], Z) if the map t + f(t) from 1O,T] into Z is Z times

continuously differentiable on the open interval (0,T). Finally, for a

function of one or more real variables, the symbol Def (Dkf) will be used

to denote the 1st (k-th) derivative of f with respect to the independent

variable 0. If f is a function of a single variable only, the subscript
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may be deleted. On occasion the short-hand notation Def(e0) or

Df( 00) will be used in place of D f or Dfl 0  to denote the derivative

of f evaluated at 80.

9.2 The Identification Problem

9.2.1 A Distributed Parameter Model

We consider a long slender beam of length k with spatially varying

stiffness EI and linear mass density p which is clamped at one end and

free at the other end with an attached tip mass of magnitude m (see

Figure 9-1).

u(t, x)

Figure 9-1. Clamped beam with tip mass; deformed.

Using the Euler-Bernoulli theory to describe the transverse vibrations of

the beam, we obtain the partial differential equation [Refs. 9-14, 9-15]

p~x)D 2u(t,x) + D 2(EI(x) D 2u(t,x)) - D (o(t,x) D u(t,x)) + f(t,x),

(9-1)

x E (0,k), t c (O,T)

for the transverse displacement u, where a denotes the internal tension

(as a result of axial loading), and f is the net externally-applied

transverse or lateral load. Use of the principles of elementary
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Newtonian mechanics (i.e., force and moment balance equations) yields the

boundary conditions at the free end. From translational equilibrium in

* the in-plane direction transverse to the beam, we have

mD u(t,t) - Dx(EI(t) D u(t,2)) = -a(t,Z)Dxu(t,t) + g(t) , t e (0,T)

(9-2)

where g is the net external force (directed transversely) on the tip
mass. In a similar manner, requiring rotational equilibrium about an
axis normal to the plane of Fig. 9-1, we have

S2 u(t,• = 0 t C (0,T) (9-3)
uxt.

The geometric boundary conditions (zero displacement and zero slope) at

the clamped end are given by

u(tO) = 0 , t C (0,T) (9-4a)

and

D u(t,O) = 0 , t c (0,T) (9-4b)

respectively. The initial conditions are in the form of initial

"displacement

u(O,x) = ,(x), x C [0,1j (9-5a)

and initial velocity

D tu(0,x) = i (x), x C [0,L] (9-5b)

In order to characterize solutions to the hybrid system Eqs. (9-1)

through (9-5) of ordinary and partial differential equations together
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with boundary and initial conditions, we formally represent it as an

abstract second-order system. We make the standing assumptions that

m > 0, EI,p c L (0,I) with EI,p > 0, a e L2 ([0,T], H1 (0,Z)),

g c L2 (0,T), f c L2 ([0,T], H0(0,T)), * c H (0,k), and * c H (0,4) with

*(Z) specified in R (the set of all real numbers). Define the HilbertA0

space H = R x H0(0,) with inner product

< (n,,), (CI) >H n r• + < , 0

We then rewrite Eqs. (9-1) through (9-5) as

MD %(t) + A0d(t) = B0 (t)t(t) + F0 (t) t c (0,T) (9-6)

Yotf 0 ,YU(t)~ 0 0 , 2 Ut) 0 , M t c [0,T]

1 2N

(9-7)

u(O)= , Dtu(0) = (9-8)

where u(t) E (u(t,X), u(t,.)) c H, F0 (t) (g(t), f(t,.)), WE (o(), 0),

(q(t), p) and the operators M0 , A0 , B0 (t) and y,, i = 0,1,2 on H are

defined formally by

M0(no) A (mn, PO

A2 2 2"Ao(r,,) - (- D(EI(E) D2 (t)), D (EI D
.4, 0

B 0(t)( .,) cr(- (t,Z)D¢(X), D(cr Dý)) :-.

Y Di , ii=0,1,2

respectively.
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There exist several ways in which the notion of a solution to the

system Eqs. (9-6) through (9-8) can be made precise. Of particular

interest to us here are the ideas of a weak or variational solution and a

strong solution.

9.2.2 Weak Solutions

Define the Hilbert space IV, <(,>V} by

V = {(n,p) e H: € H 2(O,t), ý(O) = D'(O) 0, r (

A 2 2

<'t'()' > _ < D2*, D ý >~"~'"~ ~ ' V 0

It is not difficult to show that V can be densely embedded in H.

Choosing H as our pivot space, we have therefore the continuous

embeddings V C H C V', where V' denotes the space of continuous linear

functionals on V. We now rewrite Eqs. (9-6) through (9-8) in variational

form as the second-order initial value problem

2-^

< MoDtu(t), 6 >H + a(u(t), 6) = b(t)(u(t), 6) + < F0 (t), 6 >1H

(9-9)

E v, t c (O,T)

u(0) = , Dt(O) = (9-10)
tt

where 0 6(0(),6) and the bilinear forms a: VxV + R and b(t): VxV + R

are given by

A2 2
a(•,'p) = < El D2l, D2' >0

and
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-b(t)($,p) 
= < -a De, Dý >0

respectively. A solution u to Eqs. (9-9) and (9-10) with u(t) E V is

known as a weak or variational solution to Eqs. (9-6) through (9-8).

Indeed, if the derivatives in Eqs. (9-6) and (9-7) are taken in the

distributional sense [Ref. 9-161, A0 and Bo(t) become bounded linear

operators from V into VI with

< A04, iP>H

and

SB(t)$' >H

where the H-inner-product is interpreted as its natural extension to the

duality pairing between V and V' [Refs. 9-17, 9-18, 9-19]. Since

"F0 (T) c H C V' we have therefore that the systems Eqs. (9-6), (9-7),

(9-8) and Eqs. (9-9), (9-10) are two representations for the same initial

value problem in V'.

Under the standing assumptions which we have made above, standard

arguments [Refs. 9-20, 9-211 can be used to demonstrate the existence of

a unique solution u to Eqs. (9-9), (9-10) with u c C[O,Tj, H),

D tu c C([0,T] H) and D u E L2([O,Tj V').

9.2.3 Strong Solutions

In order to characterize strong solutions we rewrite Eqs. (9-6)

through (9-8) as an equivalent abstract first order system and then rely

upon the theory of semigroups and evolution operators. Define Z = V x H

with inner product defined by

<(Vlhl)' (v 2 ,h 2 ) >Z a(v 1 ,v 2 ) + < M ' h 2 >
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3

We assume that EI c H2 (0,0) and a e C'([o,T], Hl(0,1)) and define

the operator A: Dom(A) C Z + Z by

Dom(A) Dom(A x VS[ 0 0
witAM 0 A0  0

where I is the identity on V, M0 and A0 are as they were defined

above, and

4 2
Dom(A) = ((), ) V: e H (0,Z), D 01 =o

Similarly, define the operators B(t): Z ÷ Z by

BoI0t)

and define A(t): Dom(A) CZ + Z by A(t) = A + B(t). Let F(t) E Z be

defined by F(t) (A 0  o(t)), z 0 E Z by z ($,•) and consider the

initial value problem

D z(t) f A(t)z(t) + F(t) , t E (0,T) (9-11)
t

z(0) z 0 (9-12)

It is not difficult to argue that the operator A is densely defined and

conservative; that is:
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%"-V

< Az, z >Z = 0 , z e Dom(A) (9-13)

Moreover, we have the following result.

Theorem 9-1. The operator A: Dom(A)CZ + Z is skew self adjoint.

Proof. We first argue that -AC A*; that is: Dom(A)C Dom(A*) and for

each z c Dom(A), A*z = -Az. Let z1 ,z 2 e Dom(A) with z, = Then

< Az, z 2 >Z = a(p 1 ,$ 2 ) + < -A 0 $ 1  '2 >11

2 2 2 2
= <EI D2ý 1, D 2 2 >0 - < EI D , D 2  >0

¾= - < *' -A0 $ 2 >H - a($I'•2

= - K< z, Az2 >Z
2 z

where we have used integration by parts, the definition of Dom(A 0 ) and

the definition of V in performing the above computation. This, of

- course, implies that z 2 c Dom(A*) and A*z 2 = -Az 2 .
p.•

We next argue that Dom(A*)C Dom(A). Let w c Dom(A*) and set

y = A*w. Then for z c Dom(A):

< z,y > = < z, A*w > = < Az, w >
z z

Recalling that z,w,y c Z, we can write z (z 1 ,z 2 ), w (W1 ,W 2) and

y -ylY 2 ), where Y2 E ( ) H and w2  H. Then
4k
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0 < z,y >Z - < Az, w >z

- a(, 1 ) + < M 0 42 -j2  - a(>H,^2 ) + < A0 ^.1 , w2 >H

2 2 -2< El D zl, D Y1 >0 + mz2 (M)Y 2 + < Pz 2 , Y2 >0 -

< EI D2  D2 W >0 - D(EI(I) D2 Z(1))^1 + < D2 (EI D2Z), 2 >

(9-14)

Let e H2 (0,1) be defined by

2 A -2 AA--D2 6 py2  ; 0(t) -0 , De()m - my2

Then substituting into Eq. (9-14) and integrating by parts, we obtain

0 - D(EI(I) D2 z (0))(y 1 ( ) + w) 1

2 -2

+ < D2(EI D2 z1) (y, + W2) >0 + < D z2, (0 - El D 2w) >0

which implies that:

2 .1 + 2 2 .2(i) -D(EI(k) D z1(0)(Y1(1) + w2 ) + < D2(EI D zI), (YI + W2 ) >0 0

and
(ii) < D z2 , (8 - EI D w ) >0 - 0

Let (n,ý) be an arbitrary element in H. Choose zj c H4(0,£) which

satisfies
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D2 (EI Dz = z,

with boundary conditions

D(EI(t) D2z1 (t)) = - D2Z()M 0

Dz1 (0) = 0 , Z1 (0) = 0

Then = (z (t), zl) c Dom(Ao) and condition (i) therefore implies

that

< ((Y 1 (t) + w2 ), (yl w2 ) (n,0 >11 = 0 , e H

from which it follows that y1) = -w^ and y "2 HO(o,0). We
~~2 = 2 0t.W

"have therefore, that w2 = -Yl e V.

Next, let t be an arbitrary element in HO(0,t). Choosing

z2 f f t , condition (ii) implies that
00

2 0

< (6 E1 D wl) >0= 0 , H k COt)

and hence that 8 = El D2 wI. This in turn implies that w E H 4(0,0) and

D2 w1 (t) 1 (0= 0. Since w e Z, we have w^ c V and therefore
1 EI(1) (

W e Dom(A 0 ); we conclude that w F (W, e Dom(A 0 ) x V = Dom(A) and

the theorem is proved. 0

Since A is densely defined, it follows [Ref. 9-22, Theorem 3, p. 142]

that A* is closed and, by Theorem 9-1 above, that A is closed as well.

This fact together with Eq. (9-13) and Theorem 9-1 yield that A is

maximal dissipative and hence [Ref. 9-23, Theorem 4.2, page 841 that it

is the infinitesimal generator of a C0 -semigroup of contractions

{S(t): t > 0} on Z. It is in fact the case [see Refs. 9-23, 9-24] that

S(t) is defined for t < 0 and that {S(t): - < t < +-} forms a
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C0 -group of unitary operators on Z. Since the operators B(t), 0 < t < T
are bounded, it follows [Ref. 9-25, Theorem 2.3, page 1321 that

{A(t)}t e [0,T] is a stable family of infinitesimal generators. Since

Dom(A) is independent of t, it follows [Ref. 9-25, Theorem 4.8, page 145]

that the family {A(t)It r [O,T] generates an evolution system
{U(t,s): 0 < s < t < T} on Z.

. ., Define
Defin z(t) =_ (U^(t), ;(t)) (9-15)

in Z by

z(t) _ U(t,O)z 0 + f U(t,s)F(s)ds (9-16)
0

The continuous function z given by Eq. (9-16) above is the unique mild

*• solution to Lhe initial value problem Eqs. (9-11), (9-12). If in addi-

tion z 0 c Dom(A) (that is ; c Dom(AO) and $ c V), then z is a strong

solution to Eqs. (9-11), (9-12). Indeed z is differentiable almost

everywhere (a.e.) on [0,T] with Dtz c L2 ([0,T], Z), satisfies Eq. (9-12),

4i satisfies Eq. (9-11) for almost every t c [0,T], and is such that

z(t) c Dom(A) a.e. on [0,T].

We shall call u given by Eqs. (9-15), (9-16) a strong solution to

the initial value problem Eqs. (9-6) through (9-8). The following result

is easily obtained.

Theorem 9-2. Suppose E1 H 2(0,L), a C C I([0,T], HI (O,t)), $ c Dom(A 0 )

and $ c V. Then u given by Eqs. (9-15), (9-16) is the unique strong

solution to the initial value problem Eqs. (9-6) through (9-8). We have

"that u satisfies Eq. (9-8) and Eqs. (9-6), (9-7) a.e. on [0,T]. More-

over, u is twice differentiable in H and differentiable in V a.e.

on [0,T] with D2u E L2 ([0,T], H) and Dtu e L2 ([O,T], V).
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It is also not difficult to show that if a strong solution u to

Eqs. (9-6) through (9-8) exists, then it coincides with the weak

solution, and in such a case, it is given either by Eqs. (9-15), (9-16)

or as the solution to the initial value problem Eqs. (9-9), (9-10).

9.2.4 Formulation of the Identification Problem

For ease of exposition in formulating the identification problem,

we consider a (reasonably broad) class of inverse problems which are of

particular interest in the structural modeling of large flexible

spacecraft and shuttle-attached payloads [see Refs. 9-15, 9-261. We

assume that we are only interested in estimating the parameters m c R,

EI,p c L.(0,1) and a e L2 ([0,T] H'(0,t)) where a a(amp)

with a0 E 12 0,T). It is not difficult to further generalize the

results which follow to allow for the identification of initial data, the

external loads f and g, and more general forms of the internal tension a

[see Ref. 9-121. The motivation for choosing a to be dependent upon a

time-varying function ao, the magnitude m of the tip mass, and the

linear mass density p of the beam is be made clear below.

Form the Cartesian product 4 R x L(O,0) x L.(0,X) x L2 (0,T)

with the usual product topology. Let Q be a subset of ?2 which

satisfies:

(HI) 0 is compact;

(02) There exist constants mi, Mi, i - 1,2,3 such that

0 < m( jm (M1

0 < m 2 < El < M(2

0<m3 <P <M 3 3

for all q - (m,EI,p,ao) c 0; and

(H3) For all q c 0, a(q) e L2 ([0,T]), HI(0,L)) with the mapping

q + a(q) continuous from 0 into L2 ([0,T], H'(0,O)).

We assume that we have been provided with displacement measurements

{i3(ti,xi): i-l,..,•, J1,000,v} for the beam at positions xj c [O,k],
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J - 1,2,...v, and at times tI c [0,T], i - 1, 2 ,...U, which result from

a known input disturbance applied to the system in a known initial

state. The identification problem is formulated as a least-squares fit

to data:

(ID)

Find q = (m,EI,p,aO) c Q which minimizes

J(q; •(q)) A - *(4.. qfl

Sý I lu(tixj) - u(ti,xj; q)l U2(9-17)
i-l j=l

subject to u(t; q) - (u(t,l; q), u(t,.; q)) being the solution to

Eqs. (9-9), (9-10) corresponding to q c 0.

The infinite dimensionality of both the state, which is governed by

the system Eqs. (9-9), (9-10), and of the admissible parameter space Q

(being a function space) necessitates the use of some form of

approximation in solving Problem (ID). We develop and analyze one

particular scheme in the next section. We note that the approximation

theory to be developed below will also permit the formulation of the

identification problem based upon criteria other than displacement; for

example, based upon velocity [see Ref. 9-101.

9.3 An Approximation Scheme

9.3.1 Approximating Identification Problems

Our approximation scheme is based upon the construction of a

sequence of approximating identification problems, in each of which both

the state constraint and the admissible parameter space are finite-

dimensional. We argue that each of the approximating problems admits a

solution. The resulting sequence is shown to have a sub-sequential limit
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which is a solution to the original identification problem. The state

approximation is constructed using a spline-based Galerkin method. The

admissible parameter space is discretized using splines as well. We

begin by discussing the state approximation.

Working abstractly at first, for each N - 1,2,o.*, let V NCV be,N
a finite-dimensional subspace of H and let PN denote the orthogonal

projection of H onto VN with respect to the inner product on H. The

Galerkin equations corresponding to Eqs. (9-9), (9-10) are given by

2 -N AN ( ý ~ ) 8 )( N t) 6 N ) , N >
< M0D tu (t), e >1H + a(uN(t), §NJ f b(t)(uN(t), 6N) + < F0 (t), N >H

(9-18)

SNe V N, t c (0,T)

AN4 N- A N .
uN(0) = pN DtN(0) - PN (9-19)

ANN N NSwhere u (t) = (uN(t,I), uN(t,.)) C V. We define the following

sequence of approximating identification problems.

(IDN)

Find qN = (mN,EIN,pN,aN) c Q which minimizes J(q; uN(q)), where J

is defined by Eq. (9-17) and U (t; q) = (uN(tt; q), uN(t,.; q)) is

the solution to Eqs. (9-18), (9-19) corresponding to q c 0.

Of particular interest to us here is a scheme involving the use of cubic

spline functions. Let-- {NI}N-1 denote the standard cubic B-splines on

the interval [0,L] corresponding to the uniform partitionAN• 21 N-N+1
A- • [Ref. 9-27] Let NB N1 denote the modified

cubic B-splines which satisfy BN (0) = DB N(0) = 0, j = 1,2,..., N + 1;

that is:

N -N -N -N
B =B -2B -2B

1 0 1
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N --- - -- -

B =B , j 2,3,..., N+ I

44 A N VNC

Denote B = (B (Z), B) and define v V by

j j=

The Galerkin equations Eqs. (9-18), (9-19) take the form

NMN N N N
_Ww(t+ A'' (t - Ot t + F ,t t c (0,T) (9-20)
0 t)+ 0 ~, -B( t 0(t

wN(0) = (wN)-I N(0) = (wN)-I N (9-21)

where for ij = 1,2,..., N + 1, the elements of the coefficient matrices

are

[MN] j -- (Z)B N(E) + f pBNBNdx
N 2 ) NN

[A 01 j = f (91 D B,)(D B T )dx
0

[BN(t)lij = -fza.. N

0
INN N

[•Nt]t = g( t)Bi(£) + f tBidx

0
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[•N i = ,()() + f NBtdx

S £N
~ - NN NN[WN]Ij =BN(Z)B (X) + f B B dx :*

0

and ON(t) has the representation

N+1 N N

u (t) = w (t)B^
J=l

9.3.2 Convergence Results

* Our convergence arguments are based upon the approximation
• properties of spline functions. Denote S (AN spanlgjj___ and

.43 
j j=-l

3 NA N N+lS (AN) A spanRB fi.I For each function € defined on the interval [0,k],

-N N
let I N denote that element in S3 (AN) which satisfies the interpolatory

constraints = d-Ng-iJ j -,,.,,D(II dflIJ-1 = DýiM)-

j = O,N, and let IN 0 denote that element in S 3 (AN) which satisfies

the interpolatory constraints (iNO)(N]) -=(i.), j = 1.2,...,N,

n(I o)(i ) = D¢(Z). The interpolatory spline IN0 will be well defined

whenever € is well defined at the node points and Dý at the end points.

N
A similar statement can be made for IN*.

We require the following two standard results concerning the

approximation properties of interpolatory splines [Ref. 9-281.

Proposition 9-3: For each * E 112(0,k):

-N1 N-2 +k D2O , k 0,

"Dk (N k o- f ), 0 < Ck I ID 2110 k 0,1

where CI is independent of * and N.
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Proposition 9-4: For each e H4e ~ )

RD 2I -) 0 Ck N 4+ RD4 tc 0 k =0,1,2

where Ck2 is independent of *and N.

Thk.

Tefollowing lemma is key to establishing the desired convergence %

results.

Lemma 9-5.

(1) Let $ .~~)e V and let 3N=P (N()~)

Then N + in H 2(0,1) and consequently ;N + in v;

N
(2) P +* I strongly in H.

Proof. We prove assertion (1) in detail. Using the Schmidt inequality

[Ref. 9-281 together with Proposition 9-3, we obtain the following

estimates:

N -N -fN

N 0N

1 -2 2<CN R f + 0 as N-e+0 D 0N

N N N
where (I 0) - (1)tI );and '

N O~ < ID(O N fTNO)N 0 + ID(fT - O)N
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5 S.?

*N -N 1- 2 6

< knN -NIlI +CN CfN- +DN D

-10 1 0 10

k C1N - DN 1 + kNNI N -1 D2 +CN1 N_ D 2N1

1 10 oDI 1 0 N N0  1 DI 0

1 1_1. 0=(2kC+ C1  ND ÷ 0 as N +

Using the Schmidt inequality together with the first integral

relation [Ref. 9-281, we obtain:

RD 2 N 012 < 2 RD 2(0 - yNO)I0 + 2 ND I 2

A 40N -NO2 + 211D202 - 2 -1 ( No 2
S2 2N N~-I 0  D~ 0 -20

2k 2 N40N +12+ R 2
2 0 2 D N0

2bl 2 2 I2 # ,:

< a ND Oil"0

where a is independent of 0 and N. Choose a function

p c {e0: 0e H4 (0,X), 0(0) = DO(0) = 01. Using arguments similar to p•s

those used above together with Proposition 9-4, it can be shown that

2 N -2 4
RD2( -0 )0 < kN-2 R1D

where k is independent of 4 and N. It follows that

DID2 (0N - 1)! R< lID 2 (0N - *N)II0 + ND(N - )1 + RD2 -0
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2 -- 2 4< (a + 1)RD2(•l- )n0 + kN -DVP 0

Since H4 (0,t) is a dense subset of H2 (0,t), i can be chosen so as to

make the first term on the right arbitrarily small and therefore that

RD2(0N -O)I0 + 0 as N +

This proves assertion (1) of the lemma.

Assertion (2) follows from assertion (1) and the facts that V is

dense in H and that the pN, being orthogonal projections, are uniformly

bounded. 0 -

Theorem 9-6. Suppose that {qN} 1 0 with qN + q as N + -. Let u denote
qN

the solution to Eqs. (9-9), (9-10) corresponding to q and let uN denote

the solution to Eqs. (9-18), (9-19) corresponding to qN. Suppose further

that u is a strong solution (see Theorem 9-2). Then uN N in V
A-N N A

and Dtu (qN) + D tu(q) in H as N + • for each t c [0,T).

Proof. Our argument is similar in spirit to the one used by Dupont " -

[Ref. 9-291 to demonstrate the convergence of a Galerkin method for the

integration of a class of hyperbolic systems. We adopt the convention S

that ',e superscript N on a form or operator indicates that it be
N N N N Ncomputed with respect to q (mN, EI, p , a 0 ), while no superscript

indicates that it be computed with respect to q =(m,El,p,a0).

Applying the triangle inequality, we have

RýN 3N-pý1 +RNU1 I up (9-22)

and

IID < IlDtuN -DtPNuNH + IIpNDt - Dt13u1H (9-23)
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Lemma 9-5 and the fact that u has been assumed to be a strong solution

imply that IIPu - ut v +0 and ApND tu - DtunH + 0 as N + - for each

t e [0,T]. '.

Since uN satisfies Eqs. (9-18), (9-19) and u satisfies Eqs. (9-9),

(9-10), for each §N E VN we have

< MN0D2 (uN - pNA) ;N > + aN(uN - pNu, 5N)
0Ot H

- < MND 2 (u - pN), 8N >H + < (M0 - MN)D2a, 8N >
0 t

+ aN(u - pNu, 3N) + a(u, 6N) - aN(u, 6N)

+ bN(t)(CN - pNý , 6N) + bN(t)(pNu - 6, 6N)

+ bN(t)(C, 6N) - b(t)(u, N)

Denote UN (i) U N denote (vN(), vN) AN - a

Nu UN)ot u NC C) u and .

choose 6N =DtN e VN. Then
t

< MD 2;N D ;~N > + aNC;N, D aN)
0Ot I t H Dt

;N (MDC~~) > + <(MDN
0Ot t H 0M 0  td tNH U

+ aNCu - PNý, DtvN) + aC D DtvN) - aN(d, DtvN)

S+ bN(t)(vN, D tN) + bN(t)(pNu - u DtvN)
t t

+ bN(t)(u, D ;N) - b(t)(u, D aN)
t t

or

2 Dt(< NA N DtNH + a N NSMoDtV , Dv>1+aC, v
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S< MN(I pN)D ,u D ;N > + < (MoM-)D• D•,•N >.-

"+ DtaN((I - pN) 1 , ;N) - aN((i - pN)D t, ;N)

+ Dt(a(u', ;N) - aN((, ;N)) - (a(Dtu, ;N) - aN(D u.

+ bN(t)(^N, D;N) + bN(t) p% - ^, D tN)

+ bN(t)(u, DtvN) - b(t)(u, DtvN)

U t t ~tO
*1.'

Integrating both sides of the above expression from 0 to t, invoking

hypotheses (Hi) through (13) on Q, and using standard estimates we obtain

min (in 1 , in 2 ' 3 )(RD t vIH + )

t 2, 2 PN 2.2 N 2
, f {imax(M 1 , M3)(I - P )DsH + DsNv NH

0

N 2 N 2. 2^~ 2 -N 2"+ max(Ilm m 0ni , 1p - P UROD IIDsuU + IDsv NH

"+ M2"(I pN)D ýH2  + " ;NU2 + NEI - EINI 2.'D •^12
2 s V V 00 sV

" 11;112+ CU a(qN)nU^.~NH2 + C na(qN)U.ID ;NK 2

"" qN)uH2.(I - pN)(I2  + UD ;N, 2

"+ C Ra(q) -a(qU.jU
2  + ,DvNpj,, ds

1C V 2 + 1 N + -(I - PNV
C

2

1 N12.112 +C N 2 N2 2.

+-L NEI -El .IuU + ^ C qlvU + UEI - EI Urn61U

Swhere C0 and CI are constants which are independent of N and C2 and

C3 may be chosen arbitrarily. Choosing C2 and C3 sufficiently

small (i.e, C2 + C3 < min (ml, m2, m3)), we obtain
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JND + lN;N 2  < AN(t) + ft K;s{I NN + 1;~N121 ds
t H V 0-

where

AN4(t) K K1{(I -pN)^(t)a2 + N1(, - pN)$12U V V

+ NEI - EINN2.Nu(t)N2 + NEI - EINII2.N 1200 V 00ýV

"+ ft I,(, - pN)D2u(s)q2 + max(Nm - mN12 , Npp pNN2).1D2 aj(s)I 2

0 s H 00 s H

B V cc s V

"+ Ia(s,.; qN)N2.II(I - pN)a(8)N2
1 V

"+ Na(s,.; q) - a(s,.; qN).Npflji(s)121 ds}

and

KN(s) a K {K3 + N(s,.; qN)g j

where Kj, 1 1,2,3 are constants independent of N. Using the facts

that qN + q in Q as N + -, that iý(q) is a strong solution, that

Lemma 9-5 holds, and that Q satisfies hypotheses (HI) and (HM), we have
N N

that A + 0 and that K6is uniformly bounded in L2(0,T) as N + ~

An application of the Gronwall inequality, therefore, yields

ID;NI2 +NVNEq2  + 0 as N +
t H V

for each t c [0,T]. Consequently, RD t uN D t PNf * 0 and

WNU- pN~j V 0 as N + -. Together with Eqs. (9-22), (9-23), this

completes the proof of the theorem.0

The continuous dependence results given in Theorems 9-7 and 9-8

below can be verified using arguments similar to those used in the proof

of Theorem 9-6.
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Theorem 9-7. Let {qk}C 2 with qk + q* as k + -. If for each N fixed,

uN(q) denotes the solution to Eqs. (9-18), (9-19) corresponding to q,
then ÷N(q + dN(q*) in V and D÷uN(q DN(q*) in H for each

uqk) DtN k) +DtuNq)-.

t e [0,T] as k + -. That is, the mapping q + (uN(q), D tN(q)) from Q

into V x H is continuous for each N - 1,2,...

Theorem 9-8. Let {qkj0 • with qk q* as k + w and let u(q) denote the
solution to Eqs. (9-9), (9-10) corresponding to q. If u(q*) is a strong

solution, then u(qk) + u(q*) in V and DtU(qk) + Dtu(q*) in H for each

t e [0,T] as k + -. The mapping q + (u(q), Dut(q)) is continuous as a

mapping from 0 into V x H in neighborhoods of those q c Q for which u(q)

is a strong solution.

We are now prepared to prove our first major convergence result.

Theorem 9-9. For each N - 1,2,... fixed, problem (IDN) has a solution

_N. The sequence {1N1 admits a convergent subsequence {4Nk) with

N
Sk +-qf C 0 as k + =. If ui(-) is a strong solution to Eqs. (9-9),

(9-10), then if is a Filution to Problem (ID).

Proof. Theorem 9-7 implies that the mapping q + J(q; •N(q)) from Q

into R is continuous. This together with the fact that Q is compact

yields the existence of a solution iN to problem (IDN). The existence of

a convergent subsequence {14NC{qN1 also follows from the compactness of

0. If qNk + ? as k + - and u(q) is a strong solution to Eqs. (9-9),
"(9-10), then Theorem 9-6 implies that

N N N

JC(-q)) = lim J(-q* k; ý k(~- k))
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I,

< lir J(q; u k(q)) - J(q; i(q))
k+wc

for all q c Q. The theorem is proved. 0

Although the state equation Eq. (9-18) in problem (IDN) is finite-

dimensional, the admissible parameter space 0 is a function space and

hence the minimization of J is over an infinite-dimensional space. We X

briefly indicate a means of overcoming this difficulty which involves the

introduction of a second level of approximation into our scheme.

For each M = 1,2,..., define the sets QM 0 C by JM(Q),where

the mappings ,JM satisfy:

(P1) .•M: Q + ? is continuous; and

(P2) JM(q) + q as M + -, uniformly in q, for all q c Q.

We assume further that the sets QM have the property:

(P3) For each q e QM, ý(q) is a strong solution.

We define the following doubly-indexed sequence of approximating

identification problems.

(IDNM)

Find q N _ (mN, EIN, pN a N) c 0 M which minimizes J(q; ýN) subject
H' H M M OM

to UN being the solution to Eqs. (9-18), (9-19) corresponding to q.

Note that if the sets 0 M are of dimension kM < -, then the optimiza-

tion specified in Problem (IDNM) is simply over a compact subset of the
k

space RkM and is subject to finite-dimensional constraints--

a computationally tractable problem.

The convergence arguments now go as follows. Property (PI) of the

mappings OrM and the compactness of Q imply that the sets QM are com-

pact as well. For each N - 1,2,... and each M = 1,2,..., Problem (IDNM)

therefore has a solution q N. For each M = 1,2,... fixed, the sequence

{NM N} I admits a convergent subsequence 4M NkI with 4MNk + qMM Ni H
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as k + . Recalling property (P3) and arguing as we have in the proof

of Theorem 9-9, we conclude that 4M is a solution to the problem of

minimizing J(q; u) over oM. Since QM - ,JrM(o), there exists qM C Q

such that -'06M() Since {.qM C Q and Q is compact, there exists

a convergent subsequence {qM } of {qM~ with qM + ÷ as j + -. Property

(P2) then implies that -0 (q) + iT as j + and hence that 4 + * as

M
J + - as well. Since for each q e 0 J:

J(q • < J(q; )

and since 0 iVMJ(Q), it follows that for each q e Q:

SJ(-qMj; u(IrM)) < j(iMj(q); u(G9 i(q)) (9-24)

Taking the limit as j + on both sides of Eq. (9-24) and recalling

Theorem 9-8 and Property (P3), we infer that for each q e Q:

_11 (2T;u(Z[) <J(q; u(q))

from which we conclude that 4 is a solution to Problem (ID). In summary,

we have proved the following result:

Theorem 9-10: Each of the approximating identification problems

(IDNM) has a solution qMN. From the tableau {fMN} a sequence {f(k)} can

be extracted with 4(k) + 4, a solution to Problem (ID), as k + -.

'5.
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Typically, an appropriate choice for the sets QM are finite-

dimensional spaces of interpolating linear or cubic spline functions with

the mappings JrM being constructed from the usual interpolation

operators. If the elements in Q are sufficiently regular, it is not

difficult to verify that the mappings _VM satisfy Properties (P1)

through (P3) for this approximation. A detailed discussion and several

examples of this particular choice for the sets QM in the context of

inverse problems for parabolic systems can be found in Reference 9-30.

Similar results for identification problems involving the estimation of

functional parameters in beam equations with simple boundary conditions

(e.g., clamped, simply supported, cantilevered) are presented in

References 9-8 and 9-11.

9.4 Numerical Results

In this subsection, we discuss numerical results for a variety of

examples. Although the analysis presented in the preceding subsections

is based primarily on a simple example involving a cantilevered beam with

tip mass, only minor modifications are required so as to make our general

approach applicable to a broad class of inverse problems for beam

vibration. Some of these will be considered and outlined below.

Although one of the major features of our scheme is its ability to

identify or estimate functional (spatially and/or temporally varying)

parameters, our numerical findings for this important class of problems

are, at present, incomplete. For this reason, this section includes

examples involving the identification of constant parameters only. Our

results for functional parameters will appear in a forthcoming paper.

In all of the examples below, the fits were based upon artificially-

generated "observations". By this we mean that so-called "true" values

for the parameters were selected and a modal-based Galerkin method was

used to generate the solution to the resulting system of equations from
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which the sampled displacement measurements {U(ti~xj): i-,.•.,u,

J-l,...,v} were obtained. Results for examples involving fits based upon

actual experimental data will be discussed elsewhere.

The finite-dimensional optimization problems were solved using an

iterative steepest-descent routine, ZXSSO, from the IMSL Library. The

algorithm used is the one suggested in the papers by Levenberg

[Ref. 9-311 and Marquardt [Ref. 9-32]. The finite-dimensional second

order initial value problem given by Eqs. (9-20), (9-21) which has to be

solved at each iteration to compute the value of the least-squares payoff

functional J, approximations to its gradient, and the corresponding

Jacobian matrix, is integrated using a variable-order Adams predictor-

corrector method (IMSL routine DGEAR). The system of Eqs. (9-20), (9-21)

does not in general demonstrate stiff behavior.

The integral inner products in the generalized mass and stiffness

matrices and the generalized Fourier coefficient vectors for the external

loads and initial data were computed using a composite two-point Gauss-

Legendre quadrature rule. The four-subinterval support of the cubic

B-splines and their derivatives leads to 7-banded matrices and conse-

quently contributes to the overall computational efficiency of the

method.

All examples were run on the IBM 3081 processor at Draper Labora-

tory ,

Example 1. In this example, we consider a cantilevered beam of length

Z 1.0 with an attached tip mass. We seek to identify the spatially-

invariant stiffness El and linear mass density p of the beam and the

"magnitude m of the tip mass. We assume that the system is initially at

rest -0, 4 -0), and is subsequently excited by the distributed

lateral load along the beam given by

A x •

f(t, x) = e sin 2rt

and the point force applied to the tip mass
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4:n

g(t) 2 e-2t

A We assume that there is no axial loading (a 0).

Displacement observations were generated by taking E1 1.0, p 3.0

and m = 1.5 to be the true values of the indicated parameters.

Measurements were taken at positions xj - 0.25j, j - 2,3,4, and at

times ti = 0.51, 1 = 1,2,...,10, from a solution to the system Eqs.

(9-1) through (9-5) generated using a Galerkin method and the first two

natural modes of the unforced unaccelerated system [see Ref. 9-261. The

"start up" values for the steepest descent routine were El 0 - 0.7,

PO0= 2.7 and m0 = 0.7. The final converged values for El , p
-N -Nand m together with the residual sum of squares and required CPU

times for various values of N are given in Table 9-1 below.

N
Table 9-1. Convergence results, Example 1. A

CPU

N - m j (min:sec)

1.00057 3.04455 1.48957 0.12 A 10 0:09.19

1.00067 3.01256 1.49707 0.11 x 10-3 0:22.10

1.00027 3.00922 1.49721 0. x 10 3 0:57.60

1.00016 2.98936 1.50262 0.11 X 10 1:22.52

0.99912 2.99720 1.49952 0.11 X 10 2:52.76

Example 2. We consider the system described in the previous example. As

in that case, we assume that it is initially at rest and then excited by

the distributed load
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f(t,x) - ex sin 2rt

along the beam. The point force acting on the tip mass is (modified):

g(t) - 2 e-t

In this case, we assume that the entire system is subjected to a

time-varying base acceleration which is given by

a(t) 0 < t < 1.5 (9-25)
00 , t > 1.5

The internal tension resulting from the axial load [see Refs. 9-15, 9-261

is given by

a(t,x) - -a 0(t)(p(a - x) + m)

We are interested once again in estimating the stiffness EI, the linear

mass density p, and the magnitude m of the tip mass. The true values of

the parameters were taken to be EI k 1.0, p k 3.0, and m k 1.5, with the

reference solution being generated using the first two natural modes of

vibration for the unforced, unaccelerated system. Displacement measure-

ments were taken at positions xj - 0.625 + 0.125j, j = 1,2,3 and at

times ti - 0.51, 1 - 1,2,...,10. The start up values for the iterative

search routine were taken as EI 0 - 0.7, po - 2.7, and m0 - 1.7.

Our results are summarized in Table 9-2.
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Table 9-2. Convergence results, Example 2.

-N -N CPU
N EI p -n J (min:sec)

1.00057 3.09966 1.47928 0.17 x 10-4 0:18.01

3 1.00121 3.06360 1.48727 0.18 x 10- 0:35.93 0,

1.00092 3.04144 1.49207 0.19 x 10-4 1:26.19

1.00057 3.03063 1.49413 0.19 x 10 4:15.87

1.00117 3.03186 1.49436 0.35 x 10 5:21.34

We note that although strictly speaking the con\ergence theory

developed in Section 9-3 requires that a 0 e C1 , the scheme performed

satisfactorily with the discontinuous a0 given by Eq. (9-25) above.

Example 3. In this example we consider a free-free beam of length

Z, = 1.0 with an attached tip body at each end (see Fig. 9-2).

"4,,

Figure 9-2. Free-free beam with tip body affixed to each end.
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The tip bodies are assumed to have known mass properties which are given

by:

Tip Body 0 (at x =0):

m0 = 0.75, c 0 = 0.1, 60 n/6, Jo = 0.6

Tip Body I (at x = 1):

ml = 1.50, c1 = 0.2, 61 w/3, JI 0.4

where for tip body i, i = 0,1, the indicated parameters represent,

respectively, its mass mi, the distance ci from its center of mass to

the tip of the beam, its mass center offset 61 as measured from the

extension of the longitudinal axis of the beam, and its moment of inertia

Ji about its center of mass.

The equations describing the transverse displacement of the beam and

the translational and rotational equilibrium of the tip bodies are given

"by [see Refs. 9-15, 9-26]:

pD 2u + D 2 (ID 2u) f ,x e (0, 1), t c (0,T)
(E =

(9-26)

2  2 2 D2 um0 Dt u-m0 c0 CIS0 Dt D xu + D x EI = )-0 ,x=0 0T

-moC 0 OC°S6 Dtu + (J 0 + m0c)DDu - E D 2u= 0, x = 0, t c (0,T)
AX

mD u +m c cosI D D u4-0(F D u) - x = 1, t c (0,T)
2 t D(R x = x

m c COSS 1 D u (JY + M c2)DtD u + EI D2u = 0 x - 1, t C (0,T)

The initial conditions are of the form
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u = * , Dtu - q , x C [0,1], t = 0 (9-27)

Setting H A R4 x H0 (0,1) with inner product

< (n')0 (C•I) >H C + "0

and

V c e H: c = (n,(), 0 0,I), =((0), Dý(O), (I), D,(I))T

with inner product

<$'$ >v <*' >2

the weak form of the system given by Eqs. (9-26), (9-27) above becomes

< MoD 2u(t), 6 >H + a(u(t), ,) < Fo(t), t E (0,T), 6 e V (9-28)
0 ta~t) ) F() >H

ý(O)=$ , D a(m) -i (9-29)

where the indicated operations are defined as follows:

T
ý(t) ( (u(t,0), D xu(t,0), u(t,l), D xu(t'l))T u(t,-)) C V '

M0 (n,0) A (Mon, PO

with

1m0  -m c0cos00

0

-mocC0°S 6 0 JO + m0 c 2

m in c 1COS6

0 .

2
m mcost0 3 +m c
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a: V x V R is given by

a($, •) g < EI V2 •, D 2D >0
0I

F0 (t) • (0, f(t,.))

S((ý(0), Dý(O), *(1), Dý(1))T, 4)

and

4) = ((*(0), D*(O), 4(1), D*(1))T, 4)

The appproximation scheme for the system Eqs. (9-28), (9-29) is

constructed in essentially the same manner as it was in Section 9-3.

In this example we seek to identify EI and p. The system is assumed

to be initially at rest and subsequently excited via the input

disturbance

Vx
f(t,x) 1 10 ex sin 2wt

Observations at positions xj = 0.25j, j - 0,1,...,4 and at times

ti - 0.2i, i - 1,2,...,10, were generated using the first six natural

modes of the system: rigid-body translation (transverse to the beam--in

plane) and rotation (about an axis normal to the plane) and four flexible

modes. The true values of the parameters were as umed to be E1 = 1.0 and

p - 3.0 with start up values taken as El 0 = 0.7 and Po - 2.7. Our

results are given in Table 9-3.
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Table 9-3. Convergence results, Example 3.

-N-N -N
N El pJ

2 0.99567 3.00092 0.20 x

3 0.99374 2.99900 0.16 x 10-4

4 0.99849 2.99798 0.78 x 10-5

5 0.99888 2.99910 0.28 x 10-5

Example 4. In this example we estimate the flexural stiffness E1 and

linear mass density p for a cantilevered beam of length Z f 1.0 with an

"attached tip body (see Fig. 9-3).

C -

Figure 9-3. Clamped beam with tip body; deformed. j
We assume that the system is initially at rest and subsequently acted

upon by the distributed load

f(t,x) 20 e
2 t e-20(1-x)

"and base acceleration
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1.0 0 < t < 1.5

at A 0 , 1.5 < t < 3.0
1.0 , 3.0 ( t < 4.0

0 4.0o t

The equations of motion are given by [see Ref. 9-15]

pD 2u + EI D4 -- -a0Dx(p(l - x) + m)Du + f , x c (0,1), t c (0,T)

2 2 3mD tu + mc(cos6)D D xu - EI D3R = ma0 Dxu , x 1 , t c (0,T)

mc(cos6)D u + (J + mc2 )D2 D + El D2 u = mc(cos6)c 0 D u + mc(sin6)a 0 ,

x = 1 , t e (0,T)

* (9-30)

with boundary and initial conditions

U= 0 D u 0 ; x 0, t c [O,T] (9-31)
g

and

u, D = i ; x C [0,1I, t - 0 (9-32)

respectively, where the quantities m, c, 6, and J are as they were

defined in Example 3. Once again only minor modifications (similar to

those outlined in the previous example) are necessary so as to make the

theory presented in Sections 9-2 and 9-3 applicable to the system given

by Eqs. (9-30) through (9-32) above. Taking the true values of E1 and p

to be 1.0 and 2.0, respectively, and setting m - 4.0, c = 0.2, 6 - r/3,

and J - 0.4, displacement observations at positions x 0.625 + 0.125j,

j - 1,2,3 and at times ti = 3.5 + 0.51, i - 1,2,3 were generated using

the first three natural modes of the unforced, unaccelerated system.
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I

"The start-up values were taken as E10 - 0.7 and p0 = 2.5. The final

converged values for EN and PN together with the residual sum of squares

JN for several values of N are given in Table 9-4 below.

Table 9-4. Convergence results, Example 4.

-N N --N
N El P J

2 1.00046 2.07731 0.40 x 10.3

3 1.00135 2.06652 0.22 x 10.3

4 1.00117 2.05180 0.23 x 10-3

5 1.00086 2.04776 0.26 x 10-3
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SECTION 10 a

LARGE ANGLE SPACECRAFT MANEUVERS USING AN ANALYTIC SOLUTION FOR •',

TRACKING AND DISTURBANCE ACCOMMJDATION 5_

10.1 Overview

In this section we consider the problem of maneuvering a

flexible spacecraft through a large angle, where the disturbance-

accommodating feedback control tracks a desired output state. The

desired output state is provided from an open-loop solution for the

linear system model. The components of the disturbance vector are

assumed to be represented in terms of Fourier series. Closed-form

solutions are provided for the Riccati, prefilter, state trajectory, and

residual-state trajectory equations which define the optimal control.

Example maneuvers are presented where control-rate penalties have been

included in the performance index for frequency-shaping, in order to

smooth both the open-loop and closed-loop control commands.

A common method for investigating the effectiveness of various

control designs consists of studying frequency domain characteristics of

the control, by numerically evaluating the required Fourier transform.

"* For finite-time open-loop and closed-loop control problems this can be

accomplished by either numerically integrating the integral definition of

, the Fourier transform for each frequency of interest, or by using a

fast-Fourier-transform algorithm. Alternatively, we present in this

section a computationally efficient closed-form solution for the Fourier

transform of finite-time open-loop and closed-loop control problems,

"where the dynamics of the control is governed by matrix exponentials.
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10.2 Introduction

The determination of a control time history for maneuvering a

flexible spacecraft has been the subject of many recent investigations in

the area of spacecraft attitude control [Refs. 10-1 through 10-241. Many

early papers developed open-loop methods [Refs. 10-1 through 10-11,

10-13, 10-19, 10-241 by assuming that the control can be obtained from

either Pontryagin's principle or by assuming that the control can be

expressed in terms of a Fourier series. More recent papers have

developed closed-loop methods [Refs. 10-6, 10-10, 10-12, 10-15 through

10-18, 10-20 through 10-23] which consider classical regulator, tracking,

and terminal-tracking control formulations. Moreover, in an effort to

minimize the deleterious effects of control spillover, a number of

authors have proposed frequency-shaping techniques [Refs. 10-2, 10-14

through 10-17, 10-19, 10-21 through 10-25, 10-27], which attempt to

roll-off the high frequency content of the applied control.

The dual tracking and disturbance-accommodation control problem

described in this section extends the closed-loop tracking results of

Turner, Chun, and Juang [Refs. 10-15, 10-16] by permitting simultaneous

frequency-shaped tracking and deterministic disturbance rejection. The

resulting control algorithm is applied to the problem of maneuvering a

flexible spacecraft through large angles about a single axis.

In Section 10.3 the dual tracking and disturbance-accommodation

control problem is formulated by defining an inhomogeneous linear-

quadratic optimization problem, where the plant dynamics equation is

forced by the control and a disturbance vector. The state variable

description for the disturbance is specified in terms of a Fourier

series. The performance index for the control problem consists of

integral quadratic terms in the state, control, and control-rates [Refs.

i- 10-16 through 10-18, 10-21 through 10-23, 10-25, 10-271. The necessary

conditions defining the solution for the control problem are given by two
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coupled time-varying Riccati-like differential equations [Ref. 10-28].

The first equation is the standard Riccati equation, which possesses a

well-known solution in terms of a steady-state plus transient term 4
[Refs. 10-12, 10-14 through 10-18, 10-28 through 10-34]. The second

equation is a vector prefilter equation which has foreknowledge of the

desired output state and of the deterministic disturbance which is to be L

suppressed. A closed-form solution is presented in Section 10.4 for the

pre-filter equation. In Section 10.4.2 the solutions for the Riccati and

prefilter equations are cast in recursive form for efficient computer

implementation. Closed-form solutions are presented for the state

trajectory equation in Section 10.5 and for the residual-state trajectory

equation in Section 10.6. Maneuver simulations are presented in Section

10.7 for frequency-shaped control-rate penalty designs [Refs. 10-14

through 10-18, 10-25, 10-27]. An analytic Fourier transform for the

control is presented in Section 10.8 for a class of finite-time control

problems.

10.3 The Optimal Tracking and Disturbance-Accommodation Control Problem

The optimal reference tracking problem is formulated by finding

the control inputs u(t) to minimize

1 2 1 2 1t y(t) * - yut)
-illy (tf) y(tf)R S +i0 y tu

0
(10-1) '

for the system

Ax + Bu + d , x0  = x(t 0 )

(10-2)

y - Cx
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AT *

where 1pIIW = p Wp, y is the desired output state, A is the system

dynamics matrix, B is the control influence matrix, d is the disturbance

state which is modeled in terms of Fourier series, C is the output

matrix, S is the terminal state weight matrix, Q is the state weight

matrix, R is the control weight matrix, x is the N-dimensional state

vector, and u is the Nc-dimensional control vector. Moreover, we

assume that the system is controllable and observable.

In order for the control system to track in the presence of known

disturbances, we need a state variable model which generates the deter-

ministic disturbance that excites the spacecraft response. To this end,

we model the disturbance state vector as [Ref. 10-191

Mt
d(t) - Ae 8 (10-3)

where A is a constant matrix whose rows consist of the Fourier series

coefficients for individual disturbances, M is a constant block-diagonal

matrix containing the frequencies of the disturbances, and 0 is a con-

stant vector. Note, however, that Eq. (10-3) is a general expression for ,

Seither a Fourier series or a trigonometric series which models sub-

harmonic terms for nonlinear effects [Ref. 10-23].

For maneuvers where the state is augmented by the control and

4 control-rates for frequency-shaping, the A and B matrices are modified as

shown in References 10-14 through 10-18 and 10-27.

The desired output vector is modelled by

y (t) - Cx (t) - CHe nts (10-4)

s 0 (x*(0), X(0))

where H [I" 0] is a N x 2N selection operhtor, Q is a 2N x 2N constant

matrix, and X(t) is the open-loop costate vector [Refs. 10-8 through

10-11, 10-131.
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As shown in what follows, the explicit presence of a matrix expo-

nential in Eq. (10-4) permits a closed-form solution to be obtained for

the prefilter equation of the tracking/disturbance-accommodation control

problem.

10.4 Necessary Conditions and Solutions for the Optimal Control

The necessary conditions defining the tracking/disturbance-

accommodation problem for Eqs. (10-1), (10-2), and (10-3) are given by

the following Riccati-like differential equations [Ref. 10-28]:

=T -1 T T
P -PA - A P + PBR Bp - CQC

(10-5)

P(tf) C SC

= -[A BR-B pTP - C TQCx (t) + Pd(t)

(10-6)

T *
2••(tf) - C SCx (tf)

and the optimal control is given by

u = -R-1BT[px E] (10-7)

10.4.1 Closed Form Solution for the Riccati Equation

"As shown in References 10-10, 10-14 through 10-18, and 10-27
* through 10-34, the solution for Eq. (10-5) can be written in terms of a

steady-state plus transient term, as follows:

P(t) P + z (t)
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where Pss is the solution for the algebraic Riccati equation

[Refs. 10-28, 10-29, 10-31, 10-33, 10-35]

-P A - ATP + P BR-Bp -cQc = 055 55 SS SB

and the closed form solution for Z(t) can be shown to be [Refs. 10-33,

10-36, 10-37]:

A(t-tf AT(t-t
Z(t) z + e [Z(tf z Ae tf (10-8)Z~[) Zss ss

where A A - BR-IBTp is the system stability matrix,

Z(t) = Tsc - Ps)-I, 2 = Az + ZIT - BR-B T, and Z satisfies the

algebraic Lyapunov equation [Refs. 10-26, 10-33, 10-38, 10-39]

XZ +Z T = BR-IBr

10.4.2 Closed Form Solution for the Prefilter Equation

The solution for E in Eq. (10-6) follows on assuming the product

form solution [Refs. 10-16, 10-171

" (t) = Z-(t)r(t) (10-9)
'.?

$% where Z is defined by Eq. (10-8) and the linear constant-coefficient

vector differential equation for r can be shown to be

ir Ar Z(t)P d(t) + d(t) Z(t)CTQCx*(t)

r(tf) = Z(tf)CTSCx(tf)
o1.
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The solution for r follows as 4

At1

r(t) e [ro - (t) (10-10)

where

-AiT CT ~*
y(t) Af e {Z(T) QCx*(T) - d(T) - Z(T)Pss d(T)} dT

0

and the initial condition for r is given by

-Atf CTS '*.

r0 = e Z(tf) C scx*(tf) + Y(tf)
0 -°f4

The solution for the integral expression in Eq. (10-10) follows on

introducing Z(t) from Eq. (10-8), x*(t) from Eq. (10-4), and d(t) from

Eq. (10-3) into Eq. (10-10), leading to

y(t) = (-A, Dl, n, t)s 0 + D2 (AT, D
2+ D3 ' a' t)SO

(10-11)

-(-A, D4 , M, t)8 - D2 (AT, D5 , M, t)-

where

t
A) AT CT

'(A, B, C, t) e Be dT (10-12)

0

-AKTtf •

= OCH = e [Z(tf) -A -At ff

D A T A

D C3 QC , D4 Z ZssPssA + A D+ = PAssA
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2

and A is n1 x n1, B is n, x n2 C is n2 x n2, and T(. is n .1 n2 The

matrix exponential solution for T(.) in Eq. (10-12) is presented in

Section 10.9.1. Also presented there are the recursive equations for

generating the solution for T(.) at discrete times.

Subject to the recursion relationships of Section 10.9.1, the time

histories for P and E in Eq. (10-7) easily follow, where Z[(n + 1)At] in

Eq. (10-8) is given by

Z[(n + 1)At] = Z + eAAt[Z(At) - Z ]e•TAt

and

Z(0) Z + e f [Z(tf) - Zss]e- f

10.5 Closed-Form Solution for the State Trajectory Equation

The closed-loop state trajectory equation is obtained by

introducing Eq. (10-7) into Eq. (10-2), yielding

(A-BR- B Z- (t)) x + BR- BTC(t) + d(t) (10-13)

The solution for x(t) in Eq. (10-13) is obtained by carrying out two

steps. First, the homogeneous part of Eq. (10-13) is solved in terms of

a state transition matrix solution. Second, using a variation of

* parameters technique, the complete solution for x(t) is obtained.

As shown in References 10-10, 10-12, and 10-18, the homogeneous

"solution for Eq. (10-13) is given by
-4.

xxh(t) = (t)xo
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. ,where

-T
-At -1

= Z(t)e Z (0) (1O-14a)

BR(t) = [A - BR -BTz-(t) (t) ; W(0) = I (10-14b)

Denoting

-T
Z(-1eATt I-1(t)

41 (t) ( -t) Z()e Z (0-15a)

it follows that

= - R~1 T -1BR- z(t)] ; Zi( 0) = I (10-15b)

Equation (10-15) is recorded above since it is required for the solution

of Eq. (10-13).

Let us assume that the general solution for Eq. (10-13) is given

by

x(t) -- (t)[x0 + x (t)] (10-16)

p

where xp(t) is to be determined. Introducing Eq. (10-16) into

Eq. (10-13), while recalling Eqs. (10-14) and (10-15) leads to

Xp~t) M •I(t)BR- BTE(t) + *1 (t)d(t)

where the solution for F,(t) is defined by Eq. (10-9) and d(t) is defined

by Eq. (10-3). The solution for xp(t) can be shown to be

X(t) = (t)r(t) + rl(t), + r 2 (t) + x (10-17)

p 1' p0  I
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where r(t) is defined by Eq. (10-10), and

t

rlCt) W f *I(T)Z(T)CTQ y (T) dT (10-18)
0

r 2 (t) • - 1 (T)Z(T)P ssd(T) dT (10-19)
0

S-r (See Eq. (10-10))

Substituting Eq. (10-17) into Eq. (10-16) yields the following solution

for the state trajectory equation

x(t) = *(t){x + rl(t) + r(t) + Xp0} + r(t) (10-20)
0 1 2 p

The solutions for r 1 (t) and r 2 (t) are obtained by introducing

Eq. (10-15) into Eqs. (10-18) and (10-19), leading to

r 1 (t) - Z(0)Y(AT, D3 , n, t)s 0  (10-21)

r 2 (t) = Z(O)IF(AT, D5 , M, t)6 (10-22)

where Y(-) is defined by "1. (10-12). Moreover, we observe that the

integrals appearing in Eq. 'i0-21) and (10-22) have been previously

defined in Eq. (10-11); thus no additional computational effort is

required in order to produce r 1 (t) and r 2 (t).Ai
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10.6 Closed-Form Solution for the Residual State Trajectory Equation

Assume that the residual state trajectory equation is given by

- = Arx + BU +d , xr(0) given (10-23)
r r r r r r

Ai

where u is defined by Eq. (10-7) and dr AreMt8 is analogous to

Eq. (10-3). By introducing Eq. (10-7) into Eq. (10-23) we obtain

BRIBT -_1x

r r r r [Ps + r)] r

where x is defined by Eq. (10-20). The solution for xr can be shown to be

x M eArt x Art ft e-ArTB R-IBT[P X(T) + Z- (T)Ix(T) - r(T)J]dT

r XrOe 0 r Zd

Art t -ArT MT
+ le f e hre dfla

0

where r is defined by Eq. (10-10). After considerable labor, the

integrals above can be expressed as

Arc 11
x(t) = e xrO + t(t) (10-24)

i-i-

where

"1• t(t) A_ [rt(t)112• a I2(t) •A _rl (0 113S , 13(t) •A [r2(t)]138 -
4. 1

4.4
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14 (t) -A [r 3(t)]12 D2 a I 5(t) =- [r 3(t)]12 r0 1 i6(t) [r 3(t)]13 s0

1 7(t) -[r 4(t)] 13s a I8(t) =A [r5(t)]12 a 1 i9(t) = -[r 5(t)113So

i(t) 1W [r6(t)113 , 11(t) g eArt V(-A r, A,' M, t)O

a • z-'(O)(x 0 - rO)

(t) r(A' DD- S1, t) , r2 (t) = r(Ar D6, -AT, D M, t)

. r 3 (t) = r(A, D7 , A, Dl, S1, t) , r4 (t) = r(Ar, D7, A, D4 , M, t)

(t) rs) ' rA D8 -AT D3 3 , t) r r6 (t) = r(A, r 8D -AT, D5  M, t)

and r is defined by Eq. (10-48), [r] 12 ý G1 (t) is defined by Eq. (10-46),

[r]1 3 ý H1 (t) is defined by Eq.(1O-47), and

D B R B PTp Z D a B R PIBTp D 1 B R- BT
6 r ss ss 7 r ss 8 r

10.7 Illustrative Examples

The specific model considered in this subsection consists of a

rigid hub with four identical elastic appendages attached symmetrically

about the central hub, and is derived from the experimental structure of

Reference 10-41 using NASTRAN data (see Fig. 10-1). In particular, the

following idealizations are considered: (i) single-axis maneuvers;

(ii) in-plane motion; (iii) anti-symmetric deformations; (iv) small
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linear flexural deformations; (v) only the linear time-invariant form of

the equations of motion are considered; and (vi) the control actuators

are modelled as concentrated torque-generating devices. Figure 10-2

shows the first three antisymmetric modes which, together with the rigid

body mode, defines the full-order model. The control system for the

vehicle consists of a single controller in the rigid part of the

structure. The structural parameters of the model are given in Reference

10-41. Because of the above assumptions, only the anti-symmetric modes

are used for the example cases of this subsection. In addition,

full-state feedback is assumed.

The output vector is assumed to be given by

T

y =(yIP y2 P Y3 9 Y4, Y5)

where

A
y central hub angular velocity

=2 angular velocity at the mid-span location
relative to the central hub

A
=3 central hub angular position

Y4 A i deflection of each appendage

The output sub-vector Y5 is present in the formulation when control-

'0 rates are penalized. The elements of y5 correspond to the additional

augmented states. In the following cases, the augmented states consist

of the control torque and control-torque rate, since the performance

index includes a penalty on the second time derivative of the control

torque.
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Figure 10-1. Undeformed experimental structure.
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The state vectors x and x* consist of the following elements:

x -( x l , x 2 ' x 3, x 4 ' x 5 ' x 6 )

xw A central hub angle

x -first mode amplitude2IAx central hub angular velocity

x A first mode amplitude rate

x A control torque

5 5A control torque rate

1 • The second and third flexible modes are treated as unmodelled residual

modes, which are excited by the control torque and which affect the out-

put variables yl, Y2 , Y3, and Y4.

Table 10-1 shows the weight matrices which are used for all of the

test cases. Each test case involves a 5 second, 100 maneuver, starting

at rest and ending at rest. The graphical results of the test case
maneuvers are shown in Figs. 10-3 through 10-7 and are described

qualitatively in what follows.
Case I (Fig. 10-3) shows the results for a tracking controller

which does not take into account the presence of disturbances. The

disturbance in this case is provided at the central hub by a disturbance

torque described by

T d 0.1 sin 27t + 0.1 sin 41t
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S4

Table 10-1. Weight matrices for test case maneuvers.

Q =diag [0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 0.1, 1(-9), 1(-9)1(1)

R = 1.0

Q = diag [0.001, 1.0, 0.001, 1.0, 1(-9), 1(-9)]

R = 1.0

5.38(9)

1.83(9) 1.86(9) SYMMETRIC

1.58(9) 5.44(8) 3.63(9)
S

2.22(9) -1.58(8) 7.52(8) 6.21(10)

3.75(7) 7.71(6) 1.04(7) 1.20(8) 6.84(5)

2.03(5) 4.85(4) 5.60(4) 6.75(5) 3.80(3) 5.12(2) Y-.

Note 1. b(a) denotes b 10a
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Figure 10-7. Case 4: Dual tracking/disturbance-accommodation controller,,

with multiple disturbance torques.
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Notice that the hub angular velocity, mid-span relative angular velocity,

and tip displacement do not reach their desired zero values. Also note

that the first and second torque rates have spikes near the final time in

* their time histories. Undoubtedly, the spikes may be reduced by lowering

- the terminal weight matrix. However, this increases the error in the

final states. The fact that no spikes occur in the output states and

"control-torque time histories must be attributed to the use of control-

rate smoothing, since the large spike in the second torque rate is

integrated twice to obtain the control torque.

Case 2 (Fig. 10-4) presents the tracking/disturbance-accommodation

controller which is exposed to the same disturbance as shown in Case 1.

Since this controller utilizes disturbance information in its controller

design, it is able to meet the desired final conditions. Note that the

state and control time-histories are nearly symmetric about the mid-

maneuver time, as the open-loop reference solution should be. Notice

that the control and control-rates are much smoother than for Case 1, and

that the peak torque requirement is slightly lower than for Case 1.

Case 3 (Fig. 10-5) shows the simple tracking controller subjected

"to multiple disturbances, one at the central hub and one at the mid-span

of each of the four appendages (Fig. 10-6). The appendage disturbances

are all identical in order to satisfy the anti-symmetric deformation

assumption. The central hub disturbance torque is given by

T = 0.1 + 0.1 sin 21rt + 0.2 cos 2nt
d

and the appendage disturbance torques are given by

Td = 0.01 sin 2nt + 0.02 cos 2nt
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Notice that the output states deviate slightly from their desired final

values. Also note the large spikes in the first and second torque

rates. The high frequency content seen in the mid-span relative angular

velocity time history is due to the unmodelled residual modes which are

excited by the jump discontinuities in the disturbance torques at the

initial time.

Case 4 (Fig. 10-7) shows the tracking/disturbance-accommodation

controller subjected to the disturbances of Fig. 10-6. In this case the

states and control achieve their desired final values, and the control

and control-rate time histories are smooth. Note that since the central

*i hub disturbance torque has a non-zero bias and is non-symmetric, the

resulting state and control time-histories are no longer symmetric about

the mid-maneuver time. The residual mode response is also evident in the

mid-span relative angular velocity time-history. Also note that the peak

torque requirement is 10% lower than for the simple tracking controller

of Case 3.

We further observe that the formulation of Section 10.4.2 reduces

to the special case of a tracking solution by setting B = 0 in

Eq. (10-11), or to the special case of a disturbance-accommodation

solution by setting so = 0 in Eq. (10-11).

10.8 Analytic Fourier Transform for the Control

The following subsection provides an analytic Fourier transform

for the control with a class of finite-time control problems. The

fundamental definition of the complex Fourier transform is given by

Su() dt u(t)e-It (10-25)

0

where u(t) is assumed to be given by [Refs. 10-9 through 10-121 ,.
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u(t) =Ae Bc (10-26)

In the above, A is n x m, B is m x m, c is m x1, and e is the matrix

exponential function.

Introducing Eq. (10-26) into Eq. (10-25) yields

u(w) - A&(w) (10-27)

where

f d Bt ceiWt (10-28)
0

The integral appearing in Eq. (10-28) can be evaluated by the

approach given in Section 10.9.1. In particular:

TIM) - iw 1 (10-29)

n 1

and

F F(T) G (T; W) 7 ~e-BT e-BT&(Wj) 1-0

I(W))

t(w) e BT G(;W) (10-31)
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Since the numerical effort required to compute GI(.; w) for each

desired value of w is prohibitive, we present in the next section a

coordinate transformation which greatly reduces the computational burden

required to produce &(w) in Eq. (10-31).

10.8.1 Reducing Subspace Coordinate Transformation

In this subsection we present an algorithm for reducing the

complex matrix R = 11(w) in Eq. (10-29) to block diagonal form by a

similarity transformation [Ref. 10-421. In particular, we seek a complex

nonsingular matrix t such that -lflf has the form

4D- HO 1(w) - diag (-B, -iw) (10-32)

• -The transformation matrix $ is assumed to have the special form

I -p

Since the inverse of $ is:

10 

y'

it follows that "

0- IT .B Bp -Ip + c

U0 i'
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Thus, the problem of determining 0 becomes that of solving the following

linear equation for p:

[B - iwIl]p = -c (10-33)

which leads to a well defined solution for p provided that iw is not an

eigenvalue of B.

From Eq. (10-32) it follows that the matrix exponential of

Eq. (10-30) can be written as

_-BT -BT -iWTeH(W)T #e•(W)Ti ee p-e
e = e 1  (10-34)

0 e

Comparing Eqs. (10-30) and (10-34) it follows that the desired integral

for E(w) in Eq. (10-31) is given by

E(w) = p(w) - e Btp(w)e- (10-35)

where the entire solution follows after determining p(w) from

Eq. (10-33), for each frequency of interest. The significant feature of

Eq. (10-35) is that the computationally intensive solution for eBT must

be carried out only once, thus greatly reducing the labor required to

produce E(w).

10.8.2 Solution for the Uncoupling Transformation Vector

Since the B matrix in Eq. (10-33) is constant and generally fully

populated, we seek a solution technique which minimizes the computational

effort. However, we recognize that there are two classes of solutions

possible. First, systems where B is diagonalizable; and second, systems

where the eigensystem for B is ill-conditioned.
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The solution for both classes of problems are obtained via a
"transformation method". In particular, such methods are based upon the

equivalence of the problems [Refs. 10-26, 10-39]

[B - iwI]p(w) = -c

and (10-36)

[A- iwl]p(w) -- y

where A is the appropriate canonical form of B under the appropriate

transformation, with p(w) and y arising from the same transformation.

The solution algorithms for both classes of problems are listed in

Table 10-2. However, if w is an eigenvalue of B, then Eq. (10-30) must

be used to obtain a solution.

The desired solution for u(w) follows upon introducing Eq. (10-35)

into Eq. (10-27), yielding

u(W) = A{p(w) - eBTp(w)e-- t} (10-37)

In order to evaluate Eq. (10-37) efficiently, it is necessary to recast

the equation in the form

u(w) " Ap(w) - Ap(w)eit (10-38)

where A AeBT is n x m with n < m.

10.8.3 Example Application

Given the first-order system

- -x +u ; x(0) -0 , x(T) I
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Table 10-2. Solution techniques for p(w).

B Diagonalizable B Ill-Conditioned Eigensystem

A = diag (X ,...,Xn) A Upper Quasi-
triangular*

.- y L L c y = u c

p - y/(X - iw) , J= ,...,n [A - iWlIP - -Y

p(w) = Rp(w) pMw = UpMw

T
"R = Right Eigenvector of B U BU - A (real Schur

decomposition)
T

L = Left Eigenvector of B U u = I (orthogonal)

L TR = I (Biorthogonality)

* A quasi-triangular matrix is triangular with possible nonzero 2 x 2

blocks on the diagonal.
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we seek the control u to minimize

J fu2 dt,
0

The open-loop optimal control can be shown to be

u(t) - -X(t) (10-39)

where A(-) is the costate trajectory, satisfying:

(X(t) -(O e1 [ K
Moreover,

-B ee=] (10-40)
[0 e-

and X(0) = -1/snh T. Thus the control of Eq. (10-39) can be written

as

u(t) - AeBtc - et/sinh T

where A - [0 -11, eBt is defined by Eq. (10-40), and
T '

c - (0 -1/sinh T) . The analytic Fourier transform of u(t) follows as

S(f1-iw)t (1-iW)T()dt)/sinh T- - 1]/[(l - iw) sinh T]

0
(10-41)
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Since B is diagonalizable, we use the right and left eigenvector

transformation method to solve Eq. (10-36), leading to

I//'2- -I/,F2" 2/1/2 0 -1 0

R = , L = , A21V -2 I/7-2 1// F2

from which it follows that

y = -LTc (I/(/1 2 snh T) , 1/(,/ sinh T))T

p(w) = (-I/[(I + iw)F' sinh Ti , I/[(I - i•)•2 sinh ])T

p(co) = Rp() =

T
= (-1/[2(1 + iw) sinh TI - 1/[2(1 - iw) sinh TI , 1/[(l - iw) sinh TI)

A. = ABT = [ eo -e'

Thus, from Eq. (10-38) we have

UM)= [e-'')T -l]/[(1 - hi) sinh Ti (10-42)

We note that Eq. (10-42) agrees with Eq. (10-41).
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10.9 Appendix

10.9.1 Closed-Form Solution for the Prefilter Equation Matrix Integrals

In order to evaluate the prefilter equation presented in

Section 10.4.2, we must compute four matrix integrals of the form

f fteAT CT

T(t) (A, B, C, t) e dr (10-43)
0

where the (constant) matrices A, B, and C are specified. The integral

involving the matrix exponentials in Eq. (10-43) can be easily evaluated

by forming the constant matrix

-A BI nN = I ':
L0 CJ 2

n 2
n1 2 n2

and computing the corresponding matrix exponential eit. As shown in

Reference 10-40, the latter has the representation:

[: 1
[F(t) GF(t) n 1
0 F2 Ct } 2

n n
1 2

where

A -At A Ct
F (t) =e F2(t) =e
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GW(t) f e B e CTdT

0

Thus the solution for the integral in Eq. (10-43) follows as

Y(A, B, C, t) - eAtG (t) (10-44)

In order to evaluate Eq. (10-44) at discrete time steps, the

semi-group properties of exponential matrices are exploited, yielding the

following recursion relationships for the matrix partitions of ent:

Fi(t + At) = Fi(At)Fi(t) , Fi(0) I , i = 1, 2

q

Gl1 (t + At) = FI(At)G1 (t) + G1 (At)F 2 (t) , G1 (0) 0

where At - (tf -t 0 )/m and m is the total number of discrete time steps.
Teai At

SF3 (t)A_ e is obtained in a separate calculation. As a

result, the integral in Eq. (10-43) can be written (at t - (n + 1)At) as

'Y(A, B, C, (n + 1)At) = F3 [(n + 1)At] Gl[(n + 1)At]

A'N Since each Psi-function in Eq. (10-11) is post multiplied by a vector,

we can write

,F(A, B, C, (t + At))a = F3 (t + At)v (t + At) (10-45)

where a is a vector and the recursion relationship for vI is given by

"v (t + At) = Fl(At)vl(t) + Gl(At)v 2 (t) ; vl(0) = 0 -.
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v2 (t + At) F (A 2 (t) V(0) = a

A separate recursion relationship of the form of Eq. (10-45) is

set up for each term in Eq. (10-11) consisting of the product of a

Psi-function times a vector.

10.9.2 Closed-Form Solutions for the Residual-State Trajectory Matrix

Integrals

In order to evaluate the residual-state trajectory equation pre-

sented in Section 10.6, we must compute eleven matrix integrals which can

be expressed as one of the following two forms:

G1 (t) jef eA(t-S)BeCs ds (10-46)0

or

Hi(t) - ftfSe A(t-S)Be C(s-r)DeEr dr ds (10-47)
00

where the (constant) matrices A, B, C, D, and E are specified. This

problem, and its solution, are analogous to that discussed in the

preceding subsection. In order to compute G1 and H1, we define the

following matrix exponential:

r(t) =- r(A, B, C, D, E, t) A eVt (10-48)

where v is the constant matrix [Ref. (10-40)]

[A B 0 n
A 0 c E l 2

0 0 E _

n 1 n 2  n3
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As shown in Reference 10-40, r has the representation:

FtM G Wt Hi(t) }n1

r(t) 0 F2 (t) G2 (t) } n2

00F3 (t) j n3 S

~33
n 1 n 2 n 3"

which includes the desired integrals GI and H1. In addition,

A At t A Et

FlM = e , W2' - e , 3 e

G2 (t) f eC(tS)D eEs ds
0

Using the semi-group properties of matrix exponentials, the partitions of

r can be recursively generated from the following formulas:

F (t + At) - F(At)F(t) , F(0) I , i - 1, 2, 3

Gi(t + At) = Fi(At)Gi(t) + Gi(At)Fi+1 (t), G1(0) - 0 , i - 1, 2

H1 (t + At) - F (At)H (t) + GI(At)G2 (t) + H (At)F 3 (t) HI(0) - 0

When the recursion relationships above are post-multiplied by vectors,

the following modified propagation equations result:
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x (t + At) = F (t + At)x 0 = F1 (At)x 1 (t) , i = 1, 2, 3

(10-49)

x (t + At) - G_ 3 (t + At)x 0 = F1 3 (At)xi(t) + G_ 3 (At)x_ 2 (t) , i = 4, 5

(10-50)

x6 (t + At) = H1 (t + At)x 0 = Fl(At)x 6 (t) + Gl(At)x 5 (t) + H (At)x 3 (t)

where

0i = 1, 2, 3

xi(0) - 0 1= 4, 5, 6

The vector recursion relationships above are particularly useful

for generating the integral solution for xr(t) in Eq. (10-24) at

discrete times, since matrix-vector multiplications are much less costly -

than matrix-matrix multiplications. Furthermore, in generating

matrix-vector products involving matrices of the form in Eq. (10-46),

only x2 and x4 in Eqs. (10-49), (10-50) must be propagated.

Similarly, in generating matrix-vector products involving matrices of the

form in Eq. (10-47), only x3 , x5 and x6 must be propagated.

N--

10.10 Conclusions

Closed-form solutions for the feedback gains, state trajectory,

and residual mode response have been developed for the tracking/

"disturbance-accommodation controller. This has been made possible by the

"fact that the Fourier series representation of the disturbances may be

expressed in an exponential matrix form. In addition, recursion rela-

tionships have been developed for propagating the gains, state trajectory

and residual mode response in a computationally efficient way. Numerical

results of several test case maneuvers demonstrate the utility of the
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formulations and show that the tracking/disturbance-accommodation con-

troller outperforms the simple linear tracking controller which does not

use information about the disturbances. The test case examples also show

the effect that control-rate smoothing has on smoothing out the control

time history for the linear tracker.

A computationally efficient algorithm has also been presented for

obtaining the complex Fourier transform of a class of vector functions

which frequently occur in modern control theory. The basic algorithm

requires: (1) evaluation of a single matrix exponential for the dynamics

of the time-varying control; (2) solution for either the right and left

eigenvectors or a real Schur decomposition of the constant control

dynamics matrix; (3) sequential solution for the reducing subspace

transformation vector; and (4) evaluation of a single scalar complex

exponential. A low order example application is shown to demonstrate the

utility of the above formulation.
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